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SUMMARY OF 1983 ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARDl

The Southern Regional Educatiorl/Board met June 9-11, 1983 :at The

Breakers in .p.aIm Beach, Florida.

The Finance and Executive Committees met the afternoon of June 9. That

evening Dr. S . John Davis, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Virginia ,
t..

and Chairman of the SREB Task Force on Higher Education and the Schools, pre-

sented a progress report to the Board on the concluding report, Meeting the Need

for Quality: Action in the South.

At a breakfast meeting for Board members on June 10, Governor William F.

Winter, SREB Chairman, presided over the arAual business session.

In his report to the Board, President Godwin called on the Board to endorse

the Task Forceoreport, Meeting the Need for Quality: Action in the South, and

commend it to the region as a platform for quality improvements in education and

further recommended that the Board reaffirm its commitment to stronger ties be-

tween higher education and the schools for the purpose of improved quality.

The Board voted to approve the President's recommendations.

The Board approved the report of the Executive Committee, presented by

Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford, SREB Vice-Chairman, including an operating

budget of S3,255,000 for 1983-84; a directive to staff to explore the most appro-

priate kind of advisory. structure at SREB to help assure sound program direction

ik

consistent with interest .of the states on changing conditions in hltalth and tuman
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service fields and their impact on health professions education; a resolution of

appreciation to Governor Joe Frank Harris of Georgia and President Joseph Pettit

of Georgia Institute of Technology for their efforts to secure a replacement fa-

cility for SREB in Atlanta on the Georgia Tech campus; and study of a request

from Meharry Medical College for a fee increase in medical and dental contracts.

The Board elected Governor Lamar Alexander of Tennessee as Chairman for

1983-84, Senator Arthur Dorman of Maryland as Treasurer, and re-eleCted Chan-

cellor Vernon D. Crawford of Georgia as Vice-Chairman.

Governor Bob Graham of Florida addressed the Board'on the need for inter-

state initiatives in drug education. He commended the Board for the fact that

SREB, in his view, had always interpreted the "E" of its formal name in a broad

and flexible fashion, and expressed pleasure that SREB staff was considering

possible neva steps in drug education that would increase public awareness of

the dangers of drug use.

In other business brought before the Board, Dr. John T. Ca steen III of

Virginia urged members of the Board to support the National Nuclear Science

Advisory Committee's recommendation to the U. S. Secretary of Energy 'that the

FY 1984 budget of the Department of Energy include funds to support construc-

tion of the National Electron Accelerator Laboratory under sponsorship of th

Southeastern Universities Research Association (SURA). The Board authorized

preparation of a resolution in support of the SURA/NEAL proposal and its trans-

mittal to members of Congress.

_2
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Governor Winter presided over the first general session on June 10 on

"Programs to Improve Quality: New Incentives for Teachers." Dr ..Winfred L.

Godwin, SREB Predident, moderated a roundtable discussion which included

Governor Lamar Alexander and Tennessee legislators:' Representative Steve Cobb,

Senator James E. Elkins, Representative James M. Henry, and Representative

Dale Kelley. Also included were Dr. Billy .R. Reagan, Superintendent. Houston,

Texas, Independent School District, and Dr. Jay M. Robinson, Superintendent./
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina, School System. The discussion focused

on financial incentives for teachers. QoVernor Alexander and,the Tennessee dele-

gation described the Tennessee "master. teacher" proposal. Governor Alexander,

citing the need to reward excellent teachers', said, "No state public school sys-
.

tern pays one teacher one penny more for doing'a good job at what they were

hired to do. It is the most indefensible public policy in our country today.

The blame for the condition of our schools lies with our governors, our legis-

latures, and our school boards." The Tennessee plan, he said, is designed to

call a halt to the current perception that the teaching profeSsion is a "financial

dead-end career."

Representative Cobb outlined details of the "master teacher" plan and ad-

dressed some of its alleged problems, including-eligibility and protection of

present teachers. Senator Elkins and Representatives fienry and Kelley gave
.( b

their view on the proposal and its application within their districts.

Superintendent Robinson emphasized that the Charlotte-Mecklenburg plan
,

was not in response to "a crisis situation," but was to forestall what might

-3
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becoine "'very serious trouble in the near future." lie said that the Ch 6rlotte
,
;"career ladder" plan is a way to attract gpod recruits, to train them in a 4- to

6-year probationary period, then to tenure only teachers that have met training

requirements and have demonstrated excellent performance over a substantial

period of time. Pay incentives are linked to achievement of the progressive

steps. .He stressed the role of staff development training tailored to needs of

the teachers.

Superintendent Reagan presso,ted data on improvements in student attend-

ance and scholastic achievement to document the success of Houston initiatives_,....
A

in merit pay. The Houston plan, which has been operating for several years,

establishes criteria for evaluation and provides stipends for teachers in inner-

city schools and in areas of critical shortage. "The center point of the plan,"

said Mr. Reagan, "is outstanding educational progress."

I Luncheon meetings were held on June 10 for members of the Board and

Legislative Advisory Council to discuss the report of the Task Force on Higher

Education and the. Schools .

Governor Winter presided over the afternoon session at which Dr. Charles

Minshall of Battelle Institute, Columbus,. Ohio, gave a presentationOf the SREB

report: Higher Education and High Technology Economic Development. Dr.

Minshall, author of the forthcoming report commissioned by SREB from Battelle,

outlined characteristics of a "high tech" industrtand stressed that universitiesI
with strong engineering programs play a critical role in 'stimulating high, tech`"

. nology development.' He said that high technology industry tends to blossom
. .3
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In areas where people like to live and areas with cultural attractions, (pod

neighborhoods, and good schools.

Governor fob Graharii of florida and Governor Charles S. Robb of Virginia

gave their views on "The State Role in High Technology Development," Governor

Graham described three ways in which education-affects the location of a high

tech industry- -the qua.lity of the public- schools*, the availability ol,a suitably

trained work for/ ce, and the provision of continuing education for scientists,

. engineers, and managers. Governor Graham said, "I know of no greater cony

tribution that the universities could make to the expansion of high technology
. ,

than to be serious about the. business 01 assisting in improving public schools.,"
.

Governor Robb talked about the concentration of high technology firms in

northern Virginia, close to Washington, D. C. He said that this area probably

has all of the components of a site for high tech industry except the key one- -
Or

the proximity of a front-rankedresearch and engineering university. Governor
,.

Robb said that a forthcoming report from' a state task force on science and tech-

nology will "tell us what we have . :.and then: tell us what to do."

The general session on June 11, "Institutional and State Responses to

Challenges of High Technology," was presided over by Chancellor Crawford'.

D. S. Beilman, President of the Microelectronics Center ,.Research Triangle

Park, North Carolina , in his presentation said that the development of North

Carolina's Research Triangle Park has been "characterized by farsighted agres-

siveness" and "IntellectuAl courage" on the part of governors, university presi-

dents, and state legislators. Technological,growh "will not be e4nly

/
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di-stributed among towns., cities and counties within states, much less amcnig 11

the states," said Mr. Bei [Man, but the proximity of a university of technological

excellence is a "critical factor" In attracting and retaining first-class personnel,
01 4, t

Following Mr. Beilman's remarks, Dr. Thomas E. Stetson., Vide President

for Research, Georgia Institute of Technology, spoke about the Advanced Tech-

nology Development Center (ATDC) on the Tech campus in Atlanta. He described

the ATDC as "a catalyst built around tht-, research programs at Georgizk Tech" with

four primary goals: the incubation of new industry, recruitment of industries;

support of industry in an operational sense' financial, legal, managerial; and

venture capital development .

Senator Leonard 0. Dunavant of Tennessee, SREB Treasurer, presided over

the session on "Skills folt the Work Place in an Era of High Technology: Myths,

Realities, and impItcations for Education." Dr. Henry M. Levin, Director, In-
,-

stitute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance at Stanford Univer-

sity, spoke about employment opportunities in high tech industries in the decade

ahead. He emphasized that -"high tech applications to a very large degree are

reducing the skill requirements of existing jobs." And, he said, since "we

cannot predict the precise skill needs over the lifetiMes of workers" it is im-

portalit to emphasize strong basic education for everyone. He concluded by

saying that "society is not facing up to the larger fact that so-called recurrent

_education is going to become far more important in the future, and we're not

prepared for it."

Following adjournment cf the Board meeting, the Legislative Advisory Coun-

cil met to discuss plans for the forthcoming August Legislative Work Conference.

6 9



1983 ANNUAL MEETING 01"ruE SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

The Breakers
Palm Beach, Florida

June 9-11, 1983

Thursday, June 9
.2:30 p.m. Meeting of SREB Finance Committee

Senator Leonard C. Dunavant, Chairman

4:30 p.m. Meeting of SREB Executive Committee --
Governor William F. Winter, Chairman

6:30 p.m. Reception and Dinner Meeting

Friday, June 10.
8:00 a .m.

, 9:30 a.m.

Meeting the Need for Quality: Action in the South
Progress Report to the Southern Regional Education
Board by its Task Force on Higher Education and,
the Schools

S. -John Davis, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Virginia; Chairman,
SREB Task Force on Higher Educaticin
and the Schools

Annual BusinessBusiness Meeting
(Breakfast served to Board members)
Presiding:. Governor William F. Winter

President's Report: Winfred L. Godwin S

Raialo/rt and Recommendations of Executive Committee
Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford, State University
System of Georgia; SREB Vice-Chairman

Election of Officers

General Session

Chairman's Report: Governor William F. Winter
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12:00 noon

%

, .
Programs to Improve Quality: New Incentives for Teachers

Roundtable: Governor Lamar Alexander and Tennessee
. legislators: Representative Steve Cobb,

fienator James E. Elkins,
Representative, jci MC S M . Henry,
Representative Dale Kelley

Billy R. Reagan, Superintendent, Ftouston,
Texas, Independent School District

Jay M. Robinson', Superintendent,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina,
School System

Moderator: Winfred L. Godwin

Open Discussion

Luncheon Meetings of Members of the Board and Legislative
Advisory Council to discuss Report of Task Force on Higher
Education and the Schools

Groups A. B, and C

2:00 p.m. General Session
Presiding: Governor William F. Winter

Presentation of SREB Report: Higher Education and
High Technology Economic Development

Charls W. Minshall, Battelle Institute,
Columbus, Ohio ._

The State Role in High Technology Development

Governor Bob Graham, Florida
Governor Charles S. Robb, Virginia

Open Discussion

7:00 p.m. Reception

8
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Saturday, June 11
9:00 a.m. General SOSSion

'

Institutional and State Re:;ponser. to Gliallenfie:; of
Iligli Technolouy
Presiding: Chancellor Vernon I.). Grawtord,

SREB Vice-Chairman

D. S. Bellman, President, Microelectronics Center,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

Thomas E. Stelson, Vice President for Research,
Georgia Institute of Technology

Open Discussion. ks,....r

Skills for the Work Place in an Era of High Tech.nolocivi
Myths, Realities, and Implications for Ecitation
Presiding: Senator Leonard C. Dunavant,i2

SREB Treasurer

Henry M. Levin, Director, Institute for Research
on Educational Finance and Governance,
Stanford University

Open Discussion .

12:30 p.m. Luncheon Meeting of SREB Legislative Advisory Council

u.
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CAPPS, Charles W., Jr., State Representative, Cleveland, Mississippi
CASTEEN, John T. III, Secretaryof Education, Richmond, Virginia
CHAIN, B. L., Mayor of Hattiesburg, Mississippi
COBB, Steve, State Representative, Nashville, Tennessee
COHEN, Barbara, Florida Senate Education Committee staff, Tallahassee
COMBOS, Jeff , Office of the Governor, Nashville, Tennessee
CORNETT, Lynn M., Research Associate, SREB
CRAWFORD, Vernon D., Chancellor, State University System of Georgia, Atlanta
CROCKETT, Joe L., State Senator, Madison, Tennessee
CURRY, Shirley, Tennessee Chairman, Eagle Forum
DAVIS, S. John, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Education,

Richmond, Virginia
DELCO, Wilhelmina R., State Representative, Austin, Texas
DOLAND, Jack V. , President, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
DORMAN', Arthur, State Senator, Beltsville, Maryland
DOZIER, Rush, General Counsel, Office of the.Governor, Frankfort, Kentucky
DUNAVANT, Leonard C. , State Senator, Millington, Tennessee
ECHOLS, Wayne, Special Assistant to the Executive Director, Commission on

Higher Education, Montgomery, Alabama
ELKINS, James E., State Senator, Clinton, Tennessee
ERNST, Don, Education Liaison, Office of the Governor, Little Rock, Arkansas
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FERGUSON, Jane, Secretary`, State Services Office, SUB
FORD, Joe M., State Representative, Gadsden, Alabama
FOSTER, John C., State Senator, Cornelia, Georgiii
FRAISER, John J., Jr., State Senator, Greenwood, Mississippi
FRANK, Pat, State Senator, Tampa, Florida
GALAMBOS, Eva C., Research Associate, SREB
GARY, Warlene, National Education Association, Washington, D. C.
GINSBERG, Leon H., Commissioner, Department of Welfare, Charleston,
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GODWIN, Winfred L., President, SREB
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GRAHAM, Bob, Governor of Florida ) Tallahassee
GRAY, Frederick T., State Senator, Chester, Virginia
HASKELL,Preston H., Jacksonville, Florida
HENRY, JameS M. , State Representative, Kingston, Tennessee
HOENES, Nellie, Office of ,Planning and Budget, Office of the Governor,

Atlanta, Georgia
HUNT, Keel, Special Assistant to the Governor, Nashville, Tennessee
JOHNSON, Lowell, Fairmont, West Virginia
JORDAN,Robert B. III, State Senator, Mount Gilead, North Carolina
KAREM, David K., State Senator, Louisville, Kentucky .

KELLEY, Dale, State Representative, Huntingdon, Tennessee
KEMBLE, C. Robert, President, Lamar University, Efpaumont, Texas
KING, Alvin M., State Representative, Memphis, Tennessee
KNORR, Sheldon H., Commissioner, Maryland State Board for Higher Education,

. Annapolis ,..-

LAGER, Robert J., Mobile, Alabama
LEVIN, Henry M., Director, Institute for Research on EduCational Finance and

Governance, Stanford University, California
LONG, Jimmy D., State Representative, Natchitoches, Louisiana
LUCAS, Aubrey K. , President, University of SoLithern Mississippi, Hattiesburg
MCCABE, Robert H., President, Miami-Dade Community College, Miami, Florida
MCDANIEL, Charles, Superintendent of Schools, Department of Education,

Atlanta, Georgia
MCELRATH, Robert, Commissioner, Department of Education, Nashville, Tennessee
MCPHEETERS, Harold L., Director, Commission one Mental Health and Human

Services, SREB
MINSHALL, Charles W., Research Leader, Community and Regional Development,

Battelle - Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio
MULLINS, Andrew, Administrative Assistant to the Governor, Jackson, Mississippi
MUSICK, Mark D., State Services Officer, SREB
NEWELL, Barbara W., Chancellor, State University System of Florida, Tallahassee
NICKS, Roy S. , Chancellor, State University and Community College System,

State Board of Regents, Nashville, Tennessee
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.O'BRIEN, Anna Belle Clement, State Senator, Crossville, Tennessee
O'HARA, James, The Tennessean, Nashville
PAYNE, William H. Director, Federal and State Projects", Memphis City Schools,

Tennessee
PESCI, Frank 8. Sr.., State, Delegate, New Carrollton, Maryland
PICARD, Cecil J.., State Senator, Maurice, Louisiana
PLUNKETT, Lamar R.; Bowdon, Georgia
POLLAN, Carolyn, State Representative, Fort Smith, Arkansas
RAMSEY, Robert R., Jr.., Chancellor, West Virginia Board of Regents, Charleston
RANDOLPH, Edward G., State Senator, Alexandria, Louisiana
REAGAN, Billy R. Superintendent, Houston.Independent.School District, Texas
REED, Charles B., Deputy Chief of Staff, Office of the Governor, Tallahassee ,

Florida
RICHARDS, Jody, State Representative, Bowling Green, Kentucky
RICHMOND, Mossie J., Jr., Vice-President for Student Affairs and Dean,

University College, Arkansas State University, State University, Arkansas
RICHTER, Tom, Director, Council of State Governments, Atlanta, Georgia
ROBB, Charles S. , Governor of Virginia, Richmond
ROBINSON, Jay M., Superintendent, Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System,

Charlotte, North Carolina
ROSS, Ben Barron,' State Representative, Lincolnton, Georgia
RUSS, Stanley, State Senator, Conway, Arkansas
SAMS, F. Lyle, State Delegate, Charleston, West Virginia
SCHIETINGER, E, F., Dimictor of Research, SREB
SCHMIDT, William, PreSident, Palm Beach Teachers Association, Florida
SINGLETARY, Otis A-. , President, University of Kentucky,. Lexington
SMITH, David, Director, Palm Beach Classroom Teachers Association, Florida
SMITH, Loy M., State Representative, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee
SNYDER, Harry M. , Jr., Executive Director, Kentucky Council on Higher Education,

Frankfort
SOLOMON, Martha , Florida Education Association, Tallahassee
SPENCE, David S. Executive, Director, Postsecondary Education Planning

Commission, Tallahissee, Florida
STARNES, Paul M., State Representative, Chattanooga , Tennessee
STELSON, Thomas E., Vice President for Research, Georgia Institute of Technology,

Atlanta
STEWART, Carl J., Jr., Gastonia, Ndrth Carolina
STUART, Reginald, Miami Bureau, The New York Times
SULLIVAN, MAi)laret, Information Officer, SREB
TALLMAN, Joy e, Secretary to the President, SREB
THOMPSON, Francis C., State Representative, Delhi, Louisiana
THOMPSON, Michael F State Representative, Lafayette, Louisiana
TOLL, John S. President, Univekoity of Maryland Adelphi
WHITE, Jesse L. , Executive Director, Southern Growth Policies Board,

Research Triangle.Park, North Carolina
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WHITSON, Zane C., Jr., State Representative, Unicoi, Tennessee
WILSON, Nick, State Senator, Pocahontas, Arkansas
WINTER, Williain F., Governor of Mississippi, Jackson
WOOD, Yvonne, Associate Director for State and Federal Affairs, Tennessee
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MINUTES

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING OF THE
SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

The Breakers .

Palm Beach, Florida
Juno 10, 1983

The annual business meeting of the Southern Regional Education Board be-

gan with an 8:00 a.m. breakfast for Board members on June 10 at The Breakers in

Palm Beach, Florida. The business session, at which a quorum was present,

convened at 13:35 a xi., with SREB Chairman, Governor William F. Winter of

Mississippi, presiding. Governor Winter recognized Governor Lamar Alexander

of Tennessee, Governor Bob Graham of Florida, and Governor Charles Robb of

Virginia.

President's Report

Dr. Godwin's report as President of SREB appears on pages 20-24 of these

proceedings. He recommended that the Board endorse the SREB Task For%e on

Higher Education and the Schools report, MeetinQthe Need for Qualit' Action

in the South, and commend it to the region as a platform for quality improvements

.n education, as it had endorsed the 1981 report, The Need for Quality. Dr. Godwin

further recommended that the Board reaffirm, its commitment to stronger ties between

higher education and the schools for the purpose of improved quality by-directing

the SREB staff to pursue an implementation strategy for the recommendations in both

Task Force reports, Including their extensive dissemination and interpretation.

- 14 -
17
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\Governor Winter called for discussion on tho President's report! and its

recommendations. Mr. Lamar R. Plunkott Of Goorgia moved that the Board ap-
lo

prove the report of the Prnsidont and the. recommendations therein to endorse

The_ Need for Quality: Action in the South and an implementation _strategy by

staff to pursue in carrying out actions on recommendations in both reports.
...

There were numerous seconds, and the Board voted unanimously the endorse-

ment of the Task Force report.

Report and Recommendations of the Executive Committee

Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford of Georgia , SREB Vice-Chairman, reported

on-the Executive Committee meeting held at 4:30 p.m. on June 9 at The Breakers

and its actions concerning the proposed operating budget of $.3,255,000 for

1983-84; study of a request for an increase in the regional contract fee for
fl

medical and dental students at Meharry; a report on changing conditions in

health and human service fields and their impact on health professtonseduca-

tion, as well as the most appropriate kind of advisory structure at SREB to help

assure sound program direction consistent with interests of states and institu-
,

tions; and an update on developments concerning a new headquarters facility
k

for SREB in Atlanta , including a resolution of appreciation to Governor Joe Frank
fi

Harris of Georgia and to President Joseph Pettit of Georgia Institute of Tech-

nology.

Senator Paul C. Broun of Georgia moved adoption of the report, there were

seconds by several others, and the Board voted to adopt the Eftcutive Committee's

'5 Is
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report and rocommendations. (Minutes of the Executive Committee meeting ap-

pear on pages 25-30.)
IV

Remarks by Governor Bob Graham

Governor Bob Graham of Florida briefly addressed the Board and corn-

mended it on its record of responding to real needs of the states in higher

education and other education-related matters. He stated that the Board had

always interpreted the "E" in "SREB" in a broad and flexible fashion and ac-

cordingly, has ignored artificial barriers in the field. Governor Graham dis-
..,
.--) cussed the current, great need for more effective attention to drug education.

He said that he was pleased that SREB staff had been responsive to his re-

quest for ideas of possible new initiatives in this regard and that he looked

forward to SREB pursuing new information strategies in drug education. He

said suelvefforts would assist law enforcement 'agencies and their efforts to
.,.

damage the supply side by decreasing the demand for drugs through new edu-

cation programs.
a

- -
Report of Nominating Committee

President Otis A. Singletary of Kentucky, Chairman of the Nominating

Committee, presented the report of the Committee, which also included Senator

Leonard C. Dunavant of Tennessee, Senator Robert B. Jordan III of North Caro-

lina, and President John S. Toll of Maryland. The Committee's unanimous

nominations for 1983-84 officers were:

.-
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Chair Man ,: Governor Lamar Alexander, TeriDessee
Vice-Chairman: Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford,. Georgia
Treasurer . Senator Arthur Dorman, Maryland

There being no other nominations, President Singletary moved adoption
i

of the slate, there was a second by Dr. Roy S. Nicks of Tennesiee; and the

Board voted unanimously to adopt the report and electiot of the slate.

Governor Winter recognized and called on the new Chairman for remarks.

Governor Alexander said that he looked forward to working with members of the

Board. He said-that the "hottest" states leading education reform are in the

South and heknew that SREB' leadership had been a big part of it.

Other Business

Dr. John T. Ca steer III of Virginia appealed to the Board to support the

National Nuclear Science Advisory Committee's recommendation to the United

States Secretary of Energy that the FY 1984 budget of the Department of Energy

inclUde funds to Support construction of the National Electron Accelerator

Laboratory under sponsorship of the Southeastern Universities Research Asso-
--,

cfration (SURA).

There was s ared concern by various Board members. President Singletary

moved that a resolution of support be drafted, Senator Paul C. Broun of Georgia

asked that a copy be sent to each Southern Senator and Congressman, in addi-

tion to Secretary of Energy Hodel; Senator Frederick T. Gray of Virginia then

made a Second, and the Board voted unanimously that a resoliition be prOared



/
/

and sent to members of Congress In support of the SURA/NEAL proposal. (The

resolution appears on the following page.)

There being no further business the meeting adjourned at 9:20 a .m.

/
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RESOLUTION /ADOPTED BY THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD
IN SUPPORT OF THE SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION/

NUCLEAR ELECTRON ACCELERATOR LABORATORY PROPOSAL

*WHEREAS, the National Nuclear Science Advisory Committee ha s..recom-

mended to the United States Secretary of Energy that the FY 1984 budget of the

Department of Energy include funds to support construction of the National.

Electron Accelerator Laboratory under sponscliship of the Southeastern Univer-

sities Research Association (SURA);

WHEREAS, the report of the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee speaks

clearly to the scientific, technical, and economic advantages of the SURA pro-

posal;

WHEREAS, the SURA universities and states have demonstrated their

capacity to collaborate in a consortium unprecedented in American scientific

endeavors and thereby to produce for the nation both advanced scientific corn-

petence,and a broad base for technological progress;

AND WHEREAS, SREB takes a vital interest in scientific and educational

progress in the South and in the nation;

THEREFORE, be it resolved, that the Southern Regional Education Board

join the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee in recommending the Southeastern

Universities Research Association proposal to Secretary Hodel and urge Secretary

Hodel and all senators, congressmen, and governors of the SREB states to work

toward assurance of funding for the SUM Nuclear Electron Accelerator Laboratory

in the 1984 Department of Energy budget.

June 10, 1983
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REPORT 'BY PRESIDENT GODWIN TO ANNUAL BUSINESS SESSION, JUNE 10

1 appreciate the opportunity10 report to you on what believe has been
another productive year of service by SREB to member states

Any appraisal of the past year must recognize both the potential of the
broad movement for increased quality in education as well as the reality of a
continuing gap between region and nation on various measures of educational
development. While actions aimed specifically at improving quality should,
over time, translate into higher levels of educational and economic attainment,
we Must 'contfnue to address other matters that affect our progress toward na-
tional parity. For example, although the regional rate of participation in higher
education has continued to grow, it remains significantly below the national
rate. To cite another example, while we have greatly expanded doctoral level
graduate work (we now award about a quarter of the national total of doctorates),
a riew review of national rankings of universities over the Period from 1925 to
1982 reveals no real change in that 50+ year period in the region's relative
status as a front rank center of graduate education. These examples suggest
that policymakers should be concerned with a number of issues that determine
the status of education in the region. As for SREB, they re-emphasize that one
of the most important responsibilities set forth in its by-laws is to monitor and
report on overall conditions and trends in higher education. Accordingly, SREB
has always tried to be responsive to the data needs of its constituencies. Pm
pleased to report that over the past year staff and a regional committee of state
higher education agency representatives have worked to improve the regional --
data exchange, which has become increasingly important in the states. One re-
sult has been a refinement of institutional classifications which in turn improves
interstate comparability of data by clarifying differences in state patterns of in-
stitutional mix.

A staff committee has been working on plans for upgrading our computerized
capability to expedite data processing. Decisions will soon be made in this re-
gard that should improve our data services.

An effective regional data collection and dissemination activity continues
to depend on both timeliness and credibility, both of which are enhanced through
the close cooperation of state higher education agencies and the research and
state services staff of SREB. We continue to emphasize national comparisons,
both to gain needed perspective and to help us sharpen our regional analyses.

Some of you have participated during the year in our examination of the
way in which state budget flexibility relates to effective financing and manage-
ment of public higher education. Case studies of four states, in and out of the
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region, document recent shifts toward institutional flexibility, with trade-offs
of greater post-audit activity and more systematic administrative procedures.

The case studies also offer preliminary indications that institutional fled-
bility can result in quality improvements, as opposed to mere cost cutting.
These reports will be published and available shortly.

Education in the health professions has been a topic of major concern to
SREB from the beginning of the regional compact. That-concern has now come
full circlefrom an original, need to provide arrangements for sharing scarce
programs to the current problem of devising ways to scale down over-expansion.

The country has entered only the initial phase of what has long been
expected--an inevitable, albeit it a slow and fumbling, attempt to control the
runaway costs of a smorgasbord of health care services of unprecedented scale.
This cost curtailment effort will have a significant effect on our university
health centers and all health professions education. Medical education may be
the core of the issue, but education and service programs in the whole array of
health professions will be affected.

The SREB report on 'issues in health professions education, prepared by
the staff and released on authorization of the Executive Committee, was an out-
growth of these concerns. We,have been urged by various sources, including
representatives of university health centers, to give increased,attention to these
issues and we propose to do so.

With some notable exceptions, state higher education agencies and legis-
latures have yet to engage themselves in confronting the very difficult choices
posed in cutting back in the health field, all the more reason for the Board to be
of all assistance possible in the objective consideration of the issues involved.

In that connection I would note that our attempt at expansion of health pro-
fessions data in the regional data exchange tells us that cost information in
these fields still needs considerably more illumination at the state level.

During the year SREB continued a variety of efforts to strengthen predomi-
nantly black colleges. These included technical assistance on staff develop-
ment and administrative practices in student financial aid offices at nine insti-
tutions, funded in part by the Fund for Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

The Kenan Trust has authorized the inclusion of three additional black col-
leges in the instructional improvement program funded by the Trust anid adminis-
tered by SREB. This latest commitment brings the total of Kenan Trust funds to
SREB for this program to almost $7 million.
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r()110Witlq d recommendation at our last annual meeting we sought ussist-
anco from various sources on :.itepi; to improve the pass rate of prospective black
teachers on the National Teacher Examinations. Everybody deplored the problem
but nobody offered to help. Accordingly, we riioN4ec.1 ahead on our own and orga-
nized a consortium of nine interested black colleges (3) with an immediate ob-
jective of improving the test performance of their education majors, and (b) with
a longer term aim of strengthening their general education curriculum with spe-
cial emphasis on course content and syllabi. Subsequently, the Educational .

Testing Service has entered into an agreement with SREB to provide substantial
in-kind assistanc0o4make this project operational. The initiai activity takes
place this July, when faculty teams from participating colleges will attend in-
tensive training sessions on test construction.

As Suring an adequate supply of black teachers 11-45's been addressed in the
new repohof the Task Force on Higher Education and the Schools, to which I
want to turn for the rest of my remarks this morning.

As you heard last evening, and perhaps as you have seen in scanning its
new report, the Task-Force recognizes major progress in the region toward qual-
Pity in terms of higher academic standards and graduation requirements in second-
ary schools. higher standards' for college admission and tighter teacher selec-
tion standards. It recommends that priorities for further action be given to
(a) improving the quality/of teachers beyond minimum standards, (b) selecting
school principals who can be educational leaders, (c) strengthening teaching
of mathematics and science, and (d) making vocational education effective.

SREB's efforts over the past.two years to follow up on the first report of
the Task Force have beerylirected largely toward those areas in which the Task
Force discerns major progress. These areas should continue to have our atten-
tion, since, as the Task Force observes, further progress in each is needed.
In regard to teacher selection standards, for example, I have already mentioned
one problem on which we are working, namely, assuring an adequate supply:of
minority teachers. A

We have also begun a reappraisal of vocational education, the matter on
which the Task Force says the least progress has been made. Our examination
is focusing on (a) the purpose of secondary vocational programs, (b) duplication
between secondary and postsecondary vocational education, and (c) the rele-
vance of vocational education in each sector to changing economic needs.

Improvements-in teacher education, together with incentives for superior
teaching, merit SREB's attention. And indeed, as with the first report, staff
expect to devote substantial attention to dissemination and interpretation of all
the Task Force's recommendations.

o
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At its 1981. annual meeting, this hoard endorsedThe Need for Quality, the
first report of the SIMI Task force on iligher 'Echitailon a'ndithe Schools. The re-

. port has had widespread influence, in part because SRI has de 'Joted considera-
ble effort to follow-up activities.

ti

I recommend that the Board now endorse Meeting_. the Need for Quality
Action In the South,' and commend it to the region as a platform, along with the
first report of the Task Force, for quality improvements in education.

I recommend further that the Board reaffirm its commitment to strongeties.
between higher education and the schools for the purpose of improved qualityby
directing the SREB staff to pursue an implementation strategy for the recommen-
datlens in both Task Force reports, including their extensive dissemination and
int6r1Dretation.

The programmatic effect of these recommendations as far as SREB is con-
cerned would be this five-part agenda:

1. The promotion and monitoring of standards for student achieve-
ment high school graduation requirements and college
admissions standards, as well as other requirements far
progress across the academic spectrum). Additional atten-
tion will need to be directed to remedial education in response
to the raising of performance standards.

2. The improvement of teaching, to include

a . the monitoring of standards for selection of teacher
candidates;

b. the strengthening of teacher education programs, with
special emphasis on revised content of teacher educa-
tion curricula and on stimulating greater participation
by institutional presidents in the evaluation and reform
of teacher education programs;

c. stronger incentives to enter and stay in teaching; and

d. more effective continuing education for teachers:

3. The development of internships as a requirement in all edu-
cational administration programs thet.prepare principals.

4. Sharper delineation of issues in vocational education
aimed at helping states assert responsibility for policy
development in vocational education;
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5. Promotion of further cooperation between higher education and
tho schools, with special emphasis on state-level bodies.

A program of those dim'enslons will keep this Board in a leading position
In the broad effort to improve quality. The Task Force has done its job; ours is
to expand upon the follow-through effort wo began two years ago.

In closing, I would note that this is the 35th anniversary year of SREB.
Recently I reviewed several periodic assessments of SREB that have been con-
ducted by outside evaluators. I was struck in particular by one that was con-
ducted by an experienced administrator of a major university and reported to
the Board at its 20th annual meeting. It began with a comment that I found
especially forceful: "SREB has always, in my exgerience, looked toward the
future. But the look has been a realistic one, informed by the past." We
could not receive a higher compliment, nor, I believe, could we have a more
challenging standard to measure our k against now and in the years ahead.
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MINUTES

SREB EXECUTIVE COMMYTTEE MEETING

The Breakers
Palm Beach , Florida

June 9, 1983

The Executive Committee met at 4:30 p.m. on June 9, with Governor
...

William F. Winter, Chairman, presiding.

Other members Present were: Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford (Georgia);
Senator Leonard C. Dunavant (Tennessee); Senator Robert B. Jordan III (North
Carolina); President C. Robert Kemble (Texas); President Robert H. McCabe
(Florida); Senator Cecil J. Picard (Louisiana); Representative Carolyn Pollan
(Arkansas); Delegate F. Lyle Sattes (West Virginia); and Mr. Harry M. Snyder
(Kentucky). Dr. Howard R. Boozer represented South Carolina in the absence
of Senator Robert C. Lake, Jr.; Dr. John T. Ca steep III represented Virginia
in the absence of Governor Charles S. Robb; and Senator Arthur Dorman repre-
sented Maryland in the absence of Governor Harry Hughes and President Rhoda
Dorsey.

SREB staff and others present; Winfred L. Godwin, William C. Brown, Harold L.
McPheeters,, Mark D. Musick, E. F. Schietinger, and Joyce Tallman. Others in
attendance were Mr. Andrew Mullins, Office of the Governor of Mississippi;
Mr. Eugene T. Branch, SREB attorney; Ms. Marta Goldsmith, Southern Gover-
nors' Association; and Mr. Tom Richter, Council of State Governments.

The agenda for the meeting and background papers on the items discussed

were mailed to Board members prior to the meeting.

The Comtpittee considered and acted on the following matters:

1. Update from the President

a . The Committee heard a report by President Godwin on matters dis-

cussed at the November 1982 meeting of the Executive Committee ,.including
7-

the SREB Task Force on Higher Education and the Schools. He reported that

I.
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considerable time had beon spent in staff discussions on various recommenda-

tions that the Task Force mado in the original report and the concluding report

and that planning proceeds in regard to staffing the follow-through effort.

He stated that his formal report to the Annual Business Meeting would recom-

mend Board endorsement of the Task Force's concluding report.

b. Dr. Godwin informed the Committee of a resolution passed by the

State Senate of Tennessee which requests that SREB increase the regional con-

tract fees in medicine and dentistry at Meharry Medical College from $4,750

to $11,000. He stated that staff had kept Meharry officials informed about

the feelings of participating states, that contract fees generally are at appro-

priate levels. Following discussion by various Committee members,

Mr. Harry M. Snyder, Jr. of Kentucky moved that the Executive Committee

direct the staff to discuss this matter promptly with the contracting states

with a view toward determining whether the states would be amenable to fur-

ther increases in the near future, and, beyond that, a general indication of

the states' attitudes toward future contractual relationships with Meharry.

There was a second by Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford of Georgia, and the

Executive Committee voted to direct staff to proceed along those lines.

c. Dr. Godwin also reported that he had been looking at SREB staffing

in relation to continuing program obligations. He informed the Committee that

he would probably be shifting some staff responsibility, eliminating one poti-

tion, and looking primarily at maintaining strong capability in the research and

state services areas.

2,9
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2, Directions for SREB in Health and Human Servic_es

Harold L. McPheeters of the staff reported that since the last Executive

Committee meeting the Board had published a staff report entitled Health Pro-

fessionals in the South: Supply and Cost Issues Needing State Attention,

which had been authorized by the Committee (Attachment A, page 31). The re-

port addresses a pending oversupply of health_ professionals in the South and

the relationship between costs in health professionals education and in health

care.

Staff recently convened a panel from state agencies and from university

health centers to react to the report. The panel felt SREB had rendered a needed
vits.--li

service by publishing the report and urged that SREB increase attention to the

issues discugsed in the report. Accordingly, staff expect to spend increasing

effort in preparing and disseminating analyses and recommendations for policy-

makers and professional leaders. Dr. Godwin and Dr. McPheeters stressed' the

need to increase input from the total health field into the SREB effort and said

that one possibility would be to revamp the existing SREB Commission on Men-

tell Health and Human Services to include representatives from major health

manpower planners, academic health centers and the professional schools that

are central to the general manpower field.
N

President Robert H. McCabe of Florida asked, that community colleges be

included in the representation since they are a major provider of health care

professionals.
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Tho Executive Committee agreed that staff should give further cons1dera-
,

tion to the most appropriate kind of advisory structure at SREB to help assure

sound program direction consistent with the interests of states and institutions

in the health and human service areas. The Committee further agreed that this.

consideration include discussions with the SREB Commission on Mental Health

and Human Services about possible modifications in the Commission to assure

the most appropriate structure.

3. Governor Graham's Request for Interstate Initiatives in Drug Education,
Dr. Godwin told Committee members that Governor Graham had requested

to address the Executive Committee on the matter of drug education but would

not be arriving in time and therefore would speak during the business session

of the Board. Dr. Godwin informed the Committee that staff had sent some

tentative ideas to Governor Graham but that if a special project were to be

undertaken, it would have to have special funding.

4. 'Report on SREB Building

Chancellor Vernon D. Crawford of the Georgia Board of Regents brought

the Committee up to date on developments concerning a replacement head-

quarters facility for SREB in Atlanta . He concluded that necessary elements

in the resolution of this problem seemed to be falling into place and that with
.

the support of Governor Joe Frank Harris the project appears ,CC be on its way

to completion, with SREB having access to the new facility in 1985.
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Upon motion of Mr. Harry M. Snyder of Kentucky, with a second by

President C. Robert Kemble of Texas, the Executive Committee voted to recom-
,

mend that the Board adopt a resolution of appreciation to Governor Harris and

to President Joseph Pettit of the Georgia Institute of Technology, as follows:

Now therefore, be it resolved that the Southern Regional

Education Board express its appreciation to Governor Joe Fran

Harris for the steps he has taken to provide SREB with a head-

quarters building to replace the former headquarters which was

demolished for highway construction. Governor Harris' action

makes it possible for SREB to continue its headquarters in Atlanta

and thus to serve from that point its 14-state region.

Be it further resolved that this Board confirm the authority

of its President to execute a repayment agreemerit with the State

of Georgia similar to the one under which SREB reimbursed the

State of Georgia for its previous headquarters. The Board looks

forward to completion of its new headquarters facility as early

as possible.

Be it further resolved , that the Board expresses its appre-

ciation to Dr. Joseph Pettit, President of Georgia Tech, for his

understanding and assistance in making the SREB replacement

headquarters possible on the Georgia Tech campus.



S. 1983-84 Budget

The Committee received a report (Attachment B, page 33) by Senator

Leonard C. Dunavant, Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee, which had met

prior to the Executive Committee meeting. The report noted that the proposed

operating budget is down some $245,000 from 1982-83 as a result of decreased

federal support for special programs in health and human services but otherwise

continues approximately the same level;pf program activity. Senator Dunavant

moved adoption of the xeport, there was a second by Senator Arthur Dorman of

Maryland, and the Committee voted, to approve the Subcommittee report and

operating budget of $3,255,000 for 1983-84, and to recommend its adoption

by the Board.

There being no further business, Governor Winter adjourned the meeting

at 5:50 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT A
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
June 9, 1993

DIRECTIONS FOR SREB IN HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

At its last meeting the Executive Committee of SREB discussed changing condi-

tions in the health field and authorized publication of a staff report, Health Profes-

sionals for the South: Supply and Cost Issues Needing State Attention. The report

addresses a pending oversupply of health professionals in the South and the relation-

ship between costs in health professionals education and in health care. There have

been further recent developments, such as the federal legislation to base Medicare

payments for hospital care on fixed amounts for specific diagnosis related groups

rather than on reimbursements for services, which will cause further turbulence for

the health professions and for the professional schools.

All of this comes at a time when the federal government is cutting back on sup-

port for virtually all aspects of health manpower and leaving to the states responsi-,

bility for whatever action is needed to address current and emerging problems. It ap-

pears unlikely that federal funding will be available for special programs to assist the

states in dealing with new manpower problems (oversupply, m distribution, produc-

tivity, credentialing) which are common to all of the health and hu an service fields.

Staff recently convened a panel from state agencies and from urcrgWy health

centers to react to the report, Health Professionals for the South: Supply and Cost

Issues Needing State Attention. The group felt that SREB had rendered a needed ser-

vice by publishing the report and urged that we increase our attention to the issues

discussed in the report. They expressed the view that SREB is in a better position

'to raise and pursue such issues as oversupply and related costs than are individual
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special interests. The group felt that SREB's relationship with both educational and

governmental communities could help foster a fuller understanding that now policies

must supplant those that-were operative in the period of great expansion.

Accordingly, we expect to spend increasing effort in preparing and dissemi-

nating analyses and recommendations for policymakers and professional leaders on

such issues as how to affect the distribution of health professionals to rural areas

and to subspecialties where they are needed, how to analyze the costs of health

professions educ4tion, and how to_improve the productivity of workers.

This effort will embrace all health fields, including mental health, which has

been a special area of considerable program activity at SREB for many years. Largely

through a wide variety of special projects funded by federal grants, that activity has

been directed at manpower and research needs of both institutionally andIcommunity

based services. With little special funding now available, there will be fewer such

special projects at SREB, although we will continue program activity in mental health

training and research.

In line with the program directions indicated above, we need to increase input

from the total health field into the SREB effort. One possibility is to revamp the

existing SREB Commission on Mental Health and Human Services to include repre-

sentatives from major health manpower planners, academic health centers and the

professional schools that are central to the general health manpower field.

It would be helpful to have guidance from the Executive Committee on an ap-

propriate advisory structure at SREB that can help assure sound program direction

consistent with the interests of states and institutions in health and human services.
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ATTACHMENT B
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
June 9, 1983

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT

Action of the Finance Subcommittee, Southern Regional Education Board,
The Breakers, Palm Beach, Florida, June 9, 1983

The Finance Subcommittee met at The Breakers on June 9, 1983 and con-

sidered an operating budget of $3,255,000 for 1983-84.
1

4.

The Subcommittee voted to endorse approval of this budget and to recom-

mend its approval by the Executive Committee and the Board.

Senator Leonard C. Dunavant
Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee
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ATTACHMENT B
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
June 9, 1983

11

PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
t

SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

1983-1984

Including summary statement (pages 35-36)

Budget tables (pages 37-43) -et-

and notes on program objectives (pages 445'1)
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SUMMARY

The proposed SREB operating budget for 1983-84 totals $3,255,000, down

$245,700 from 1982-83 because of a decrease in federa.1 support for special

programs. Federal and private funds will comprise 27% of the new operating

budget.

In addition to the opepting budget, SREB will/disburse $9.6 million on

state funds to institutions under the regional student contract progiam, for a

total fiscal operation of $12.9 million.

Page _37 provides a summary of expected income and proposed expenditures.

The General Fund includes state support and income from publication sales and

investment of temporarily idle funds. The Restricted Fund includes support
._,

through federal and foundation grants. Details of the summary are on pages.

38-43.

Page 38 itemizes grants and contracts in ha)nd for 1983-84. Additional

projects might be funded by outside sources during the year, but the year will

begin with five fewer such projects than in 1982 -83.

Page 39 proposes operating expenses of $436,675 wn s4lightly from

last year as a result of the elimination of one staff position. Personnel costs

include (a) 25% of salaries and fringe benefits of the president, information

officer, editorial assistant, administrative assistant and two secretaries (the

remainder of these is included in General Educational Development, below);

(b) full salaries and benefits for the accountant, bookkeeper, administrative

, - 35 - 38
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associate, receptionist and two secretarial/clerical personnel.

Page 4Q shows tho Gdnoral Educational Dovolopmont budget with slight

decreases. in both the General and Restricted funds from last year. Included

here are funds for the state services office, higher education information pro-

grams, and other activities of the president's office. Personnel include the

remaining portion of certain positions mentioned above, plus the state services

officer and one secretary.

Palle 41 presents the budget for research and quality improvement activi-

ties with a proposed 9% increase in General Fund expenditures including a new

staff position. Personnel include eight professionals and three secretarial/ .

clerical positions.

Page 42 presents expenditures for educational opportunity programs, with

substantial support from outside sources. General Fund support is included

for two full-time staff.

Page 43 reflects the sharp drop in federally supported activities in the

health and human services program. Personnel costs cover four 'professionals

and three secretaries.

Salaries. Funds are budgeted for salary increases averaging 6%.
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PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET*
SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

1983-84

Expenditures:

Travel and Conferences:
Staff
Board and Advisory Groups

Office Operitions

Program Activities

Allocated for Future
General Fund Operations

Indirect Cost Reimbursement

1982-83 Comparative Totals

GRAND
TOTAL

.:Income:

State Appropriations $ 1,120,000 $ 1,120,000 i
Grants, Contracts and Other 835,131 $ 835,-11
Miscellaneous 175,000 175,000
On Hand 1 124 880 997_,900 126,980

$ 3,255,011 $ 2 292 900 $ 962,111

"

h

Salaries $ 850,115
Fringe Benefits 204,005

91,740
128,090

°255,000 255,000

1,141,124

584,937 584,937

-20,017** 20,017

$ 2,292,900 $ 962,111$ 3 255,011

$ 3,500,709

GENERAL
FUND

$ 727,810
17'4,670

64,000
94,000

412,500 .

RESTRICTED
FUN D

$ 122,305
.29,335

27,740
34,090

72/t,624

$ 2,090,750 $ 1,409,959

*Not included in this operating budget are approximately $9.6 million in student contract funds to
be received by SREB from states and distributed.to institutions under the regional student program.
Costs of administering this program are reflected in the operating budget's General Fund.

**Cash transfer from the Restricted Fund to the General Fund in payment of a portion of operating
expenses included above.
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RESTRICTED FUND BUDGET

Income - Expenditures

a

Total
Forward Grants. Restricted

Enlan
from

1982-33
Contracts,
and Other

Fund
1983-34 Salaries

Fringe
Benefits

Travel Indirect
Cost

Program
Activities Source of FundsStaff Other

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Uncommon Facilities 50.000 41,200 91,200 1,000 90,200 Participating SREB States

RESEARCH AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Liberal Arts Teachers 4,000 11,000 4,000 Nat'l Endowment for the

Humanities

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Kenan Support Program 565,000 565,000 12,450 2.930 2,800 4.000 16.500 526,270 Wm. R. Kenan Jr. Trust
Improving Student Financial Aid 58,311 58,311 7,430 1,780 3,760 13,975 3,517 27,829 U.S. Department of Education

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Collegiate Nursing 72,980 49,330 12/,310 54.285 13,025 6,400 6,600 42,000 Member Schools
Associate Degree in Nursing laiLn 111222 2±12120 11,550 14,780 8,515 38 325 Kellogg Foundation

TOTALS 126,980 835,13.1 962,111 122 305 29,335 27,740 34,090 20,017 728,624

1 42
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BUDGET
Operating Expenses

1983-84

Allotted ..

Expenditures:

1982-83
Proposed
1983-84

$ 478,175 $ 436,675*

Personnel: $ 231,675 $ 181,675
Salaries 146,515
Fringe Benefits 35,160

Office Operations: 246,500 255,000
Stationery and Supplies 30,000
Postage and Express 25,000
Telephone and Telegraph 33,000
,Rent 75,000
Rent of Equipment 2,000
Maintenance of Building 5,000
Maintenance of Equipment 16,000
Legal Services 10,000
Audit 9, 500
Depreciation - Furniture

and Equipment 22,000
Miscellaneous 27,500

TOTAL

-
$ 478,175 $ 436 675.

* $416,658 from the General Fund, $20,017 from the Restricted Fund.

t..
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BUDtET
General Education il Ds:ye lo iprient

19-101:84

Allotted

Expenditures:

1982-83
Proposed
1983-84

$ 541,150 $ 535,670

From the General Fund

Personnel: $ 197,600 $ 201,970
Salaries 162,880
Fringe Benefits 39,090

Travel: 102,000 108,000
Staff 28,000
Board and Board Committees 80,000

Program Activities: 149,350 134,500
State Services 30,000 ,_
Legislative Work Conference 15,000
info. Programs on Higher Ed. 18.000
Annual Report and Quarterly 24,500
Academic Common Market 12,000
New Pr Ogram Development 35,000

Total from General Fund 448,950 444,470

From the Restricted Fund

Uncommon Facilities 92,200 91,200

Total $ 541,150 $ 535,670



BUDGET
Research and Quality Improvement

1983-8,4

1982-83
Proposed
1983-84

o

Allotted iJ $ 489,985 $ 537,630

Expenditures:

From the General Fund

$ 271,985 $ 329,630Personnel:
Sala,ries 265,830
Fringe Benefits 63,800

Travel 20,000 20,000

Library 3,000 4,000

Program Activities: . 195,000 180,000
Comparative Educational Data 20,000
School-College Link 95,000
No-Growth Management .20,000
Research Interpretation 25,000
New Program Development 20,000

Total from General Fund 489,985 533,630

From the Restricted Fund

Liberal Arts Teachers 4 000

Total $ 18,985 $ 537,630

4
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BUDGET
Higher Educational Opportunity

1983-84

1982-83
Proposed
1983-84

Allotted $ 776 101 $ 715 081

Expenditures:

From the General Fund

$ 87,790 $ 56,085Personnel:
Salaries
Fringe Benefits 10,855

Travel 13,000 8,000

Program Activities: 52,000 46,000
Teacher Edulation Consortium 10,000
Developmental Education 7,500
Financial Aid Staff Development 7,500
Faculty Data Bank 1,000
Compliance Planning 5,000
New Program Development 15,000

Total from General Fund 152,790 110,085

From the Restricted Fund

Kenan Support Program 565,000
Improving Student Financial Aid 55,616

Total from Restricted Fund 623,311 620,616

Total $ 776 101 $ 730,701
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BUDGET
Health and Human Services

1983-84

Allotted

Expenditures:

From the General Fund

1982-83
Proposed
1983-84

$ 901,083 $ 446,720

Personnel: t $ 139,635 $ 133,120
Salaries 107,355
Fringe Benefits 25,765

Travel: 22,000 22,000
Staff 8,000
Advisory Groups 14,000

Program Activities: 45,000 48,000
Monitoring Health Manpower Trendi
and Work with Acad. Health Ctrs. 20,000

Developing Promotion/Prevention
Proposals in Health 4,000

Productivity Work with Mental Health
Agencies 4,000

New Program Development 20,000

Total from General Fund 206,635 203,120

From the Restricted Fund

Collegiate Nursing 122,316
Associate Degree in Nursing 121,290

Total from Restricted Fund 694.448 243 600

Total $ 901,083 $ 446,720
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NOTES ON PROGRAM OBJECTIVES , 1983-84

Star Servl es. These efforts are intended to link SREB's information, re--

search, a d consultation services with legislators, state government officials,

.14and the staffs of both.

Providing concise data and information on a wide range of topics is a pri-

mary emphasis . This is done through the continuing research and information pro-

gram and by responding to a growing number of requests for information on specific

issues or problems. The ongoing reports alert state leaders totnew developments

and indicate that SREB can provide additional information. These include the

Southern Higher Education Legislative Reports which highlight regional legislative

developments and present end-of-session summaries; flyers and news memoranda

which describe off-session legislative higher education developments; informal

memoranda to Legislative Advisory Council members, selected legislators and staff

bringing to their attention summaries and articles deemed to be of special impor-

tance; an annual compilation of "Higher Education Studies, Reports, and Surveys

in the SREB States"; and special summaries of detail technical SREB reports .

It Commissioned reports are sometimes used in subjects that require some

special background , as in the case of this year's report on higher education and

high technology economic development.

in addition to state government and educational leaders, the involvement of

lay citizens in higher education is very important. SREB will continue to provide

information to citizens serving on state education and higher education boards and

seek to involve these persons in SREB programs and activities.
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The SREB Legislative Advisory Council will sponsor its annual Legislative

Work Conference in August in Asheville, North Carolina. Also, legislators will

be included in meetings throughout the year on special issues or concerns in

higher education.

Staff receive quite a large number of requests for information from state offl-

cials and their staffs. The prompt manner in which we try to provide reasonably

comprehensive, practical information to state leaders--based generally on firsthand

kno edge of developments and the persons involved in them--continues to be an

unusual service provided by SREB. I

Research and Quality Improvement. Major objectives are (1) to provide an

organized flow of relevant statistical information covering higher education in the

Southern region, (2) to conduct studies addressing critical issues in higher educa-

tion, including qutlity improvement', and (3) to interpret pertinent information to

educational decisionmakers in the region--largely through spinoff products based

on the information and studies.

In regard to the statistical function special attention is being devoted to

refinement and expansion of the regional data exchange (based upon recommenda-

tionS of state higher education agency finance officers), and to computerization

of elements In the data flow which can be improved upon and expedited by machine

applications. 4

Briefly described below are a number of studies that are planned or are being

considered, including those growing out of the work of the Task Force on Higher

Education and the Schools.

Teacher Education. The preparation of the teaching force for the schools is

a major responsibility of higher education, a task which in recent years has become
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increasingly difficult because of declining student interest in the pursuit of teaching

careers. This research effort will analyze teacher education programs of the region

with a view toward improving their attractiveness to well-qualified candidates to

the teaching Corps.

Articulation. The need for articulation of secondary and postsecondary pro-

grams is suggested by widespread actions to upgrade high school graduation re-

quirements and increase college admissions requirements. More attention is needed

to duplication of curricula at the senior high school and the lower division college

levels, with a view toward suggesting ways to eliminate slippage in academic

progress at this pivotal point of transition.

Vocational and Technical Education. Work already begun on analysis of the

vocational training commitments by communities, schools and colleges will be

moving into a more complete inquiry of alternatives for establishment of updated

priorities by states and systems seeking to improve the relevancy of vocational

offerings at the respective levels. A current manpower supply and demand study

at the less than baccalaureate level is also addressing part of this question--at

the postsecondary level.

Curriculum Change. Management of higher education curriculum change,

which in recent years has focused on the consequences of retrenchment curtail-

ments, should be viewed in a more positive mode, namely, to assist in assuring

adoption of appropriate additions to curricula and of revisions in emphasis on
..

existing offerings in order to reflect the changing needs of the society and economy.

Staff are considering the selection of one or more critical disciplinary areas for

fairly intensive analysis, not only in manpower terms, but for examination of

changing teaching methodologies and of relation to the total curriculum structure.
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Funding of Education. A focus on retrenchment, which was triggered by im-

pending demographic changes, has largely given way to consideration of how col-

leges and universities can cope with realities of economic stringency and pressures

of competitiveness which override considerations of enrollment decline. Research

program plans now focus more closely on questions of allocation in state revenue

between education and other areas of state service, and on issues of how best to

employ available resources within education.

Licensure and Accreditation. The roles of professional accreditation associa-

tions and statewide licensing agencies have been of increasing concern to educa-

tional policymakers. Staff from research and health programs are discussing a

study of licensure lbws for selected professions and their relationship to the pro-

fessional accreditation function, institutional autonomy and access to the professions.

SREB's objective of communicating relevant information to appropriate SREB
2:7)

constituencies is one which bears continuous examination. In recent years there

has been a growing preference for targeting particular interest groups 'by means of

brief informational reports on selected educational subjects, largely prepared in

collaboration with the SREB state services office, as-opposed to comprehensive

publications at less frequent intervals. Evaluation of the respective vehicles of

communication--leaflets, flyers, booklets, technical reports, press releases,

oral presentations, one-on-one consultation--needs to be made continually.

Preliminary indications suggest that most of the communication vehicles now in

use have some degree of effectiveness; selection of the medium suitable for the

occasion is always nebded.
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G
at improving postsecondary opportunities for disadvantaged and minority students.

Maher Educational opportunity. A variety of SREB activities will be aimed

Ono of theso will address a major problem noted by the Task Force on Higher Edu-

cation and tho Schools, namely assuring art adequate supply of qualified black

teachers. SREB will work with the Educational Testing Service and a group of pre-

dominantly black institutions to improve the performance of education maji.b on

the National Teacher Examinations (NTE). Nine predominantly black colleges and

universities have formed a consortium for the purpose of exposing their education'

majors to welt-designed analytical and problem-solving,experiences, through the

general education curriculum, as a means of increasing the "pass rate" of their

education graduates on the NTE. In addition to this immediate objective, a long-

range goal is to aid the institutionspin reviewing and improving the general edu-

cation curriculum, with special emphasis on course content and syllabi.

SREB will also be providing technical assistance to over a dozen institutions,

working in clusters, which are striving to increase persistence, retention, and

graduation of underprepared students. This project is an outgrows of two develop-

mental education research and evaluation oriented seminars held in the fall of 1981.

All of the participating institutions admit students lacking in the basic skills and

are striving to meet their special instructional needs. The institutions are also

concerned about increasing their student holding power. In addition, the public

institutions are working to increase the enrollment of "other-race" students to

meet desegregation compliance goals.

Through a grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

and from SREB funds, assistance will also be provided to several institutions seek-

ing to improve the administration of their student financial aid programs.
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With funds provided by the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust, we will

continue to assist an assortment of predominantly black Institutions to improve

instruction in such fields of study as business administration, communications ,
i

mathematics, and science. The Kenan Trust provides $565 MO annually for sup-

port of this program, in which seven institutions participate each year, each on

a five-year program plan.

SREB will continue to provide information and consultant services to higher

education institutions'and state agencies to assist them in the execution of com-

pliance plans regarding the desegregation of public higher education. This will

include keeping states informed of new developments which might affect them and

analyzing and disseminating information to the appropriate institutional and state

officials regarding matters of significant concern.

SREB also continues a Faculty Data Bank service to assist institutions de-

siring to increase the presence of "other-race" faculty and staff on their campuses.

Health and Human Services. Manpower training programs in these fields are

in a state of considerable uncertainty because of cutbacks in both federal and state

funds. Declines are likely in most fields and are probably desirable since the re-

gion is headed into oversupply in most fields (although there are still shortages in

a few subspecialties, e.g., geriatrics and psychiatry and there are still problems

in the distribution of manpower to some settings and geographic areas).

The academic health centers and the health professions schools appear to

be headed for a period of further cutbacks as a result of recent hospital care cost

containment measures. It is likely that the demand for certain kinds of personnel

who are based in hospitals, such as allied health specialists, pharmacists, and
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nurses will drop, but it is difficult to predict which specialties and how much until

the regulations aro written and the system begins operation.

At present virtually all of the remaining federal and national (foundation)

funds in health are focused on research grants and contracts related to cost con-

tainment and improving productivity.
.0

The human services generally have retrenched as a resift of federal and

state cuts so there are unemployed social workers, rehabilitation counselors, etc.

In mental health there is renewed concern about productivity 'imprOvements and

about community care of the chronically mentally ill. There is also interest in

establishing closer relationships with training programs so that the graduates are.
.,

0 better prepared to serve those most in need--the chronically mentally ill, the aged,

children and adolescents and forensic patients. Virtually all federal funding for

Mental health manpower is gone.

In light of these.srends and developments, SIIEB will expand its attention to

monitoring changing health manpower needs with a view toward providing guidance'

to those responsible for manpower programs.

This will involve contacts with data sources such as state hospital associa-

tions and 'the AMA Master File of Physicians to obtain up-to-date information on

such manpower data as hospital employment, service,patterrN and physician loca-

tions. This information will be compiled and analyzed for various professions'.

The information will then be compared with'existing manpower and training enroll -

ments .
1

Plans call for completion of studies in progress on dental educationtrends

and costs in the region and strategies for affecting the distribution of health pro-

fessionals to the need areas.
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, We will develop and seek funding for a project on ways to add training in

prevention/promotion counseling skills to the education of physicians, dentists,

and nurses. The present content of academic training programs regarding prevention/

,promotion is focused on the technical information of what persons should 'do to be
III

healthy, but not on how to counsel patients to change their behaviors, an obviously

more critical need in light of health care coits.

In addition, projects to improve education for geriatric nursing and other

clinical specialties will be explored. This is an ongoing area of concern es-

pecially in the "retirement" states of the region which have high populations of

older citizens. The Division of Nursing has declared this a high priority area for

funding.

A number of mental health projects will terminate in the summer of 1983. ,.

A project proposal to research cutback strategies to protect programs for the

chronically mentally ill is in review; if funded, it will be a one-year project.
.1,

Ilk
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MEETING THE NEED FOR QUALITY: ACTION IN THE SOUTH

Progress Report to the Southern Regional Education Board

by its

Task Force on Higher Education and the Schools

June, 1983
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At its 1981 annual meeting, the Southern Regional Education Board en-
dorsed the recommendations for educational reforms made in The Need for
Quality, the first report of Its Task Force on Higher Education and the Schools.
The Board also extended the tenure of the Task Force for two years. The pres-
ent report is our concluding assessment of regional response to the 1981 recom-
mendations and an affirmation of priorities for further actions which we urge the
educational and political leadership of the Southern states to pursue with all
possible speed.

Our second report, Meeting the Need for Quality: Action in the South,
documents real progress toward quality. It is an optimistic report, because
the course for the future that it charts is offered in the knowledge that there
are many public-spirited people in the Southern states who now recognize the
critical need for restored momentum in educational progress at all levels - -from
kindergarten to graduate study. Concerted implementation of steps spelled out
in our first report is reported across the region.

It should not escape the reader that "Major Progress"--the first part of
this, our second, report--is a somewhat briefer section than "Priorities for
Further Action." Barriers and special interests which impede major progress
could be recited at length in explanation of failure to achieve more rapid re-
alization of educational improvement; the only barrier which we would single
out is the one most subject to correction by men and women of good will--
namely , that of apathy and inertia.

We applaud the initiative of the Southern Regional Education Board in
promoting strong ties between higher education and the schools, based on a
common goal of quality. We believe that throughout the United States the de-
termination to devote time, effort, and resources toward resolution of our edu-
cational woes is approaching an unparalleled level. We were heartened, as
we concluded preparation of this report, by the call for excellence in the re-
port of the National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk:
The Imperative for Educational Reform. The national appeal to put education
on the move again is a challenge that will support the region's efforts.

S. John Davis, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Virginia; Task Force
Chairman, 1982-83

Martha Layne Collins, Lieutenant Governor, Kentucky
William H. Drummond, Professor, College of Education, University of Florida
H. Lynn Greer, Jr., Vice-Cliairman, State Board of Education, Tennessee
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4 Elizabeth G. Helm, Member, State Counciliof Higher Education, Virginia
J. B. Jones, Professor, School of Education, Texas Southern University
Milton Kimpson, Executive Assistant to the Governor for Education, Health

and Human Services, South Carolina
William G. Monahan, Professor, College of Human Resources and Education,

West Virginia University
Gwendolyn B. Mundy, Director of Elementary Curriculum, Hall County School

System, Georgia
Saralyn B. Oberdorler, Former member, State Board of Education, Georgia
John A. Peoples, Jr., President, Jackson State University, Mississippi
Cecil J. Picard, State Senator, Louisiana
Frank C. Robey, Jr.., Staff Director, School Management Data Services,

Baltimore City Public Schools, Maryland
Ray S , Smith, Jr., Former member, Arkansas House of Representatives,

Hot SPrings, Arkansas
Donald J. Stedman, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, University

of North Carolina
Wayne Teague, State Superintendent of Education, Alabama

Kenneth H. MacKay, Jr., Ocala, Florida; Task Force Chairman, 1981-82
(resigned upon election to U. S. House of Representatives)
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MEETING THE NEED FOR QUALITY

Two years have elapsed since the Southern Regional
Education Board endorsed 25 recommendations of the Task
Force on Higher Education and the Schools to move the
South beyond minimum levels toward quality education.

The recommendations came at a time of widespread
recognition that improvement in academic standards at
all levels was imperative. Various Southern states have
moved decisively on a number of those recommendations,
even in the face of severe budgetary constraints. There
hag been progress toward quality, but much remains to
be done.

The Southern governors and many legislators have
played a major role in focusing on the improvement of
education as the underlying prerequisite for economic

Region gaining development.
momentum in
educational reform The region's momentum during the last two years

in strengthening high school graduation requirements,
raising college admissions standards, and mandating
minimum requirements for teachers has propelled it to
the forefront of what is proving to be a nationwide
movement. A new spirit of cooperation, with joint ac-
tion by boards of education and higher education, has
characterized many of these moves. A commitment to
higher academic standards has been demonstrated. The
full realization of these objectives, however, demands
persistence.

The initiative for educational improvements shown
by state and local leaders across the region has been
impressive. For example, several states have enacted
programs to increase the number of well-prepared mathe-
matics and science teachers, well before Congress be-
gan serious consideration of federal assistance on this
problem. Reforms resulting from state, local, and in-
stitutional initiatives can bring about lasting, funda-
mental change; they do not have to be superimposed at
'the national level.
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Yet the task However, if education in the South is to match the
ahead is region's ambitions for economic development, the task
enormous ahead is enormous. In many areas the South still lags

in matters of educational achievement. Southerners are
still less likely to attend' schools, whatever the level,
and their achievement scores on tests fall below national
norms. The average high school dropout index for the
region is 35 percent, well above the 28 percent nation-:.
ally. While results over the Past decade on the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) show
improvement in reading for all age groups in the South,
and in overall mathematics for nine and thirteen year-
olds,.all groups still lag behind the nation (see Figures
I and 2) . The slight narrowing of the gap between the

Figure 1

Reading Scores on National Assessment of Educational Progress
united States and Southeast', 1911 to 1980
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1971 1975
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Figure 2

Mathematics Scores on National Assessment of Educational Progress
United States and Southeast", 1973 to 1982
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South and the nation is encouraging. But a lingering con-
cern is that in each tested subject -- reading, mathematics,
and science--the ability of secondary students across the
natlyri to answer qutestioriajnvolving higher order thinking
skins has declined. Th &ese trends have extremely nega-
tive implications for a society that will depend on techno-
logiCal applications for economic growth.

With this report the SREB Task Force on Higher Edu-
cation and the Schools concludes its assignment, en-

--couraged in the knowledge that SREB will continue as
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4:part of its ongoing progiam a major eff rt jto improve
quality through joint efforts by higher e ucation and the
schools.

This report discusses issues on which major prog-
ress has been made,A and others judged to be priorities
for further action, as indicated by the following report
card on the South's road to quality.

Report ICard: The Road to Quality

Major Progress

Raising High.Schopl Academic Standards
and Graduation Requirements

Raising College Admissions Standards

Tightening Teacher Selection Standards

Cooperating Toward Mutual ObjectivesHigher
Education and the Schools

Priorities for Further Action

Improving the Quality of Teachers
r
. Beyond Minimum Standards

Rewards for Excellence
Teacher Education Programs
Teacher Certification
Reciprocity Agreements
Continuing Education of Teachers

Selecting Principals Who Are Leaders

Strengthening Mathematics and Science
in the Schools

The Curriculum
The Teacher Shortage

Preparing Youth for Work
Vocational, Education in the High Schools
Vocatiotal Guidance

I
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MAJOR PROGRESS

Higher
expectations lead
to improved
Student achievement

Reforms with lasting impact on educational quality
usually involve the curriculum. The Need for Quality
addressed this vital area by recommending concerted
action by state boards of education and of higher edu-
cation (1) to tighten the high school curriculum for all
students, and (2) to raise college admissions standards,
thereby sending a message to college-bound students to
pursue a rigorous high school program. The actions on
both fronts are quite encouraging, and demonstrate a
commitment to raising academic standards generally.

Actions by schools and colleges to raise academic
standards signal a growing awareness that higher ex-
pectations lead to improved student achievement. They
also underscore a commitment to emphasis on instruc-
tion as the major priority. This in turn may lead to
stronger demands for more rigorous academic schedules- -
a longer school day or year, fewer extended vacations
and recesses for campuses.

Raising High School
Academic Standards and Graduation Requirements

States have moved forthrightly during the past two
years to raise high school graduation requirements. In
1980, the region's norm was 18 units required for gradu-
ation; today, most Southern states require at least 20
units. Half the states included only one year each of
high school mathematics and science in 1980; today,
two years of study in each of these subjects is the
usual standard in the region. Some states have moved
to require three years of mathematics. This es not
mean that all students must take identical athematics
courses, but more will be required of each tudent, de-
pending on the program pursued.
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The increased number of units required for gradua-
tion is being accompanied by provisions that high school
students spend a full day in school, ending the practice
in many schools of seniors attending only a few hours
per day. Specific definitions of what is recognized for
credit in the major subjects have been incorporated into
the required high school curriculum.

- Some Southern states are moving toward different
high school diploma requirements for students complet-
ing a college preparatory or honors program. For these
students a higher number of units is required for gradu-
ation, including at least three years of mathematics and
in some cases, a foreign language. However, the
strongest incentive for college-bound students to take
a more rigorous high school curriculum comes not from
a differentiated program enunciated by the school sys-
tem, but from tighter college admissions standards.

The basic skills tests required for high school
graduation, so widely instituted during the past few
years, are generally acknowledged to be minimum com-
petency examinations set at eighth and ninth grade
levels. Passing rates often approach 100 percent, and
correctly so; but that is not a significant measure of

yq
lily improvement. Rigorous academic standards,a

eyond minimums, that result from statewide require-
ments, and in some cases even more stringent local
rules, are a welcome step toward quality education for
all students in the secondary schools.

The need for continued attention to academic stand-
ards by secondary schools is underscored by test re-
sults. The 1982 national average Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores, while up slightly over the previous
year, were still eleven and seven percent below the
verbal and mathematics scores of 1963, before the drop
began. On the American College Test--which is widely
used in seven Southern states--43 percent of the stu-
dents in the South scored below 16 (out of a possible
36) in 1981; in several states, 15 is the minimum for
admission into teacher education programs. Students
who score at these low levels generally are considered
to require remediatiori before they can pursue college-
level courses.
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Go 110,Jc-bound students in the South have scored
somowhat below the national averago on scholastic
achievomont tests. Equally distrossing is the fact that
the region also is not nurturing tho full potential of its
high achievers. In 1982, 1.18 percent of the nation's
high school seniors attained the status of National
Morit Scholars; only ono Southern state equaled this
national percentage rate. For sovon Southern states,

percentagepercentage is less than one-half tho national rate.

The need to Recent establishment of special full-time residential
.challenges or summer high schools and programs demonstrates a.

bright students growing commitment to challenge students to their in-
tellectual capacities.

While the region as a whole is making strides, in-
dividual states are at different stages. In one state,
recent emphasis has been on the establishment of state-
wide kindergartens--recognizing that early childhood
education is the foundation underlying all else. In
another state, the current emphasis is on development
of the college preparatory curriculum, including foreign
language study, to be offered in each school district.

The following recommendations are directed toward raising high school academic
standards:

1. State and local boards of education should continue efforts to
implement nigher standards in the curriculum for all high school
students.

2. States that have not already adopted more rigorous requirements
for high school graduation should do so now.

Raising College Admissions Standards

The greatest improvement of academic standards re-
sults when both secondary schools and colleges raise
their levels of expectation. The most convincing mes-
sage to college-bound students for taking a rigorous
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Statewide actions
to strengthen
college admissions
standards

Individual
colleges are
tightening
admissions

high school program comes when colleges forthrightly
emphasize that certain requirements shall bo met be-
fore students can bo admitted. During the past two
years, seven of the state higher education boards in
the region have taken such action (see Table 1).

The general direction of these actions is to specify
that students shall have completed four years of English,
three years each of mathematics, science, and social
studies, and in some cases, two years of foreign lan-
guage studies. The new standards include specifica-
tions about the subject matter to be included in these
units. For example, the prevalent requirement for
mathematics is algebra I and II and geometry, with
trigonometry recommended. Science courses must
cover both biological and physical sciences and in-
clude laboratory compotents.

Of the seven statewide actions regarding high
school preparation for college admission, standards
tn Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, and Mississippi are
mandatory, although they are being phased in to allow
sufficient time for curriculum changes to be imple-
mented. In Louisiana (which is under a court decree
of open admissions) and in Georgia, the standards are
only recommended, rather than mandatory.

In South Carolina , final action rests with the in-
dividual institutions' Boards of Trustees. Likewise,
in other states where higher education coordinating
agencies have limited authority, responsibility for
establishing higher admissions standards rests with
leadership on the campuses.

Many institutions in the region have tightened ad-
missions standards. The University of Tennessee
raised its mathematics requirements to two years.
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill now
requires completion of a college preparatory curricu-
lum that includes foreign languages. The University
of Alabama has adopted a "core curriculum" for all
students that will include two semesters of a foreign
language or computer language. The University of
Texas at Austin now requires a minimum SAT score of
1100 for applicants who are not in the upper 25 percent
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Table I
Units of High School Work Recommended or Required for College Admissions

Social Foreign
English Mathematics Science Studies Language Other

...t

Florida Hoard of Regents
RequiredEffective immediately

Georgia Hoard of Regents
RecommendedEffective Immediately

Kentucky Council on Higher Education

3

4

4

2

3

2

2

2

2

.2

*
Requited --Effective Fall. 1987 ( + 141 ( 4 141

Louisiana Hoard of Regents 4 - 3 3 3

RecommendedEffective Immediately
Maryland Board of State
Colleges and Universities 3 3 2 4

RequiredEffective Fall. 1989
Mosstssippo Board of Trustees Stale
Institution of Higher Learning 4 3 3 11/. 2

RequiredEffective Fall. 1986
South Carolina Commission
on Higher Education 4 3 2 1

Recommended hir Implementation by
individual public senior colleges by
Fall. 1988

A

B

C

1)

E

F

G

Extra units recommended
Notes Some of these requirements will not he enforced until students currently in the numb grade have graduated.

Required courses arc generally specified. for examille, algebra II, chemisiry, toology, United Slates history.

A In Florida. the Slate University System requires three additional electives within the five major college
preparatory areas In 1986-87. the requirement will he four years of study in English, three years in
mathematics, and three years in natural science, plus four additional electives in the college preparatory areas.

H In Georgia. the following additional courses arc also strongly recommended trigonometry, an additional
laboratory course in science. a third course in a foreign language or study in a second foreign language. fine am
Nit dance. drama. music). computer technology. physical and health education. and typing.

C Kentucky's universities can exempt op hi 20 perceni of the freshman class from the requiremenis Extra units
arc recommenciled in computer science and the arts

O Louisiana's Task Force report also recommends 2 units in physical education. I unit in the arts, and 4V: units in
electives The report specifies Ibe recommended content for each course and suggests the competencies the
students should demonstraie. A "Free Iinterprise course V: unit) is also required Also recommended are
comprehensive semester examinations, using the Preliminary Scholastic Apotude Tcsi IPSAT) for diagnosing
academic preparation, and that students take one unit of typing

E Maryland's stale colleges and universities allow a small percentage of students to he admitted who are no
prepared for college work. hul no college credit is awarded for remedial work The University of Maryland has
also raised its requirements to 4 units 14 English. 3 units of maihcinatics, and 2 units of laboratory
science

I- Mississippi's Board n Trustees recommends ohm college.hound siudents take a computer science course and
Fain a level of typing proficiency

G South Carolina's proposed prercquisities include an additional unit of advanced mathcrnalics or computer
scorner or a combination of these: or one unii art world history or of international Mations

../
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of their high school class. Such actions by "flagship".
institutions to raise their standards could have a ripple
effect elsewhere in their respective states. The danger
exists, however, that declining or fluctuating enroll-
ments will discourage some colleges; in some ipstances,
changes in enrollment-driven funding formulas Swill be .

necessary inducements toward tighter admissi ns
standards.

Generally, state and institutional acti s to tighten
admissions standards have centered on mo rigorous
high school preparation, rather than on higher SAT or
ACT scores. In some systems (the University of Mary-
land, for example) SAT requirements have been raised -
but tied to high school grade-point avert5es--a high
average oft setting a low SAT score. In many institt-
Uons a percentage exemption on admissions standards
is allowed for students who may have the potential. for :

college-level work but who need remedial help.

Florida has developed a college-level academic
skills test which lower-diirision college students will
have to pass before they may proceed to upper-divisibn
coursework. In Georgia , the Board of Regents' writing
test has long been a requirement for graduation.

*
This recommendation is addressed to strengthening colleg_e admissions require-
ments: .

#
.

3. While progress on raising college admissions standards is
heartening, other states and institutions, including many in

, the private sector, will need to raise admissions standards
to improve quality. States should direct close attention to
serious barriers to improving admissions standards, such as
inflexible enrollment-driven funding formulas.

p
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v. _ThilitoninaTeacher SelectionMinimum Staridar4:_

Adherence to minimum standards for beginning
teachers Includes testing competency in the content
of teaching assignments, as wallas assessment of

Teacher tests classroom performance.
plus
performance The Souttiern states were well on their way in 1981
evaluation to adoption of mandated certification tests (after.com-

pletion of the college program) for beginning teachers.
When The Need for Quality was issued, four states
were already using the National Teacher Examinations
(NTE) standard, three states had developed their own
state tests, and the ,others were at various stages of
deciding which test and what cut-off scores to adopt.
Today, all but two states are using certification tests,
and they too are considering such a requirement (see
Table 2).

. Table 2
Policies on Teacher Testing_and Assessment in the SREB States

Statewide Minimum
Test Standards for Statewide iksting Statewide Performance

Entrance into for Assessment of
Teacher Education Certification Beginning Teachers

Alabama ye r .late war no

Arkanrac no Ntf: no

.Flonda !.e. rtate testc yec

Georgia no .tare te..tr ye.

Kentucky %er to Ix \elected (14)ii1l if cc t 14841

Loutciana !,e NTE under N t u d y

Maryland propoeil proptired propored

Mmircippi ye. i Spring 19X3) N II: no

North Carolina !,er Nri: 1, c.

South Carolina !,e NTi or \tate ter( v,er

Tenneccee rk !,e,. N TE ru>

Texar ye. ( I < ) $ 4 1 to be \elected i 19x4 i no

Virginia $.e NM yer 119)th)

Wert Virginia prtip.).c,i pc< IN NCkt propored
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Tests screen
candidates for
teacher education

Action needed
to .a ssure
adequate
supply of
black teachers

Two states have, are_ in the process of _-
raising, rut -off sebres on their teacher certification
tests, in recognition of the need to elevate minimum
requirements if standards are to he meaningful.

It is preferable to test competency on basic skills
of prospective teachers early, rather than after they
have graduated. Presently 12 SREB states have instituted,
or have proposed, minimum scores on a variety of apti-
tude or basic skills tests for admission into teacher edu-
cation programs.

Three states in the region now have policies to
terminate, or place on probation, teacher education pro-
grams that graduate large numbers of students who are
unable to pass teacher certification tests.

M inority Representation

The implementation of wartification tests to assure
that teachers have achieved minimum competencies in
their subject fields has been accompanied by substan-
tially higher failure rates for blacks than for whites.
This problem stems in part from the fact that fields
other than education are attracting larger proportions
of black students than previously. V

As long as teacher turnover rates are relatively
low, the current decline in the number of newly certi-
tilled black teachers will not have marked effect on
black representation in the teaching force. In the long
run, however, such representation will suffer and will
result in an unacceptably low number of black teachers.
This dells for concerted action by states and by all in-
stitutions on their general education and teacher train-
ing programs. Predominantly black colleges have long
been a major source of new black teachers. They are
increasingly aware of the special challenge they face
to upgrade student performance in their teacher educa-
tion programs. In one response, selected predominantly
black colleges have joined an SREB-coordinated project
to strengthen the general education component of their
curriculum. The project seeks to improve the ability of
students to think analytically by assisting faculty in
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construction and utilization of tests that will help do-
volop analytical problem-solving .

This recommendation is concerned with improvonient of the teacher selection
proce

4. SREB should continue to foster and monitor changes in
admissions standards for teacher education programs
and results on teacher certification tests, with special
concern for assuring an adequate supply of black teachers.

PRIORITIES FOR FURTHER ACTION

Improving the Quality of Teachers
Beyond Minimum Standards

Minimum standards for teacher selection constitute
only the beginning of a strategy to improve the quality

Minimum of teachers. The mathematics section of a basic skills
standards certification test in place in one Southern state is openly
only a acknowledged to be at the eighth grade level. This means
beginning that teachers are tested for certification at scholastic

levels below those of some of the students they teach.
For many teaching fields the cut-off scores established
by states in the region on the National Teacher Examina-
tions do not exceed the bottom quarter of the national
distribution of scores. For secondary science teachers
in one state, the score needed to pass is exceeded by
95 percent of all who take the test nationally.

The most academically gifted young people have
never been attracted into teaching in large enough num-
bers, but talented students, especially women, have
traditionally entered education in numbers sufficient to
staff the schools. In the Sixties, one out of six college
freshmen indicated teaching as a career goal; now, only
one in 20 makes this choice, and those who do tend to
be among students who rank lower in test scores than
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Getting
outstanding
teachers into
classrooms

other majors. Policies that focus only on minimum
competencies will not reverse this trend.

Rewards for Excellence

The issue of how better quality students are to be
attracted into teacher education and retained in teaching
careers is tied closely to salary levels. According to
the National Education Association, the 1982 U. S.
average salary for all teachers (including experienced
ones) was $18,976. Thirteen of the Southern states
fell below the national average, ranging from 26 per-
cent below in Arkansas to eight percent below in Texas.
Maryland is the only SREES state that exceeds the na-

Salaries for tional average--by 10 percent. When beginning sal-
teachers aries offered to baccalaureates in business administra-
still lower tion average $17,500, starting salaries at the $13,000
than national level are not going to attract many additional superior
average individuals into teaching, nor will the trend of a 50

percent decline in teacher education enrollment be re-
versed. Nor will salary schedules that offer no further
raises after 15 years of service encourage the most able
persons with other options to stay in teaching.

The Southern states have made some progress, al-
beit slowly, in narrowing the gap between teacher sal-
aries in the region and in the nation. For the last
decAde, average salaries in the region rose 106 per-
cent as compared to 96 percent nationally.

Current initiatives on improvement of teacher sal-
aries focus on rewards for excellent teachers. In
Tennessee, the governor has proposed augmenting sal-
aries for "master" teachers and administrators by as
much as $7,000. The plan, to be studied by the legis-
lature for a year, calls for four career steps for teachers,
with "senior" and "master" teachers at the top of the
ladder. Some 25 percent of all full-time certified
teachers would be eligible for "senior" status; 15 per-
cent would be eligible for the "master" level. The

Rewarding selection along the career ladder would not hinge on
excellent credentials but on performance, and teachers would
teachers have a large role in selecting the "seniors' and "master"

teachers.
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The notion of rewarding oxcelle-nce in teaching as
an incentive to attract and retain the. best is gaining
attention in several states and school districts. The
common threads that mark these moves are policies
(1) involving teachers in the selection process,
(2) utilizing the selected "master" teachers in
training other teachers in the system, possibly
through 12-month contracts, and (3) retaining
superior teachers in classrooms.

These recommendations are offered on improving the quality of teachers:

5. Financial incentives should be established to reward out-
standing teachers and to facilitate recruitment and retention
of highly talented and motivated individuals. A renewed
focus on excellent teaching will help to restore the honor
of the profession--an important intangible reward that has
eroded in recent years.

6. States should provide loan scholarships to attract aca-
demically superior college students into teaching, with
special attention to the recruitment of minority students.

Presidents must
provide leadership
to improve
teacher education

Improving Teacher Education Programs

Teacher education programs are besieged from many
directions. Critics have questioned the rigor of what is
offered in education courses. Attempts to improve the
situation are frustrated by reduced funding as enroll-
ments have declined and by tenure provisions. These
conditions call for bold and courageous action--action
that may best begin with deans of education. This in-
cludes thorough evaluation of the courses that are of-
fered, using criteria of academic excellence, eliminating
redundancy in material covered by successive courses,
and applying or developing research findings on effective
teaching and classroom management.

To the extent tha&colleges of education take forth-
right steps in these directions, institutions need to
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Strengthening
general education
to improve quality
of teaching

Lasting "
change
requires
college
leadership

respond more fully to the special needs of education pro-
:,

grams. The prevalent reward structure, which
tends to neglect performance other than research,einhibits
the colleges of education from greater involvement in and
service to the schools. While research may deserve the "I

highest priority status in the reward structure for a few
excellent centers of e1ucational research, this is not the
case for most institutions.

The student teaching experience is a pivotal aspect
of the professional education sequence. Field experi-
ences leadingisip to student teaching should come early
during the education major's program. The "clinical"
approach, which applies theories of learning and teach-
ing, needs to be injected throughout the pedagogy cur-
riculum, rather than being limited to student teaching

Acourses.

Improving the general education component of
tacher preparation is an' integral part of the strategy
to improve the quality of teachers. Failures on teacher
certification tests demonstrate that weaknesses center
in those areas addressed by the general education por-
tion of a college program. While all college students
should obtain a broad-based liberal education,' includ-
ing college-level language and mathematics courses,
it is especially important that education majors obtain
a solid foundation.

Community colleges provide the general education
component foroplany prospective teachers. The Se in-
stitutions should be included in efforts to strengthen
the fundamental competencies of education majors.

The Need for Quality stressed the importance of
,joint action by the state education and higher education
agencies to review and improve teacher education pro-
grams. While clearly there is a need far state agency
monitoring in this area , lasting and meaningful change
will require leadership from within colleges and uni-
versities . The gravity and urgency of the matter re-
quire the leadership of college and university presidents,
with involvement of both arts and science and teacher
education faculties.
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The following recommendations are made on improvinq teacher f.xlucation programs:

7. College presidents should provide leadership, including the
coordination of efforts by faculties in'the arts and sciences
and in education, to improve teacher education programs.
Institutions, including community colleges, should closely
examine the content of the general education courses edu-
cation majors take, to assure a strong foundation for pro-
fessional preparation.

8. College campuses should create incentives for closer
involvement of faculty in the affairs of the schools .

Teacher Certificatio(i

Reform of the certification system entails removal
of unduly rigid and unnecessary requirements, as well

Certification as inclusion of provisional certification for all begin-
unduly rigid ning teachers until their performance has been evaluated.

(Some states use the term "probationary" instead of
"provisional" for teachers who have not been granted
regular certificates.) The Need for Quality suggested
that arts and science graduates be certified for second-
ary school positions on the same provisional basis.

In 1981, Georgia was 'alone in the region with a
uniform statewide system to evaluate the on-the-Job
performance of beginning teachers, with provisional
certification until demonstration of satisfactory per-
formance. Similar systems have been instituted in
three additional states and are under study or develop-
ment in five other states.

Arts and science Little attention has been given to changing certifi-
graduates as cation to accommodate arts and science graduates by
teachers issuing them provisional certificates on the same basis

as education program graduates. While most states do
employ such majors under an emergency certificate,
which may entail lower pay, only Virginia has moved
directly on this matter. In that state, arts and sciences



graduates may be provisionally employed In teaching
jobs, just as education majors are, and then must com-
plete nine hours of education courses or an alternate
program to be approved by the State Department of Edu-
cation. In Georgia , a special task force on teacher
education has recommended to the State Board of Edu-
cation a more flexible process for liberal arts majors
to enter teaching. These majors would obtain a pro-
fessional certificate upon admission to a specially de-
signed master's program. A task force in Louisiana ,

composed of public school and higher education per-
sonnel, has proposed certifying mathematics and
science majors to ease the shortage of teachers in
those areas.

The complexity and rigidity of certification rules
have not been addressed forthrightly by most states in
the region. These rules generally include extended
arrays of certificate fields that were created over, the
years and reflect, in part, the fragmentation of the
high school curriculum during the Sixties. The current
renewed focus on core subjects in secondary education

Too many may well give states the opportunity, and a compelling
certification reason, to rationalize the variety of certificates they
fields issue. For example, if English 7omposition and litera-

ture are to constitute the basi of the required English
credits during the fo years of high school, the state's
certificate fields should reflect that emphasis, rather
than a proliferation of subfields, such as drama , speech,
or,journalism.

There may be a greater danger of assigning teachers
out-of-fielci when many of them are highly specialized
than when their teaching fields represent the major divi-
sions of the high school curriculum. On the other hand,
there are subjects that do require specialized prepara-
tion. An individual prepared for a general science
teaching certificate is unlikely to have sufficient depth
to tech physics. The desirability of broad-based certi-
ficates must be balanced against the need for specialists.

This recommendation is directed to the teacher certification process:

9. As a step toward simplifying the complexity of certification,
states should reduce the variety of subjects for which they
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issue certificates, based on a review of the curriculum
in the schools, including the extent to which specialists
in various subfields are assigned in-field and out-of-
field.

Need for a
common teacher
certification test

NI

Reciprocity on Teacher Certification Tests

The recommendation in The Need for Quality for a
"common test" for teacher certification reflects concern
over the cost of developing additional new state tests,
as well as the impediments to interstate migration that
result if teachers who have taken a test in one state are
then required to take a different test when they move
across state lines.

The only addition of state-developed tests in the
past two years has occurred in a state where such tests
are used for teaching fields that are not included in the
National Teacher Examinations.

Reciprocity agreements that recognize other states'
tests would facilitate the migration of teachers. To-
ward this objective. SREB has completed a study on the
relationship between test scores on a state-developed
test and on National Teacher Examinations. The re-
sults show that the same individuals are likely to be
eliminated using either test. To date, no states have
taken action to implement crosswalks between tests to
facilitate the migration of teachers. Teacher certifi-
cation reciprocity agreements, which some Southern
states have signed, recognize teacher education pro-
grams approved by other states, but do not address
the problem of certification tests differing across state

. lines. The Southern Governors' Association has en-
dorsed the concept of interstate reciprocity for teacher
certification tests.

This recommendation is made in support of a common teacher certification test:
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10. States should move to a common teacher certification
test. Those that use a different test should develop
crosswalks with the common test to facilitate the
Interstate movement of teachers who have already
taken the common test.

Continuing Education of Teachers

Progress has been more evident on assuring mini-
mum standards for beginning teachers than on improv-
ing the quality of teachers already employed. It is
easier to mandate minimum tests for the employment
of new teachers than it is to improve the continuing
education of teachers. Yet, the latter strategy is per-
haps more crucial now because of relatively low turn-
over rates and, consequently, the small number of be-
ginning teachers.

Necd still The recommendations outlined in The Need for
urgent for Quality, though not generally implemented, still repre-
effective sent sound directions for improvement in the continuing
continuing education of teachers.
education

Staff development activities should be counted for
the purpose of scheduled salary increases and recerti-
fication, provided (a) the activities reflect a local
staff development plan that addresses specific objec-
tives of the local school administration and reflects
identified educational needs of the school district;
(b) the local plan has been evaluated and approved at
the state level; (c) the local plan has been formulated
with substantial involvement of teachers.

The Conference of Southern Graduate Schools took
an encouraging step at its 1983 session by endorsing
a recommendation that the graduate courses teachers
complete for recertification purposes should be rele-
vant to the teachers' current assignment. Also, the
Conference approved a recommendation that admissions
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Admissions standards into Graduate eduCation programs Should
standards into match an institution's standards for other advanced
graduate' degrees. To the extent that teachers may not meet
education such standards, they would be admitted and earn re-
programs certification credits on a pass-fail basis, which,

however, would not count toward a graduate degree.
Such policies, if implemented by individual institu-
tions, would sharpen the focus of graduate education
in the Improvement of Iteaching.in the schools, and
would add prestige to advanced degrees In education.

The following recommendations are offered to improve continuing education for
teachers:

Institutions should insure that admissions requirements
into graduate programs in education match their stand-
ards for other advanced degrees.

12. States should require that graduate courses taken by
teachers for recertification are relevant to their teach-
ing assignments.

Selecting Principals Who Are Leaders

Generally speaking, the success or failure of a
public school depends more on the principal than any
other single factor.

In pursuing the Task Force recommendation that
SREB consider ways of improving the preparation of

Selecting principals, it became evident that improved selection
principals as of principals may be the most important element.
educational Principals who are strong leaders establish a positive
leaders intellectual climate in their schools, and motivate

teachers and students toward well-defined educational
goals. School systems need to define the role of prin-
cipals so that they might realistically function as in-/structional leaders.
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Although It may be possible to train some Individ-
uals in certain components of leadorship, more atten-
tion should be given in the selection process to the
assessment of the behavioral attributes that character-
ize strong principals, beginning with admission to
graduate schools. Some school districts havo adopted-
a variety of means to discover potential leadors:
(I) the services of the National Association of Socond-

Internship ary School Principals' Assessment Center Project,
should be (2) the use of structured interviews conducted by care-,
pait of fully chosen selection committees, including lay mom-
principals' bers, and (3) the use of internship or assistant prin-
training cipaiship trials to select the strongest candidates for

principals.' openings. A statewide effort to use th
assessment center concept is being launched i outh
Carolina. Although all teacher education prog ams in-
clude a student teaching component. in many tates
the educational administration programs for aining
principals do not require an internship.

Many principals already on the job cou improve
their performance through in-service assistance One-
shot workshops on various managerial topics ar; un-
likely to make a fundamental difference. Qua ty staff
development for principals may entail on-the-job
coaching. The identification in Florida of distinctive
competencies associated with successful principals
may be a promising direction for shaping effective staff
development programs for principals.

These recommendations are directed to selection of sch ?ol principals:

13 . The assessment of behaviors which characterize effec-
tive principals should be used as a part of the selection
process, beginning with candidates for graduate educa-
tional administration programs and extending to the se-
lection of candidates for vice-principal and principal
openings.

14 . An on-the-job internship should become a requirement
of all educational administration programs that train
principals. Such an internship should provide true
and prolonged exposure to the work patterns of a suc-
cessful principal, and should be jointly designed and
administered by schools and colleges.
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Content of
mathematics and
science courses

Planning
needed for
use of
computers

eP

in(3 Curriculum

Ma St:i4!n4:4' and Cl!MplIterflt

Science.and mathematics oclucatlon should develop
individuals who understand how science and technology

.influence their personal and working lives. This will
require greater emphasis on, and improved presentation
))1, science and mathematics In both elementary and
secondary schools.

National testing reveals that students are improving
their scores on those parts of examinations which cover
rote memorization and drill, but at the expense of higher
level reasoning and problem-solving skills. Students
often take nine years of arithmetic emphasizing skills
that can be easily accomplished with a hand-held cal-
culator. Science, if taught at all in the elementary
sobools, usually lacks hands-on activity, and fails to
stimulate the interest of children at that age. Yet, the
prevailing message is that problem-solving abilities in
both science and mathematics will become increasingly
important to individuals.

irt
Although most Southern states have incised the

number of high school mathematics and scieriits
required for graduation, so far there has been no Win:
spread examination of the content of science and mathe-
matics courses. While several states, including
Louisiana and Texas, have carefully detailed the neces-
sary 'content of courses for students in college prepara-
tory programs, there has been no concerted effort to
improve mathematics and science teaching techniques
and materials in the earlier grades.

The rush to computers in the schools in too many
instances has not been preceded by deliberate planning
on their uses nor how these might be achieved.

1

The educational functicn.of computers in the
schools is (1) to give all students some exposure to
this rapidly evolving technology of the future, and ,
(2) to assist teachers by means of computer-assisted
instruction. The development and application of-well-
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. Differential
pay for
shortage fields

Tighten
cieneral
education
for all
teachers

Such pioinams lepresein ti partial remedy to the
practice of assigning inadequately pf epaSri!(I leachers

inathematio:s and :"-,eience eonr:ier,.

A tew universities have taken a leadership role to
improvoi employed teachers' competencies in mathe-
matics and science. Delta State University and several
other Mississippi universities waive tuition for their
programs. The University 01 North Carolina at Chapel
Hill has obtained pc ivate support to cover tuition,
School districts in Dallas and Houston .are paying all
(:0: ;t :; for teachers to be retrained in these subjects.

The worsening shortage has led to differential pay
for mathematics and science teachers, in response to
market realities. Some school districts have acted on
the fact that they compete with the private sector,
which often pays twice the salaries offered by schools.
Intangible rewards , which are id to motivate teachers,
can be stretched only so far. A limited number of dis-
tricts in the region are providing differential pay for
shortage areas, and a program has been implemented
in North Carolina to place one-third of its mathematics
and science teachers on 11-month contracts, thereby
increasing their pay by 20 percent.

There have been numerous appeals to industry to
help solve the mathematics and science teacher short-
age. The private sector, which is luring away the
teachers, will be the primary loser if future manpower
is not adequately trained in mathematics and science.
Suggestions range from industry sharing its own staff
with local schools to providing employment for teachers
during the summer. For example, in West Point. Vir-
ginia, an arrangement has been worked out with a local
corporation whereby the company provides a mathe-
matics instructor for a hail -day in exchange for use of
school resources. In the main, however, schools can-
not depend upon industry to staff science and rnathe-
matics courses on an ongoing basis,

The most immediate response by colleges and uni-
versities to improve ma
tion in the schools can

tatics and sciehce instruc--
a tightened ,jeheral education

component for all teachers, especially elementary and
middle school teachers, Presently, preparation programs
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4 include very limited science and mathematic::: require-
111(!111:; lor teachers, with an little as nix hour:: required
in each ot these subjects. It would be hopelesn to as-
sume. that science and mathematics curricula will be
improved and adecitiately taught by teachers who have
insufficie.tit backgrounds.

several recommendations ore concerned with mathematics and science education:

15. An courses In mathematic: and science are added to
high school graduation requirements, states should
carefully examine the content of such courses to in-
sure that they serve the needs of college -bound and
other high school students. States and local systems
should also develop ways to revitalize the mathematics

r?' and science curriculum in the ether grades.

16. Slate boards of education should develop guide! nes
ic:ir uses of computers in the schools and offer a, sist-
ance in their implementation.

17. Because the shortage of mathematics and science
teachers will not be met by any single strategy,
states should enact a full array of incentives to
attract, retain, and retrain teachers in these fields.
States should closely monitor supply and demand and
prevent placement of teachers in out-of-field assign-
ments as a remedy for shortage situation's.

18. All institutions t:(at train teachers should examine
their general education comp,)nent.and strengthen
mathematics and science requirements for elemen-
tary and middle school teachers.

19. College,s and private industry should share their per-
sonnel :3 assist schools with science and mathe-
matics :nanpower shortages'. State departments of
education should modify their certification regula-

-- bons tc facilitate such placements.

r.
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Vocat tonal NI , . a t Ion_ _______ _

Perhaps in no other area addrossed in The Need for
()thinly has so little progross been made a:: in improv-
ing vocational education in secondary and postsecond-
ary institutions. Three major issues need attention,.

(1) What is the essential role of high schools in
ereparing youth for work? Is it through general career
awareness programs that begin in early adolescence?

Gonfusion of Is it through the offering of "occupational clusters"
purpose in that introduce students to broad vocational subjects,
vocational such as industrial tools or agricultural principles, or
education is it through training for specific occupations ? is the

major responsibility of high schools in preparing youth
for work to provide them with the basic skills of com-
munication and mathematics that are needed in all oc-
cupational pursuits?

If each of these objectives is important, is it re-
al .t-ic to expect high schools to succeed in all areas,
or is it desirable to establish priorities? To what ex-
tent can comprehensive high fichools offer a varied ,oc-
cupational preparation program?

Enrollments in secondary vocational education are
concentrated in the non-occupationally specific areas,
such as home economics, consumer education, and in-
dustrial arts. Only a small proportion of the students
enrolled in vocational education in the high schools
participate in cooperative arrangements with on-the-
job training. The image that vocational education has
been a "dumping ground" for students who perform
poorly in academic subjects reflects, to some degree,
the reality of non-rigorous vocational programs. How
can students be better served? By greater integration
of basic skills instruction into vocational applications?
By a focus on performance standards of identified oc-
cupational competery.:Ies? By redirecting the emphasis
of vocational education in schools to technical pro-
grams and to on-the-job training?

Reducing , (2) How can unwarranted duplication of vocational
unnecessary offerings be reduced? What are the trade-offs between
duplication widespread access to postsecondary vocational programs.

8.)
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Greater role for
states in vocational
education policy

lind the cost of duplication, especially for vocational
program:: that require expensive equipment and for
which there is a scarcity of instructors? To what ex-
tent does duplication of offerings by different types of
vocational institutions result from rigidities that as-
sign certain age groups to one inst)tution and other
age groups to a different set of institutions ? Is there
the possibility of opening programs, rogardless of
their settings, to all who desire training and meet ad-
missions standards?

(3) Qo the vocational programs in secondary and
in postsecondary institutions reflect the directions of
economic change? Why do "technical" program enroll-
ments constitute lest; than one percent of oc:cupationally-
specific vocational enrollments in the high schools, and
only 13 percent in the postsecondary institutions?
These enrollment patterns do not match economic de-
velopment aspirations in a technological society.

Some states have addressed these issues seriously.
The Texas legislature commissioned a comprehensive
study of all vOcational education programs in the state
and is now considering the findings and recommenda-
tions. In Tennessee, a commission has examined the
problem, concluding that the emphasis in the high
schools should be to prepare students in the basic
skills, and that the primary setting for occupationally-
specific training is to be in postsecondary institutions.
The Tennessee commission recommended consolidation
of some postsecondary programs to eliminate unneces-
sary duplication, as well as greater emphasis upon
technical programs.

Direct federal dollars account for 10 percent of
vocational education expenditures. Some states have
not addressed the objectives and the operation of their
vocational programs in depth on the grounds that federal
directives preempt state leeway in such decisions.
Since the federal role is now up for reauthorization,
states have an opportunity to sCek more authority to
shape their programs.

Industry could play a greater role in : :;, 'inc;
vocational education to reflect the work skills cif the
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future than has been accomplished through advisory
councils in the past. Indeed, business leaders aro
currently involved intimately in .1 implementation of
the Jobs Training Partnership Art (JTPA). That program
is concerned with shaping the needed directions for re-
training unemployed and displaced workersdirections
which should he equally relevant in planning vocational,
education programs for young people. The time and ef-
fort top executives are devoting to point JTPA toward
effective outcomes could be melded into state planning
for vocational education.

Delivery of Effective counseling of high school students to
vocational make reasoned plans for entering the labor market or,
guidance a for pursuit of further education continues to be a seri-
rnajor_problem ous problem.

a

The employment of persons with labor market ex-
perience to, counsel students may he an alternative to
the use of academically-oriented counselors. Yet,
school systems with grave financial problems are un-
likely to employ enough specialists to provide adequate
vocational guidance. The estimate of a current average
ratio in the nation -3f 450 high school students per
counselor illustrates the magnitude of the problem.
For the time being, greater emphasis on career aware-
ness and vocational planning will probably depend on
individual teachers. Further efforts are needed in us-
ing occupationally-oriented counselors to help engage
the entire school faculty in giving greater attention to
career awareness throughout the academic and voca-
tional curriculum.

This recommendation is addressed to vocational education:

20. If they have not already done so, states should give
high priority to a close appra_sal of vocational edu-
cation. Such reviews should Include evaluation of
the objectives of vocational education in the high
schools, of duplicated occupational offerings by the
various sectors of education, and of the market rele-
vancy and quality standards of available programs.

SRE8 should continue to delineate the issues and provide
current and relevant information on ways to improve vo-
cational education in secondary and postsecondary insti-
tutions.'
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lil.MNI) RAItItlElt:; ANI) VESTLI) 1NTERESTS:
PAItTNI:nsilips roR mcx-_;REss

Each of the actions described in this report is heart-
ening and represents initial and, sometimes, major steps
on the path to quality education in the South. Perhaps
the most notable trend of the past two years has been
the new spirit of cooperation between schools and

Joint efforts of higher education. The recent initiatives to raise aca-
state boards demic standards have, for the most part, involved co-

4:Zeoencouraging ordinate' action by state boards k.,1 education and of
higher et ucation. Lines of communication have been
establish 1 through joint committ(2es of respective
state boards or through commissions composed of rep-
resentatives of all the constituencies of education.
These signal a cooperative style scarcely evident two
years ago.

Higher standards for admission into teacher educa-
tion programs exemplify joint policy development by the
two boards in North Carolina , Virginia , and Georgia.
Commissions, liaison committees, or task forces rep-
resenting both sectors have worked in Texas, Maryland ,
Florida, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia to pro-
duce a wide array of important recommendations, rang-
ing from curriculum revision to improved staff develop-
ment for teachers. Higher education agency efforts to
revise minimum standards for college admissions have
involved consultation with school personnel in Kentucky,
Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

School/college Individual colleges and schools in some localities
cooperation at also are tackling problems together. These cooperative
the local level efforts cover a wide range, from thelTriiversity of Vir-

ginia's instruction in the use of corkiputers for classroom
teachers, to advancement of liberal) arts education in
Appalachian schools by the Univeirsity of Tennessee at
Knoxville, to efforts of the liniv4sity of Nortl) Carolina
at Chapel Hi:I to train mathematics and science teachers
for the schools. Colleges are assisting schools to serve
talented high school youth, either on the college cam-
puses or by promoting advanced placement programs in

P

-- the schools. ' t:
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Also heartening are effort:; of local school-college
consortia to inform young people within their area that
a rigorous high school program is necess,.-iry to succeed
in college. Leadership in this diroction by Miami-1343de
( ;ommunity College, along with other colleges in that
area, and the local public and private schools is note-
worthy, a!; are the efforts by Lamar University (Texas)
and nearby colleges and schools to develop joint strate-
gies to raise educatiNal standards. in both sectors.

Colleges of education enjoy the greatest opportunity
to contribute to and benefit from school-campus coopera-
tion. They are already heavily involved in using the
schools to train student teachers. White some colleges
of education have initiated projects to improve teaching
or management of schools, more widespread activity of
this type would benefit both parties. The education
faculty needs to stay current with the reality of schools'
problems, while the schools may gain from exposure to
research findings on the campuses.,

The Task horse on Higher Education and the Schools
and the Southern Regional Education Board during,, the past
two years have sought to expand dialogue between the

Continued various constituencies in education. There is great need
dialogue for much more joint cliscuss.ion on the issues covered in
among this report. This dialogue should include teachers and
educational principals, superintendents and college presidents, ac-
leaders crediting agencios and professional organizations, as
is essential well as lay political leaders.

.

-Opening the lines of communication is only the ,first
step toward reform. The fundanlenta 1 'principle that edu-
cation exists t) serve students, first and toremost, is
sometimes neglected in the competition to protect the
interests of various constituencies. The interest of
students, for example, comes ahead of competitive con-
cerns by schools for average daily attendance slots and
of colleges and various vocational education programs
for enrollment credits.

While scrn' recommeniations in this report and in
The Need for Quality may disturb one or another special
interest in the hugeeducational enterprise, these recom-
mendations reflect the philr -ophy that students come
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first. The other concerns, while! important, .ire second-
ary. With this':: spirit, communication involving the many
constituencies of education will lead beyond minimum
standards toward higher achievement by students in
schools and colleges. That is the essence of the job
to be accomplished.

Money and Quality Education

The financial stringency of states in the region is
iMeetin9 even moie severe today than two years ago when SREB
the need published the recommendations on educational improve-
for quality ment in The Need for Quality. Realistic recommendations
despite to raise educational standards must take into account
financial limited resources. This implies the crucial necessity of
constraints making choices among numerous worthy expenditures.

Some of the recommendations in this report and of
the r ..pious report do entail additional financing. Sub-
stantial salary increases for good teachers will require
sizable funding. Eventually the public will have to de-
cide how highly it values quality instruction of the na-
tion's youth.

It should not be overlooked, however, that many of
the Task rorce's reCommendations not only entail no new
costs, but could actually represent savings. Tightened
college admissions standards may reduce the number of
young p ople who spend a few quarters on campus, often
in .edial work, before deciding they de the wrong

oice. Indeed, expected enrollment delnes in col-
legesta nd high 'schools suggest the po4ibility of savings
if the "hard decisions" on closings and 'retrenchments are
made through enlightened administrative and political

Use existing leadership.
resources more
effectively The return to a more structured high school curricu-

lutn may cut the need for specialists in peripheral sub-
jects. Reduced emphasis on the accumulation of col:ege
credits for renewal of credentials might slow the rush to
graduate courses by teachers and, thereby, present an
opportunity for more adequate funding of school distric-
staff development, given adequate safeguards. Grea, r
selectivity by graduate educational administration p ograms
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would reduce enrollments and the vast supply of certified
potential principals, many of whom will never be called
on to serve in that capacity.

If current financial constraints lead to judicious re-
duc:tion of programs and to deliberate choices between
effective and less effective programs, all of education
will benefit and the public may become more willing to
provide further support.
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TASK EuRGI: CHAIRMAN'S :;UMMARY 01'
mccriwi '1HE NEED ECM QUALITY: ACTION IN THE SOUTH

John Davi:: .

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Virginia

The Southern Regional Education Board's Task Force on Higher Education
and the Schools made its first report to the Board during SREB's 1981 annual
meeting. In the two-year period since then, our staters-fiCve.taken decisive
actions on many of the 25 recommendations for improving the quality of educa-
tion which were advanced in our first report, The Need for Quality. Tonight
I am going to talk about some of that progress, which is summarized in the
Task Force's second report. Meeting the Need for Quality: Action in the South.
This new, and final, report of the Task Force also sets forth a set of priorities
for future actions which we feel are essential to further needed improvements
in the quality of education in the South.

However, before I get Into that, I would like to make some comparisons
which I find very interesting. As you know, there has been a great deal of
publicity recently on what has happened to education in this country, prompted

--by the report of the National Commission 6,1 Excellence in Education, A Nation
At Risk. That report, which, of course, was not released until April 1983, makes
a number of recommendations and I was interested to see how many of the Com-
mission's recommendations were similar to the ones made by our Task Force two
years ago in The Need forQuality.

Recommendation A in A Nation At Risk, April 1983, reads:

"We recommend that state and local high school graduation require-
ments be strengthened and that, at a minimum., all st s seeking
a diploma be required to lay the foundations by taki ollowing
curriculum during their four years of high school...."

The Need for Quality, june 1981, made two reccrnmenciations on
this topic:

Recorn-nenciatipn 15: "The state boards of education.and higher
education in each s:ate should establish a joint committee to con-
sider concerted action to establish and raise standards for the high
school curriculum as well as for '-h,-, neneral education component of
higher eoucation."

I
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Now, here's the way the Task l'orce ha:; s;:esseil the pirogiess ;;ouiliern
states have mule over the past two years on these and othei ptiorities loi
quality improvement , V. ions l'nittiern states have moved delisively on a
number of the re(t)iiiiiteutiations, even in the face of severe buStet.uy con-
;trauritn. Indeed, the initiative for educational improvement!: slioWn by state

and local leadeis across the region ha:: been impressive. Major progress has
been made on strengthening high school graduation requirements, raising col-
lege admissions standards, and mandating minimum requirements for teachers,
A new spirit of cooperation, with joint action by boards of education and higher
education, has charoc.terized many of these moves. A commitment to higher
academic standards has been demonstrated.

The full reali.'ation Of our objectives for quality education at all levels,
however, demands persistence, and if edlication in the South is to match the
region's ambitions for economic development , the task ahead is enormous.
In many areas, the South still lags behind the rest of the nation in matters of
educational achievement. Southorners are still less likely to attend schools,
whatever the level, and achievement scores on tests fall below national norms.
For example, a look at the results ,over the pastdecade on the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress shows mprovement in reading for all dcie groups
in the South and, in overall mathematics, for nine- and thirteen-year-olds.
Also, the gap between the South and t!..e nation has narrowed somewhat.

Let's take a look at what South:..rn states s (lone to improve the se-
lection, preparation, certification, and continuing education of teas:hers.
The stateshave made major progress in the process:: for selecting future
teachers. All but two of the SREJ4--states now require applicants into teacher
traffic- i programs to pass some type rif nhjective tests at the end of their soph-
omore year of collect'. All but two states now require specified scores on a
teachei certification test. For the most part, cert:fication is being issued
the end of two years of tea-hing in classroom, with evaluaticn of class-
room perf)rmance of these beginning teachers made by internal external
(or both) evaluators.

I'm pleased to report also that retraining of existinq teachers is under-
way in many of our states, especially in math and sciero:;e. A number of states
have developed programs to retrain teachers who are being' reduced in force,
or "ruffed," from teaching positions and who need several hours fir pew certi-
fication in math and science.

There are some areas necHin:: improvement that I would like tc, highlight
for you. I've' itled them "3tr.3te,31-.:; to move beyond the minimum requirements."
I'm still conce ed about the :e.tir-!1>_!r preparation programs. I'm c-_,ncerned
about the instru ion teacher.; receive in content area , the area in which thy
will be teaching, th.: types -A ,7ourses and so forth. I on,Touraoe college
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presidents in tii{. :;outit io become very actively involved in imploving teacher
roIlaration programs. I'm conerliett ahotit financial inentiv:: to reward out-
standing teachers. We've heard our governor:4 and otlwrs speak to that issue
and we'll be hearing moie on it tomorrow. Whether i!t 'is called master teacher

periormonce, inisot, or incentive pay, We ftmti (f119.0 strcitigly that that's the
directiOn that w() ;;Iiiitilci lic! moviliq. Another concern is accorrimodation; for
qua Iifiod art:; and science majors who wish to teach, especially if .we're go-
ing to share personnel with the private sector. There are those chemists and
inatlieniatlician:; and biologi:As, who .ire not willing to take edtteation ourses:,
and, Ulm; , we need an avenue for those individual:: to enter the classroom.
So those four areas we feel need to be addressed.

.

We feel that not a whole lot has happened in staff development and the
need for quality. We aos still concerned that staff development at-the. local
school level is very poorly planned and often in not relevant to that which the
teacher may be teaching. We would encourage states to look into that more.
And, of course, the standard for admissions into the graduate school pro-
grams of education are not sufficiently strong; that's something we feel needs
attention.

The next area deals more directly with the high sc;hoolg. A number of
states and some local school districts e moved to increase high school
graduation requirements for all student:, in addition, states are considering
honors diplomas to recognize outstanding students'. Oneicaution that 1 would
suggest: simply requiring additional courses is in itselrnot sufficient.
I'm very concerned that unless we identity the content of those courses we
will and up with "watered-down" kinds of programi; And, finally, the col-
leges must send a clear message of what they expect, and w,e`re talkind.about
coll,,ge admissions standards.

A report card on what is happening In the states would show that strength-
ening graduation requirements for high schoolers is underway. (See table, p. 93.)
In Florida a governor-appointed commission has made a recommendation; in some
staNs, recommendations have been made by the state school superintendents,
and in others , a state task i(drce is now considering changes in the recluirements.
In Virginia , I have made the recommendation to the Board of Education that
3 units of science of math, and 2 of foreign language b<required for the
college preparatory student Several years .ago the recommended requirements
for:22, 20, 18, 16 Units of study for graduation would have been 14, IS, or 13
units. A number of states have made moves on tightening admissions require-
ments for college. What has been (iune really,siepencls on the kind of authority
that rest, with the governing body for higher education. There are those states
where the Council for Higher Education or the, Board of Regent has a reat deal
of authority and can mandate, and in those states mor.: has bn accomplished.
In otner states, the Council of Higher Education -is sir ply a coordinating nody
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HIGH SCHOOL. GR6DUATION REQUIREMENTS OR PROPOSALS

FOR NEW REQUIREMENTS IN. THE SRER STATES

Alabama

faTdish
Social

Studien
Mathe-
mattes Science

(Class of 1985) 4 1 2 1

Arkansan' 4

Florida
p(Class of 1985) 3 3 3

(Class of 1987)

Phynical
Education/ Total
Health Units

31 20 t

16

2 22*
' 24

)
Georgia 4 1 2 2 1 21*
(To ho voted on by State Board of Education in Novembeg-Effective Class of 1988)

.'N. -
Kentucky
(Class of 1987) 4 2 . 3 2 1 20
(Freshmen and sophomores must take English; math, and science,tourses) c,..

Louisiana 4 2 3 2 2 . 22 -

Maryland 4 3 2

(A st4te Task Force is considering revisions)

Mississippi

North Carolina

South Carolina+
(Class of 1987)

Tennessee
(Class of 1987)

3

4 2

4

4

2. 1 20

1 1 16

2 2 1. 20,*

3 2 20

11/2 2 2 .1}1 20

/Texas 3 2S 2' 2 2

(Task Forcer s considering changes, pOssibly thre yeats of math)
18-

Virginia+A.:

(Class of 1988)

West Virginia

4

4

3

3

2

+1

2

14
2

of either'

1

20*

20

+South Caroltna and Virginia vocational students may substitute occupat2yal
program sequences for some math and science requirements._

*Florida, Virginia and North Carolin4.have gicorkors diplomas which include
additional mathematics AO science requirements as well as foreign language.
Georgia has proposed an,endorsed diplofna which would'require additional
mathematicsmathematics and science as well-as foreign- language.
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and the decisions are made by each individual institution. That is the case in
Virginia and the individual, institutions of higher education twill have to do some-
thing about the admissionS requirements; the,governing body at the state level
does, not have that authority.

The next area has to do with preparing youth for work. This was another,
chapter of the initial report, and I'm disappointed to report to you that very
little progress has been noted in this area. The first recommendation in
The Need for Quality says: "The mission of vocational education in high
schoOl must be defined." I think this is critical. I think we-must'ask thei
question: Should high schools be preparing the students' hands for specific
skAis or should high schools be preparing the students' minds for broader
training and retraining? Once we've answered that question and identified the
mission of vocational education we can go forward. In my opinion this is one
of the critical questions that has to be asked, and answered, in vocational
education. The Task Force is suggesting that reviews' must be conducted-to
insure that duplication of efforts between secondary and postsecondary schools
does not exist. Another question to be answered is: Does vocational education
address the technical needs of today's world? I'm concerned that we may be
training for obsolescence; we have to be assured that this isn't happening.

And, finally, our recommendations deal with the cooperation. between
elementary, secondary, and higher education that is required if education and
educational programs are going to be successful. In some parts of the region
some noteworthy things are indeed happening. 'At the local level for-example
President MGCabe, who is president of Miami4Dade Community Collegein
Florida, brought together the local superintendents and the college adminis-
trators to assist in raising the requiremetits for high-school graduation and
college entrance. In Virginia, the Council ofHigher Education and the State
Board of Education meet in joint-sessions twice a year, and liaison. committees
of the two boards meet many more times during the year. This kind of coopera-
tion is going on in several states where the two boards are discussing such
problems as approval of teacher programs, preparation`programs, improving
guidance counseling, and upgrading teacher preparation programs.

All in all, I'm encouraged by-what has happened since The Need for
Quality was issued.- BLit I'm not satisfied. We still have a long ways to go.
I believe quite strongly that SREB has set in motion an effort that has had a
remarkable impact, and has succeeded, possibly beyond the exPectations,
in helping to improve public and higher education in the South. The SREB staff
has provided the proper amount of encouragement, leadership, and, oftentimes,
prodding to keep the Task Force on target, forcing us to be specific in our
recommendations, forcing us to address the hot issues such as teacher certi-
fication and graduation requirements, to disturb special interests when neces-
sary. 'My compliments to them; they've done a fine job. It has been a distinct
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honor to serve on this SREB Task Force which has probably been one of the most
challenging and exciting experiences of my career.

I suggest to you that with the support of SREB and our governors and mem-
bers of the legislative groups, education in the South will change and it will
improve. Your teadership has made it start to happen. 1 know that,' speak for
the entire Task Force in urging this Board to do all that it can to keep the proc-
ess alive and wb11..

N
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REMARKS BY GOVERNOR WILLIAM F. WINTER, SRE13 CHAIRMAN
ON JUNE 10 AT 1983 ANNUAL MEETING OF SREB

Welcome to the second General Session of SREB's annual meeting. I be-
lieve you will agree that this 1983 meeting was launched in fine fashion last
evening by the excellent report of Dr. Davis on behalf of the Task Force on
Higher Education and the Schools.

I want to take this opportunity to congratulate the Board again for its
wisdom two-and-a-half years ago in establishing the Task Force and creating
an extremely productive force for better le ducation. This organization should
indeed be pleased with the impetus and backing that The Need for Quality has
given many of,us who have felt that improving the quality of education was the
number one priority for continued social and economic progress in our region.

1 want particularly to note Governor Bob Graham's foresight in his role
as Chairman of the Board when he appointed the Task Force. The work of this
group, and the down-to-earth proposals it has provided the region, should be
highly commended.

We should be gratified that the program for progress first recommended
by the Task Force two years ago has been echoed in recent reports from the
National Commission on Excellence and other national groups that have joined
the appeal to reform education. But the truly significant fact for us to bear in
mind, and to take added heart from, is that the initiatives now recommended
nationally on tighter selection of teachers, on toughening the high school cur-
riculum, and on raising college admissions standards are well on the way.to
implementation in the South. These actions are well on the way because we
have been working hard for the past two years, supported and encouraged by
the SREB quality improvement efforts.

Yes, we can be proud that our states recognized that quality improve-
ment had to be a priority well before it reached its current place on the na-'
tional agenda . .But this is foolish pride unless we keep on working--unless
we acknowledge that in many respects our educational system still lags.
I am confiddnt that we will stay on the move to close those gaps, for I sense
a greater determination than ever before to deal forthrightly with our problems.

SREB must continue to play a special role in helping us assess progress
and shortcomings, and in encouraging us to continue to take needed actions.
In addition to what it: ha s been doing, SREB could also help by bringing to us
an annual assessment of the state of educational progress in the South. I can
See this being placed before governors at their annual meetings, before
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legislators at the ail:11 Legislative Work Conference a n (1 other legislative meet-
ings, before education leaders at appropriate forum n, and, of course, before
this Board. I am therefore proposing to our new chairman (and to Dr. Godwin)
that we develop such an annual assessment to help keep our focus on4improv-
ing quality in our colleges and schools.

I trust that this assessment wilt take into account another special as-
pect that has marked our qieility improvement efforts in the region. I remind
you that the Task Force wa labeled "Higher Education and the Schools."
We have clearly-emphasizedthe tremendous interdependence of the two sec-
tors. We realize that it is imposgible to move toward iluality if we fail to
mobilize colleges, universities, and the public schools. Over and over
again, our Task Force has reminded us that joint actions are needed on many
fronts. A more rigorous high school curriculum depends to softie extent on the
messages colleges send to the high schools. On the other hand, colleges will
have a difficult time getting out of remedial education if the schools fail to
raise their expectations and demands of students.

As you study the Task Force's second report, Meeting_the Need for Quality:
Action in the South, you will note ,that one of the largest parts of the collegiate
enterprise is still in need of substantial improvement. That part is the in-
service education of teachers, both in graduate schools and in school-based'
staff development programs. Here again, progress will hinge on coordinated
efforts by schools and colleges. With appropriate apologies, Governor Graham,
to Orlando and Disneyworld, teachers perceive many of these continuing edu-
cation activities as "Micky Mouse" ones. The present system for recertifica-
tidn and upward movement on the teacher pay schedule is predicated on com-
pletion of advanced coursework. Our state departments of education and higher
education agencies have a mutual responsibility to insure that graduate work
will truly represent advanced work, and that it is relevant to teachers' assign-
ments, if they are to gain recertification credits and bonuses for such course-
work.

Vocational education is another area where improvement hinges on joint
efforts of schools and colleges. Our states have equipment and resources in
both sectors of education that could be used more effectively if we could ---

eliminate unwarranted duplication. We badly need to improve the coordina-
tion of the vocational program offered in high schools and area centers with
the postsecondary occupational programs in vocational-technical institutes
and community colleges. For example, we cannot afford the luxury of allowing
expensive equipment to stand idle--unused at certain times of the day--just
because wF.41ave erected arbitrary barriers that divide secondary and post-
)econdary institutions.-
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We are keenly aware of the need to redirect vocational education from
out-dated programs that do not lead to jobS toward technical preparation for
expanding occupational opportunities. Our postsecondary occupational pro-
grams have a better record on reacting to changing market demands, than is
true of many high school vocational programs. I am pleased that the Task
Force suggests SREB should assist states as they examine their vocational
offerings.

A stronger spirit of cooperation between state boards of education and
higher education in various states can be traced to the work of the Task Force
and SREB. In these instances we have seen boards jointly considering issues
such as tighter admissions standards into teacher education programs and re-
vised college admissions standards. But we should not lull ourselves into a
false sense of security that this emerging cooperation will survive without
continuous nurturing. I would hope therefore that SREB will continue to pro-
mote joint consideratibn and action on common problems affecting higher edu-
cation and the schools. Furthermore, there is a crying need to engineer the
cooperative approach locally--between individual colleges and local school
districts. I note with pleasure the leadership toward this objective that has
been given by one of our college presidents on this Board, in Miami-Dade
County. Perhaps SREB could promote similar initiatives by college presidents
to reach out to school superintendents, so that together they might tackle lo-
cal issues on educational quality, and fuller utilization of their indiVidual
resources.

We would all be remiss in approaching the objective of greater quality
in higher education and the schools if we ignore the financial issues. I am
pleased to see the domments in Meeting the Need for Quality: Action in the
South regarding financial constraints.. This Task Force was obviously com-
posed of idealists who have their feet firmly on the ground. The Task Force
reminds us that in some ways qUality will require more money. If the public
really demands better teachers, it will finally have to face up to paying good
teachers salaries that are competitive with, what they could earn in other
occupations. But the Task Force also reminds us that many of its recommen-
-dations might entail savings. I particularly urge you to read the last section
of the report that points to several areas where less might mean better. It is
refreshing to see this kind of note in a report prepared with input by educators:

Our program this morning deals directly with the issue of new incentives
for attracting and retaining good teachers. We are all too familiar with the
disturbing data about the "low SAT or ACT scores of college students who choose
education as a major, and about the decline of even those low scores in the
last decade, as increasingly, our bright students choose other professions.
A North Carolina report documented that teachers with higher National Teacher
Examinations scores leave the profession before those who score lower.

,
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We are all painfully aware of the loss of mathematics and science teachers to
jobs in the private sector that pay twice as much as teaching. These are grave
problems, and the)' comprise the basis for the panel discussion that is next on
our program: New incentives for Teachers.

Before turning the program over to President Godwin, who will introduce
and moderate the panel, I wish to thank Dr. Davis and the Task Force for their
signal contribution to the region. I hope that those of us who represent our
states on the Southern Regional Education Board and on its Legislative Advisory
Council will do everything possible to extend the Task Force's message across
our states.

N.
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ROU,NDTABLE DISCUSSION ON PROGRAMS TO IMPROVE QUALITY:
NEW INCENTIVES FOR TEACHERS

Governor Lamar Alexander and
Tennessee legislators.:
Representative Steite Cobb,'Nashville
Senator James E. Elkins, Clinton
Representative James M. Henry, Kingston
Representative Dale Kelley, Huntingdon

Moderator:

Billy R. Reagan, Superintendent,
Houston, Texas, -Independent
School District

Jay M. Robinson, Superintendent,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg,
North Carolina, School System

Winfred L. Godwin, SREB President

Dr. Godwin. Incentive pay, or so-called merit pay, is not, of course, a new
idea; it has been kicked around for 50 or 60 years. In most instances, it has
been tried in very limited fashion and, frequently, with very poor planning.
The really new thing, and I think the really significant thing, is the comprehen-
sive nature of the new proposals. These talk not Just about money but about
staff development, and the layout of career ladders and opportunities for pro-
fessional people to grow and develop as professional people at the same time
that they're being rewarded for improvements in their performance.

Today we are going to discuss this very exciting topic. We have a rather
sizable panel of very distinguished people, so Pm not going to take anymore
time from their presentations with discussions of background information. Were
going to start by looking at the most comprehensive proposal that has been made-
the so.-called "Master Teacher" plan offered by Governor Alexander of Tennessee.
I havd heard this plan variously described. Some people have called it the
boldest plan that has come down; others say it is the brashest plan. One out-
of-state newspaper said, "It remains to be seen whether Alexander is Alexander
the Great, but it's already clear that he's Alexander the Bold."

Governor Alexander is in the first year of a second term. In his first term
a bipartisan comprehensive task force on education was appointed to review the
entire education program in Tennessee. Basing his program and recommendations
on the conclusions' of that task force, Governor Alexander presented an ambitious
10-point program for better schools in Tennessee. The centerpiece is the Mas-
ter Teacher plan.

,
Governor, to get this started, I wish you and your colleagues would tell us

why you think this concept of incentive pay is so critical, and describe the prin-
Opal elements in the Tennessee Master Teacher plan. .

' Governor Alexander. I usually begin these discussions in which I have a chance
to appear-1-and they're coming more and more often lately--with this statement,
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which no one has been able to contradict yet: No state public school system
pays one teacher one penny more for doing a good Job of teaching. Now that's
a very important thing to notice, so let me say it again: Not one state public
'school system pays one public school teacher one penny more for doing a good
job at what they were hired to do. Teachers can make a little more by going
into administration, by staying around, by going back to school, but they can't
make a penny more for demonstrating they're good at doing

i
What they were hired

to do.

At a time when our focus is on excellence, we reward mediocrity. Our
pay scale feat4es low wages, lifetime contracts, little real evaluation, and
not one penny of pay for performance. When you state it like that, it seems
to me to be probably the most indefensible form of public policy in the country
today, and anyone who has never been involved in education could well ask,
"How in the world did a thing like that ever get established?"

I think those who have argued and debated about the reward system for
teachers understand the resistance to change and try to be sensitive to ft.
One of the reasons for the resistance is that it's such a big change. Another
is the reluctance to alter a history of things with which we are familiar. But
the whole problem seems to boil down to whether you can find a fair way--both
to teachers who are being evaluated and to taxpayers who pay the bill--to re-
ward people for outstanding performance. And it seems to me that of all the
people in the country who ought to be able to do that, teachers should. All
we're asking is that teachers, who grade our children A through F every six
weeks, also be graded in a fair way every five years.

The problem is that teachers have nothing financially to look forward to.
In Tennessee in many of our rural counties, the newest 7th grade teacher might
make $12,000 for a 7-month contract. Across the hall is that teacher who
everyone knows--a familiar person, the best in the county, the Person who's
had an impact on the lives of people for years and years--and that teacher,
the best in the system, might be making $15,000 after 20 or 25 years of
teaching.

k

It seems to nig that our objective ought to be to restore honor and prestige
to perhaps the most important profession in the country, that is, teaching.
I wonder if many people have thought about what a prestigious position Master
teacher would be in the community. It wouldn't pay as much as some profes-
sions, even as weave proposed it, but there'd be no more honored profession.
Master teacher status would be something to look forward to, to aspire to, and
it would help attract and retain talented and superior people. It's interesting
to me that most of the initiative for establishing Master teachers comes from
the South--Houston, Charlotte, Tennessee, Florida. This kind of change is
not going to happen all over the country. I would judge that 12 governors will
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recommend and fight hard for performance-based pay next year in the General
Assembly. And that, by the end of the General Assembly of 1984, four or five
states will have a statewide system. It is also my guess that, at the end of
five years, virtually every state will have tried it, and half the states will
have it. And, those states that have it will have the best schools; those quit
don't, won't have. The public will demand it, because they won't pay mere for
more of the same. Acoording to the polls, they will pay more for improvements
in quality. All we're really talking about is a way to pay people more for doing
a good job and a fair way to pick which ones get the extra money.

Albert Shanker said that one of the reasons these proposils had failed in
the past was because governors and legislators had failed to address "funda-
mental problems." He listed three problems: (1) Merit pay didn't involve
enough teachers. (Representative Cobb will explain that merit pay would in-
volve most teachers in the Tennessee system.) (2) Governors talked about
proposals that took money from some teachers and gave it to others. (All of
ours is new tax money on top of across - the -board pay raises.) (3) The teachers
were not involved in the judgment. (Our proposal is based on the idea that the
best evaluator of a 5th grade teacher might be two other 5th grade Master
teachers and a Master principal who are familiar with that type of classroom in
that kind of school system.)

I think one of the reasons this issue has been suddenly thrust to the fore-
front is because it is, and ought to be, the biggest women's rights issue in
America We've hired talented women (including my mother and my best teachers)
at "bargain basement" prices over the years because they couldn't get jobs any-
where else. In 1940, the year in which I was born, 20 percent of the women in
Tennessee worked outside the home, most of them in domestic work. The others
were teachers, social service persons, or nurses. My guess is that today those
excellent teachers would be going into accounting, engineering, and many other
things, or would be sorely tempted to do so.

Where is the blame for all this? I think it is very important that we-not
blame teachers for this problem, or for our situation in education in this country,
Teachers don't hire teachers. Teachers don't set teachers' salaries. Teachers
don't establish the curriculum. Governors, legislators, and school boards de'.
So blame us! If.we sit around and tolerate a pay system that causes us to lose
talented.people, it's our fault, And it's important to recognize that,

Let me conclude by saying that when I talk about this subject I always
find myself talking about the teachers.. And that's important. Nit it's the wrong
focus. It is the children who are the more important part of this discussion.
And, as our house speaker reminded me, probably the Arnost important and attrac-
tive part of our Master Teacher proposal is that these best teachers will have
11- and 12-month contracts. That -11th month will permit about 12,000 of our
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teachers to teach in June and/or August. Why is that important? It keeps the
schools open. Why is that important in Tennessee? In our state, one out of
three people who start high school don't finish, because one out of four 9th
grade students don't have 7th grade skills. But what will happen in the 11-
month system is that in the extra time period the best teachers will have small
classes for 2nd graders who are behind in 15 skills and will work with them so
tat by the time school starts those students will be behind grade level in only
five skills. We'll work with.underprepared students right on through until every
child who is not handicapped will Wave 9th grade skills. It's that simple, that
attractive, and absolutely crucial to success. So we're very hopeful that some-
how out of all this will come something th;3t will help our school children.

We owe our most important debt of gratitude to the legislature's own Task
Force on Public Education, which in January recommended Master teachers for
Tennessee, using them in the variety of ways our proposal recommends. The
legislature started IL I've carried it on a little way,,and I hope they'll finish
it in the next little bit.

Four legislators who sponsored the bill are hete to talk about it: Repre-
sentative Steve Cobb, a Democrat from Nashville; Senator "Buz" Elkins, a
Republican from East Tennessee; Senator Dale Kelley, a Republican from West
Tennessee; and Senator Jim Henry, the Republican leader of'the house from
Kingston, Tennessee. I'd like to ask Steve, who is also chairman of the
Higher Education subcommittee of the Education Committee in Tennessee, to
outline the specifics of the Tennessee proposal.

Representative Cobb. Thank you, Governor. First of all, there are two addi-
tional sponsors of the bill who could not be here: John Rucker, a Democrat
from Murfreesboro, and another Republican, Senator Tom Garland. But we are
not the only ones who worked on this bill, and many of our colleagues are with
us today. I think its important to know that a lot of people, have invested a
considerable amount of time on this legislation because it must be an effort of
the entire legislature if. (1.So be successful. I believe none 'of us sees this
as a panacea for educat on. 1 This Master Teacher program is importarit and we
think it's necessary an fundamental, but there are many other things that have
to be done tooclassr9bm sizes in the early years have to be smaller, ma-
terials are important, 40 is foreign language instruction, and other things as
well.

We started with a program, and we have made some changes which we
think have made the bill better. Most of our changes have come from sugges-
tions made by our teacher friends, including members of the Tennessee Educa-
tion Association as well as individual teachers in our local communities. We
think the bill is better asca result of their input, and we stand ready to take
further input to improve it. We do think the bill is probably in pretty good
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shape now; what remains to he done, and-there i:; it good deal, should not be
put into legislation.because of the detailed nature. of it For example, we ex-
pect that the rules and regulations which will specify What a carpentry teacher
in a shop must do to become a Master carpentry teacher, as opposed to what a
French teacher must do to become a Master French teacher, probably should not
be spelled out in legislation.

The Master Teacher plan, of course, can't be officially implemented until
the bill is passed. First of all there were certain questiorks about politics.
Republicans and Democrats, liberals and conservatives are sponsoring this
bill, and some of each group have some questions about it. We have attempted
to take out partisan politics and the local politics which teachers say they fear.
I think we have been successful. For example. we have one certification com-
missioner at the statewide level, and three at regional levels. They, not the
local school system, will make decisions about certification.

Secondly, teachers fear that a Republican goVernor might choose only
Republicans to serve on the state certification commission for Master teachers;
a Democrat might choose only Democrats. We have made sure, to the best of
our ability, that this cannot happen. The governor will make recommendations
for the commission at the state level; the recommendations will be subject to
confirmation by both the House and the Senate. If we feel that it's tilted too
much toward one party or in one direction, either house can veto it. While
that may not seem too radical. in Tennessee it is a great departure from the
way we normally do things:' confirmation is not one of our normal processes.

In addition, the regional commissions that will make most of the deci-
sions will not be chosen by the governor or the legislature, but by the state
certification commission itself. In short, we've attempted to remove local
and partisan politics, the kind of machine power-building that we've all seen.

We were also told that not enough teachers would benefit by this pro-
gram. Originally our plan called for the stipend to begin after eight years,
upon reaching the third level, that is, Senior teacher. Our teachers said to
us, "That's not a very good inducement for people to come into the program;
they should get something sooner." We thought that was probably correct,
and with the help of Bob McElrath, commissioner of our Department of Educa-
tion and his staff, we came up with a way to fund an additional incentive step.

The first ofthe program's four steps is that of Accredited teacher, which
in Tennessee pretty much corresponds to a probationary teacher. If you're re-
hired by your local system for a three-year period, you're granted tenure under
present law--which is not touched directly. Although at one point it is cir-
cumvented, tenure remains in the code. In addition, at that time, you must
receive a state certification for the next step, that is, Professional teacher.

k
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iWe reduced the stipend for Mas ater nd :senior teachers a little, and will use that
parley, plus cetain savings that We generated in other ways, to allow an across-
the-board$1,000 step inerease for every teacher who makes that first stop from
Accredited to Professional. This is entirely consistent with the notion of re-

°wards for moving through career incentive steps. We really prefer the,term
"incentive pay," not because we're afraid of "merit pay," but because we
think It is simply not accurate. The financial reward is not given because of
a popularity contest voted at the end of the year. This plan provides, rather,
a series.of incentive steps throughout a career, designed to keep good teachers

. in the classroom, and pay them what they would get if they followed the current
practice of going into administration, real estate, or some other profession that
pays more.

Afterthe Professional tether, there's a five-year period in which you
exercise your certificate. At the end of that period, you are then eligible to
go to the third step, which is the Senior teacher. AC.that level, you're given
an option to work under either the present 10-month contract or an 1 1 -month
contract. The amount of the stipend depends on which contract you select.
If you select the 10-month contract, the stipend would be $2,000. 11 you
select the 11-month contract, the stipend would be $4,000 in addition to all
other pay and benefits, including the various traditional pay steps for educa-
tion and time of service. The stipend is entirely additional. This is a "carrot"
plan, though there is the. "stick" of possible loss of certification after a num-
ber of years. Largely, these are rewards designed by incentive.

At the end of the next five years, that is, approximately 12 or 13 years
after beginning teaching, a person is eligible to try for the final step of Mas-
ter teacher. If the teacher elects a 12-month contract and is successful in.
getting a ,Master teacher certificate, he or sheis awarded a stipend of $7,000
per year above and beyond everything else, which, of course, is approximately
$35,000 per five-year certificate. That is real money. We do not believe that
the very best teachers can.be made to work any harder because of $35;000, but
we do feel that it is only just to reward good teachers and to give an incentive.
to others to do a.little better. Eighty-seven percent of our teachers who elect
to go under this systemand no teacher who presently teaches has to go under
it if they don't want to--will benefit in some way by this program, at the $1,000
level Or up to the $7,000 level. We believe. this is meaningful for most of the
profession and will constitute a real incentive.

There has been a question about whether or not this stipend will remain
valid, inflation being what it is. The faCt that it's set at a specific level of
$7,000 has caused some problems. We have,placed in the bill a requirement
that at least every four years the Generalltssembly must review the stipend
for adequacy and, if necessary, raise it.
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There has been discusuton about other problems, or alleged problems,
with the program. One of them is what is often referred to as "quota." For
reasons of fiscal responsibility, the state obviously cannot promise to pay
every teacher 4 Master teacher stipend. If everyone made Master teacher,
we would still need to have incentive steps beyond that because we want to
keep people with a goal in mind -to work toward something'sbetter.

We have raised the number of Master teachers that the state is willing
to pay for from 10 percent to 15 percent of the local teacher population in a
given school system. In addition, 25 percent can receive Senior teacher
stipends. This is a total of 40 percent of all teachers, and about 60 to 70
percent of the teachers who have the time and service to be eligible. We
think that's a marked improvement.

I referred in passing to the fact that we allow teacherA.an election be-
tween 10- and 11-month contracts for Senior teachers, and 10-, 11-, and 12-
month contracts for Master teachers. We think this option is an improvement,
as many teachers have told us it would be impossible to work year-round.

In speaking of the plan, we usually refer to a Master teacher; but there
is also a Master principal and superintendent. We've raised the number who
can attain that status on the advice of people in the school system. Perhaps
our greatest need and greatest problem is at the supervisory level. Those are
the people that we think really need-to be brought along. We have reduced the
stipendwhich was originally more--for the adeministrators to the same as that
for teachers, in an attempt to generate equity. Further, we have made a pro-
vision that I think is very important--that is, the Master Teacher/Principal
Academy. As many of our colleagues have pointed out, people are not really
trained for evaluation, although evaluation is called for under present law .
However, in many places, evaluation is not really being done in an efficient
way; therefore, we propose to train principals and supervisors to do this Job
properly.

We've also taken from the Tennessee Education Association (TEA) one of
their provisions regarding teacher preparation. We do think that preparation
was something that wasn't addressed in the original proposal; we have ad-
dressed it in this proposal. We belieVe that a study must be done to address
what kind of youngsters are electing to go into teaching, what kind of prepara-
tion they are receiving, and what kind of meaningful evaluation is being given
to them. We've also taken much of the TEA section on due process. Although
the details of what you must do to become a Master French teacher cannot and
should not be spelled out in legislation, a grievance process has been written
out in some detail. 1 can't claim that this is the best possible grievance
process, but it is very detailed, and we are willing to make changes if that
becomes necessary.
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I guess the last couple of things we might say would be this: we have
tried to put in protection for the present teachers. 1611e alluded to the fact that
no teacher has to go into the program; but, if teachers prtsently in the system
do elect to go into it, we have provided an option. They can try it out; If they
feel that they have not been treated fairly, they can go back and get their old
certificate. and keep it. We think that's essential to making this acceptable
rip people who are faced with a whole new way of doing things. Furthermore,
if they do receive the Master, Senior, or Professional teacher license and over
the next few years find, as we don't expect, that politics have gotten into it
too much, 'they can still go back and get their full former certificate.

Finally, we.-have tried to make sure that a local system cannot abuse this
procedure. We ha0ve great faith in local systems, but we believe there's a bal-
ance between the region and the local. system. Once the Master teacher or
Senior teacher gets the certificate, and gets hired by'the local system, it's a
dual decision. They cannot be terminated from this stipend, except for cause,
until the end of their certificate. In short, one teacher won't get the Master
teacher stipend one year and be removed the next year so that a newly certified
Master teacher could get the stipend. We felt that would involve too much lo-
cal politics._ I think the other sponsors probably have a few comments.

Representative Henry. I'd just like to say that, being from a rural community,
I was mosi interested in one thing about thiS bill--to see that the rural com-
munities were being treated fairly. Right now, what's \happening in our state

. is that a lot of good teachers are driving into the larger communities to teach
school because salaries are generally higher. So what we want to do is insure
that each system has a proportionate number of Master teachers and Senior
teachers. In that way, we can keep our best teachers in rural communities.
It will allow us to compete. More than anything, we wanted to be sure that
each rural community could have a supplement on a proportionate basis to
avoid losing our best teachers to the areas that have the big money.

Representative Kelley. Well, we, the sponsors of this legislation, didn't know
exactly where we were going when we began this project. But, at the same time,
we knew where we wanted to go, so we kind of felt our way along. I live in rural
west Tennessee where 40 percent of the population does not have a high school
education, and I thought that by this proposition we would be able to address
issues as they relate to rural west Tennessee. I've been a school board mem-
ber for nine years and hlive,served in the legislature now for five years, and
I'm on the Education Committee. I thought this was a great opportunity to dis-
cuss, and try to solve, some of those problemS that have been brought to my
attention over that tenure. I'm pleased to be a part of this legislation and look
forward to working even harder to get this proposal into our schools in the state
of Tennessee:
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Senator Elkins. Like other members of the legislative panel, I have been deeply
involved In educational improvement for the last several4menths. I suppose I.
first got really interested in the wliole idea of doing something to improve the
quality of education at the SREB Legislative Work Conference in Lexington a
couple of years ago when discussion focused on the IIEB Task Force report,
The Need for Quality. Then, last year we had the first comprehensive study
of education in Tennessee in 25 years. That study group was made up"of edu-
cators, lay persons, teachers, and others interested in the area of education.
I was further impreSsed during a meeting of the Education Commissionsof the
States last year. Td-iis meeting focused not only on Our schools in the South-
eastern states, burona national basis, as compared with those countries
against whom we compete in the economic world. Our education system has
to measure up and two speakers summarized the problems in immediate terms
when they said that the rearmament of our education system is equally as im-
portant as the rearmament of our defense system.
. ,....

Governor Alexander brought forward his Better Schools Program about that
time, and I think he touched a sensitive chord with most legiSlaters and most
of the general public. We introduced the bill in January, and have been work-
ing on it ever since. We've been trying to get it in some form that will be
palatable to the legislature and to the teachers and education community that
it affects, so that well have the support of the taxpayers who are going to be
asked to dig into their pockets to Pay for this program. I've been in the legis-
lature for about 15 years now, most of that time I've been on the Education
Committee, and to my knowledge, this is the most innovative and forward
lookthg program that I've seen. I think that what is important for us in
Tennessee is.to further refine our bill to gain the support of the public and of
the education community. Even if we have the best draft bill, if we cdo not have
the working relationship that we could have with the people involved, it's not
going to be worth the paper it's written on. I want to congratulate SREB'for
taking the leadership role that you have played in brie ing this issue not only
before the national agenda, but especially before the states in the Southeast.

Dr. Godwin. Thank you, gentlemen. Let's look now at another plan, the so-
called "Career Teacher Plan" of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg school system in
North Carolina. This is a plan that incorporates teacher training as well as
incentive pay. It is modeled somewhat along the lines of the professional
ranks in our colleges and universities. Jay Robinson, who has been superin-
tendent of this school system for the last several years, will tell us about the

..t.plan.

Dr. Robinson. I want to make it clear that we don't think were in a crisis
situation in North Carolina. We think our schools are good and are getting
better. In Charlotte we feel like were really on a roll with education, and
we believe we can document that. We've been trying for several years to
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concentrate on improvement in achievement, attendance, and student behavior.
Our test scores are at an all-time high, well 6bove.tho national averages; our
attendance is at an all-time high; our student behavior is the best it haS been
in recent years; .and our community support is high. There are many improve-
pents we need to make, but we didn't go into this plan because we felt'we were r',
in a crisis situation. We did think the evidence was clear that unless we make
some-radical changes, we were going to be in very serious trouble in the near
future.

t
In 1966, of the folks in the freshman classes of colleges and universities

in this country, 22 percent said they were going to major in education; in 1983,
4.7 percent of the college freshmen said they were going to major in education.
It usually takes 10 percent of the college graduatisto staff all the jobs in edu-
cation in grades K through 12. So,,inevitably,ilthere going to be a teacher
shortage unless we turn that around. Even more important, and what's so
frightening, is the quality of those who are going into the teaching profession.
On the average, this year's freshman class of education majors is running
80 points below the SAT-mean score for freshmen in other fields. That ranks'
right at the bottom for the first time in history. We're frightened about that
and we want to turn it around.

So we started out to develop some type of plan that we felt would make a
difference and would bring in good f6lks and guarantee that they stay in the
teaching profession--just getting them in is not enough. We're getting a lot
of folks coming into our system, but we know that at the end of 10 years half
of them have left the classroom; in 20 years two-thirds have left; and only one
out of five is staying for 30 years or more. We're concerned that the wrong
one out of the five is the one who is staying.

When we started exploring possible solutions, one person said, "If you
give every person a $10,000 raise, the problem is solved." That would solve
most of the problem, but it is as unrealistic as anything could be. Anyone who
believes we're going to get the kind of raises we have to have to be competi-
tive with middle management salaries in industry is naive and unrealistic.

So we set out at the beginning of 1982 to try to develop a plan for bring-
ing about some changes. We noted in going into this that most of the efforts
that have been made in this direction have been tentative in nature. Most ef-
forts in merit pay are somewhat punitive. I'm not critical. They're perceived
that way, and to a degree they are punitive for some people within a system.
We wanted to try to overcome that. I appointed a committee of 12--four teachers
who were leaders in teacher organizations and teacher unions, four administra-
tors, one board member, two community leaders, and the associate dean of the
School of Education at the University of North Carolina. That committee worked
for the first half of 1982 and came back with a concept and the skeleton of a
Plan which we'd be comfortable developing and living with.
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The basic things that we're dealing with include a way to attract good re-
cruits, a way to train .thom in a probationary period of four to six years, and a
way to tenure, teachers who have met the training requirements, have docu-
mented excellent perfortliance over a substantial period of time; and show po-
tential for continual growth and deVelopment. Training is a very important part
of our plan, as is linking incentives to achievement. These incentives will
provide salaries and status to teachers and will attract and hold higher quality
people. That, very briefly, is what we're talking about. I want to be sure you
understand that we're not only talking about new folks coming in, although per-
haps that is the major thrust. However, we certainly have people presently'
,employed who can opt to go into this. program, will be encouraged to do sot
and will have an opportunity to do so, but will lose nothing Of their presenk,
status if they do not. I think this.is 'similar to the proposed program in
Tennessee.

Now, in order to effectively Implement such a plan, we.determined early
on that a change in the North Carolina tenure law would be required as far as
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg schools are concerned. We thought, being very
naive, that wouldn't be very hard to do; but it wasn't quite that simple.
Tenure is automatic in North Carolina at the end of the third year if teachers,
principals, or administrators other than superintendents are re-employed. t
We asked to have the flexibility of.granting tenure after four, five, or six
years, and then if someone was re-employed a seveitt year they would have
tenure.

We got the bill through the House committee witho t any trouble'and
thought we were in fine shape. Then, the North Carolina Association of Edu-
cators went to work on us, and the next morning we lost the bill on the floor.
We worked all night and cashed every green stamp we had. The governor came
out to help us, got the bill revived the next day, and stayed in the struggle for
about six weeks or so. A couple of weeks ago, we received final approval in
both the House and the Senate. We now have a statewide bill that permits the
type of flexibility I just described in units with 70,000 students or more.
(We're the only unit that size so it only applies to us.) P

We now have another committee made up of 21 members: nine teachers,
nine administrators and other staff people, the head of our staff development
center, and the dean of the School of Education at UNC-Charlotte. This com-
mittee is in the process of putting the final touches on our plan, which involves
establishing the exact entrance requirements and finalizing details of our evalu-
ation process. We already know the evaluation process will include multiple
evaluators, rather than the principal alone.

The plan permits teachers at the end of a 30-year career to make from
$30,000 to $40,000 in salary if they get all the raises for which they would
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be eligible. We believe that our plan is focusing on something that is extremely
importantwe're not interested only in recognizing and rewarding excellence,
we're interested in creating Master teachers. Through the training and the
other things that we can give them, we believe that we can create Master
teachers. It will probably require two years for teachers presently employed
to gain career status under this plan, but it will requiie a minumum of four
years for new teachers, who will have four, five, or six years to attain career
status,

The last thing that I want to emphasize is that we have three steps In
the career planLevel I, Level II, and Level III. Were not requiring a mas-
ter's degree for career status, but we're requiring the equivalent of that.
I don't want to be too negative in saying this, but we're, not much on canned
degrees. We are very heavy on our own staff development programs, and we
want to tailor whatever training we have to the needs of the teacher. Some
folks in higher education are having a hard time agreeing with us, but we
don't believe you have to go down to a college campus and stand around the
old well to get an education. We believe that teachers should be trained right
on the job. We know the universities have a great role to play in providing a
quality undergraduate degree. We know they have a great role to play in re-
search. But our program will bring a teacher the equivalent of a master's de-
gree for Career Level 1, the equivalent of an advanced certificate or six-year
program for Level II, and a doctorate for Career Level III. Those in Career
Level I will have-a leadership role in the school; those in Career Level 11 will
extend this role in their area; and thos0 in Career Level will provide leader-
ship on a system-wide basis.

We believe that this change, the type of changes we're talking about,
must come about in this d4cade. We believe that unless we make such re-
forms, we will never have better teachers.

Dr. Godwin. Now we're going to look at the experience in recent years of one
of the largest school districts in the nation, the Houston Independent School
District in Texas. Under the leadership of Superintendent Billy Reagan, a
variable-pay program has been in place for several years, dealing with spe-
cial kinds of problems. Superintendent Reagan will tell us what has been done
so far with respect to incentive pay, how it has worked, and what is being 0

planned from here on out.
1

Dr. Reacian. The task I'm going to deal with in depth is incentive pay for staff.
In 1986 -87, we'll have a beginning salary schedule in Houston of $21,000,
A teacher with 20 years of experience and a master's degree will have a base
salary of $38,000 plus our "second mile" stipends. Some 2,000 to 3 , 0.00 of
our teachers will be making in excess of $40,000 for 185 days of service.

t
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in addition to that we are going to a year-round school program. Those teachers
who participate in the year-round pcogram will have the potential to make In ex-
cess of $50,000 as classroom teachers.

Let me tell you Just a little bit about our school system so that we have a
commonality of understanding. We have 194,000 students. (I'm told that we
have more students In our school system thah the states of Arkansas and New
Mexico combined.) We have an 80 percent minority student population -- nearly
45 percent black, 30 percent Hispanic. We have 30,000 youngsters who do not
speak English. We have 22,000 handicapped students. We have 12,000 il-
legal alien children in the school system, including 1,000 from El Salvador.
in 1982, we had 10,800 teachers. Our professional staff is about 45 percent
white. 5 percent Hispanic, and 50 percent black. In terms of per-pupil cost,
this year were spending about $2, 184 for operating expenses and a total of .

$2,200.

We went to truth in education in assessing the progress in our school.
system. In the early Seventies we had the lowest achievement scores in the
total history of the school system. In 1974, the year I came to the school
district, we decided to turn this around. We asked: "Why is this happening?"
I'll have to give the business community a great deal of credit for what's taking
place with the progress we have made, as shown by this year's achievement
scores. At the elementary level, with the student population I described to
you, were at or above the nationai norm in grades 1 through 6. In grades7
through 12 this year we have the greatest academic growth in the history of
the school system. A Nation at Risk pointed out, tragically, that 10 percent
of all the 17-year-olds in America are functionally illiterate, and 40 percent
of the minority youth are functionally illiterate. We point with great pride to
this year's senior class, 97 percent of whom were certified as functionally
literate, meaning 8th-grade minimum competency.

We have learned that there are two fundamental elements in learning:
time-on-task--more time in the day, more time at home, more time in the sum-
mer; and motivation -- through incentives, standards, caring, and the other
elements.

We've totally emphasized the time-on-task and motivation principles in
our magnet school programs. These programs address the interest and means
of individuals. For example, 'Poe Elementary School is located in an affluent
neighborhood. We bus more than 50 percent of the student body from the
ghettos and the barrios. Poe is a fine arts magnet, a math and science aca-
demy, with a 50 percent black and a 50 percent white teaching staff. Achieve-
ment scores at Poe for the last four years have been in the top 95 percent of
the national scores. We think those scores should destroy the myth about
whether black kids can learn or brown kids can learn, and we should quit
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arguing about whetker,black teachers can teach white kids and white teachers
can teach black kids. A great deal of time and effort have been wasted on
these myths. Another example is Bel Air Senior High School, a magnet school
with an international baccalaureate. Bel Air High School had 21 national merit
simi- finalists, in the top 10 percent in the nation this year, largely due to the
international baccalaureate program, which cost some $20,000 to implement
plus a lot of hard work and great teachers to keep it going. If you doubt what
I'm saying about magnet schools, look where the National Achievement win-
ners came from last year.

In our school district, we looked at educational deficits, and we looked
for the why. We added an incentive plan. One of the reasons for educational
deficits was the high rate of absence. So we set a standard permitting only
six absences (excluding certified illness). If there were more absences, the
student would fail the course. Since we put this standard into practice, we've
had a problem--we don't have enough parking space.

We also turned to the Board of Education and instituted an 'incentive plan
for students. We asked for $125,000 to buy tickets to Astroworld for all kids
who had perfect attendance, for the class with the highest attendance, and for
kids with all As and one B. Would you believe that week before last out of
194,000 students we had 30,000 kids who had perfect attendance this year?
Will incentives work?. They will work beautifully. And a good deal of our
success is due to activities with the business community. We have 8,000
volunteers, and companies and clubs have given us support for scholarships
and for computers and other needs.

A look at our changing student population--we've gone from dominant
white to dominant black, and we're moving toward dominant Hispanic- -shows
that we're going to need 40,000 new teachers in the next 15 years. When you
consider retirement, we're going to need 100,000.

We must also look at student preparedness. College and university
-studies indicate that 65 percent of the kids in our schools want to go to col-
lege and get a degree and become professionals. No more than 35 percent of
them are enrolled in academic courses that would get them into any college
that has any selectivity whatsoever. The issue is expectations versus reality.

In Texas, in the five years between 1976 and 1981, we experienced en
18.2 percent decline in enrollment in teacher preparation programs; in the six
years between 1976 and 1982, the decline was 32.9 percent. We've also ex-
perienced a decline in SAT scores that brings us below the national average
for education majors. At the same time, we should look at salaries. At pres-
ent, we have a $16,000 beginning salary; with 20 years of experience,
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teachers with a bachelor's earn $24,000; with a master's, $28,000; with a doc-
torate, $30,000. Our salaries ate higher than-the national average for princi- -
pals, teachers, counselors, etc.

To be eligible for the incentive pay plan, a teacher must be errtloyed
full-time, have a satisfactory evaluation, and have no more than 15 days-of
absence a year averaged over a three-year period. The plan has six categories.
The first component is teaching in high priority locations. It's more difficult to
teach In a high school in an inner-city ghetto than it is to teach in the suburbs;
those teachers who do will get a $2,020 stipend. Secondly, if they teach sub-
jects with critical staff shortaqes--mikh, science, or bilingual education--they
get another $2,000. The third component is outstanding teacher attendance.

If they have perfect attendance, we buy back' a day, at an average of $100 a
day. How would you like to have 98 percent teacher attendance this year'?
We do.

The fourth component provides professional growth stipends, for taking
instruction in computer science or bilingual education, for example.

1

The fifth category is the center point of the plan--outstanding educa-
tional progress. We have a computer model that predicts within a very narrow
parameter what the academic growth of a school should be . If the school meets
that prediction, all the teachers in that school get an extra $100 stipend on
December 18.. If the school is in the top 10 percent of academic growth,
teachers get another $400 to $1,200. So for the math, science, and bilingual
teachers at Yates High School this year, there is potential for $5,200 in
stipends.

The sixth category is unique campuS assignments. Seven special school
sites are named, and because no test data is available for them, teachers are
not eligible for the outstanding educational progress stipend.

Last year we put $6 million out of a $220 million budget into-the program;
this year the amount is $11 million. Does it work? We've reduced average
absences for our teachers from 9.0 days in 1978-79 to 7.4 days in 1981-82.
We have incridible turnover, yet between 1978 and 1981, we've reduced resig-
nations from 10 percent to 7.2 percent and total turnover from 23 percent to 17.1
percent. When we started on September 1, 1979, we had 368 beginning-of-the-
year.vacancies out of 10,000; this September we had 62. As for critical staff,
we started off at 195 vacancies; this year we had 30. On April 25 this year,
out of 10,600 teachers, we had 40 vacancies. We had one computer science
vacancy and .ho math vacancies.

What we are entering into now is the Houston Plan for Excellence in
Education.. The 1982 test scores for the Houston Independent School District
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for grades 1 throuph 5 were one to three months above the national norm;
grade 6 was at the national norm; and grades 7 through 12 were three to nine
months below the national norm. If you are wondering why the secondary test
scores are not going up any greater than they are and whyifie elementary
scores are doing as they're doing, let me tell you what we believe is the
reason for this great deficit. We gave 65 percent of our upper elementary
teachers an 8th grade minimum competency test. Nine percent of them could
not add a series of whole numbers; 42 percent could not add whole numbers
in a word problem; and 24 percent could not round to a whole number:
Deficiencies in grammar, spelling, and written communication skills have
also been well-documented. The problem is that a teacher can't teach what
he or she doesn't know.

4
If we faii to give attention to the teachers we have at the present time,

we will not deal with the issue of quality in education. Therefore, the Houston
/ Plan for Excellence has three components: a staff component, a parent com-

ponent, and a business component. We have raised the graduation require-
ments. Over the next two years, we're going through a proficiency certifica-
tion program for everyone in the school system, from the superintendent to the
head custodian. Functional academic skills will be tested through the Pre-
Professional Skills Test (PPST) or through a staff development program with

~appropriate testing. Certification for content will be through the National
Teacher Examinations (NTE) or through a staff development program. For class-
room observation, we've developed a tri- dimensional assessment process that's.
working beautifully. Assessment is made by the principal, supervisor and as-
sociate, or deputy superintendent. Assessment for managers and administra-
tors will be through Southwestern Bell's Management As,sessment Center, the
finest in the nation.

I wish I could go on and on, but that's how we're trying to convince the 1

community and the, business community who have said, "You get your act to-
gether, and we'll help; you'll have $50,000 salaries in two years."
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PRESENTATION or SREB REPORT: HIGHER EDUCATION AND
HIGH TECHNOLOGY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Charles W. Minshall, Battelle Institute, Columbus, Ohio

Several months ago SREB ,contacted the Battelle Institute about their con-
cern with the whole quettion of high technology activities and the extent to
which this topic is misunderstood--that is, the number of communities that
appear to be directing economic development strategies exclusively toward
establishing high tech programs, Perhap§ without knowing exactly what is in-
volved. SREB asked the Battelle Institute to carry out an assessment of high
tech activities that viould define and relate the most important characteristics
of this significant economic change to the SREB region.

The future of the region lies in growth industries as opposed to high
technology activities. What's important to note here, however, is the rela-
tionship between growth activities and high technology. Probably 60 percent
of all new jobs that are going to be created in the future will be in the high
tech area. So, growth and high technology are very much intertwined. Its a
complex issue involving locational criteria and operational factors that are
completely different from those with which many developers and community
leaders have dealt.in the past.

When analyzing high technology activities, we must consider that high
tech industries include computers, research, electronics, and metal fabrica-
tion, among others. These are industries. What a lot of people don't realize
is that to be ready for high technology, you have to knOw where you fit within
this industry continuum. Many of these'industries involve research and de-
velopment (R&D) centers, research and engineering (RAE) centers, as well as
major manufacturing plants. And we can take this continuum perhaps a little
bit further and find out that distribution is required, and there are headquarter
activities, data processing, service and repair. For many smaller"and inter-
mediate-sized communities seeking a role, perhaps a component of menu-
facturir9 or certain aspects of data processing would be much more important
and realistic than trying to attract R&D centers.

Identifying high technology activities and how they relate to specific
-industry is essential if the community ks to estimate the occupational and edu-
cational requirements of the firm and the' \extent to which it can meet their needs.
This is a difficult process, involving some different criteria than we have used
in the past.
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l'or example, when we started to identify high tech activities, we started
to use factors such as wage rate:.. If you use wage rates, you end up with the
auto industry. If you use factors such as productivity. or output per production
worker, you tend to end up with things with lots of pumps and machinery, such
as petroleum products and chemistry. You can go through your normal indica-
tors and you don't really come up with high technology. Sp, we gave up trying
to identify high tech activities by using standard measures and analyzed 25 high
tech activities to see what set them apart. Several things 'popped out.

By far the dominant characteristic of a high tech activity is investment in
research and development. When you rank activities according to what they are
putting into research, it reads like a "Who's Who" of high technology--elec- '
tronics, computers, drugs, pharmaceuticals, metal fabrication, food proceSsing,
ordnance, biomedical equipment, and so on.. What's the significance of that?
The industries that tive this investment in R&D tend to be those that have a
great requirement for scientists and engineerf overall; they tend to be those
that establish freestanding R&D centers., The second characteristic is occupa-
tional structure. The high technology activities are dominated by. professional

k and technical employees. If we were to visit a typical manufacturing establish-
ment in apparel or textiles', we might find one to two percent of the work force
in a professional or technical category. But if we went to an electronics) plant
or an instrument plant, we'd .find that perhaps 15 to 20 percent to as high as
30 percent of that activity involved scientists, engineers, and technicians.
The real definition of high technology is in R&D expenditures and in this domi-
nance of the scientific and technical groups of employees.

What we don't want to lose sight of is that the largest number of jobs are
in the operative category and in the craft category. Therefore, there is a criti-
cal need to have the finest types of tef,hnical training available. High technology
activities require the highest levels of educational attainment, often two to three
years higher than the non-high 'tech types of activities. Where things get a little
fuzzy is when you go beyond criteria such as R&D, occupational structure, and
educational attainment. These are oriented toward technical linkages, that is,
there's a tendency for high tech activities to have technical ties to other high
tech and scientific industries. But, in 90 percent of the cases, they do not
have very powerful requirements in terms of energy, sites, structure, or trans-
portation; they tend to be very footloose.; These industries are oriented toward
people and toward very high quality types ollocations, but beyond that they can
go almost anywhere. This is why they are so extremely desirable, but it is also
the reason there is such an extreme amount of competition to get them.

High technology industries engage in an extremely diverse group of ac-
tivities: food processing; paper manufacture; metal fabrication; a number of
types of machinery--construction machinery, energy machinery, transportation
equipment, in addition to the ones we always hear about; computers; electronics;
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drugs and pharmaceuticals; and instruments. You have semiconductors, and
youealso have optical equipment. You have biological products, aril you have
construction equipment. Agricultural chemicals emerge as being extremely im-
portant. Ind I have not mentioned all of the high tech industries. These are
the activities that are growing nationally, and are also growing most rapidly
in the SREB region.

We took this analysis one step further, and we defined something
called "new" or "emerging" technological activities. Most of the activities
that I've talked about are those that are here and now--they're operating now
with plants and offices and are creating jobs. But there are a number of ac-
tivities which will be growing very, very rapidly in the late 1980s and early .

1990s--genetic engineering, fiber optics, more in the area of robotics, medi-
cal equipment, satellite communications, and various types of composites and
lightweight material. These also tend to be defined very clearly in terms of
the technology content, occupational structure, and the educational level of
the people.

Once we completed our definition of these types of topics, we moved on
to a couple of other subjects of great importance to SREB, simply because they
are closely related 'to the university. Before I go into this, I want to point out
that, traditionally, economic development planning has taken educators and
universities for granted. To be candid about it, education was the one section
of the community profile that had half a page or maybe one page. People are
now aware that the university, the educators, have to be critical elements in
the economic development programs, or nothing.is going to happen--nothing
at all. {

Two specific areas have emerged as being critical for the attraction
of high technology economic development: the question of high tech parks or
sites with a university involvement, and the new role of the university itself ,
Science parks and science centers are receiving a tremendous amount of
interest. Virtually every place you go in the U. S. you hear of Research Tri-
angle Park, Stanford Research Institute, and Route 128 around Boston, There
are highly successful locations for industry in the U, S . that have a number
of similar characteristics: they are university-related; they are oriented to-
ward the attraction of scientific and technical activities; and they are extremely
high quality locations for a very wide range of economic activities, that is,
they ail not limited to science and technology but also are adaptable to manu-
facturing, office jobs, and certain types of services. You can't point to a
single successful science 'park in the U. S. , but you can point to a great
number of very successful high tech parks. -

I.

The whole concept of the science park or high technology park started
to get under way and grow in the early 1960s, 'expanded through the Sixties and
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the Seventies so that there wire, probably 75'.to 80 duo high technokagy parks
by the mid 1970s. lieclinning about 1979-80, that sktiiation began to change.
In the last two or three years, literally dozons of high' tochpar4 woro es-
tablishedsome of which, however, aro still in the planning staget. In order
to understand -tho successful ones, we have to look at the queStion of defini-
tions a littlo bit more. I said there's probably not &single.successful kcierice
park in the U. S., pad that's true. Is-m talking about the type Of park that ac
cepts only"research and development.adtivities, and nothing else.' Thor are
successful parks that focus on technology. and scientific activities, and 1 mit
production and distribution activities. The next step below is the traditioW
industrial park, which permits distribution and manufacturing.

The successful high technology park tends to be that located inclose
proximity to high quality residential areas, good housing, good schools, and
a good pool of technical personnel, to high quality air transportation, and to
a community with a good university--I can't stress enough the importance of
shared university facilities, cooperative university programs', facilities for
recruiting university graduates. Perhaps the most exciting high technology.
parks that are coming along right now--and the ones that will probably be
most successful in attracting the true types of high technology activities- -are
very closely related to universities. and have a direct university involvement.

Across the Southeast, right now, we have the largest number of success-
ful projects in stages of being implemented or planned. In most cases, the
university is a partner in the development and may be an owner; there is staff
released time; there may be shared facilities initially; there may be direct re-
search support for the industries that are-going, to be located there; there may
be shared computer facilities. In other word -f, the university is an actual
tenant, facilitator, operator, and partner components of the new type of
high technology park that we see developing right now. We see this trend
moving even one step beyond this. We see the successful high tech park not.
only as a high quality type of real estate development, but also with an in-
creasing amount of the university involvement. We see increasingly the role.
of the university as actually setting up the innovation center, the center of
excellence, and the other typeg-Of things that go with it. So when you're
talking about science parks ana high technology parks of the future, you're
talking about the university becoming involved. Many communities are mov-
ing toward this end, the successful programs will be those that have this
type of support.

What about the actual role of the university itself ? This is extremely
important. Only five or 10 years ago the universities Were the add-ons in
economic development. When a prospect came to town, he met with the
bankers, the Chamber of Commerce, perhaps a .couple of realtors, perhaps
somebody from trade, other manufacturers, and, if he had an extra hour,
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perhaps a professor or the superintendent of public schools was routed out.
That has really changed. In many communities, there are "high tech councils"
that are just as important a part of growth programs as the old industrial de-
velopment council used to be. or the Industry attraction task force. The uni-
versity now has a role not only in the attraction of industry, but in many cases
in actually advising the developers on the types of industries they should be
going after, meeting with prospects, and actually moving ahead from there.

First of all, the traditional role of a university is one that's extremely
important: providing people. We do need scientists; we do need engineers;
and that's just as important as it's ever been.

The second type of contribution is new . W,e now see the university as
being a facilitator in the economic development process, working with a pros-
pect and with existing companies. Before I get into this too much, there are a
couple of caveats that we ought to mention. In high,technology activity, the
continuum is important. The roles of the-scientist and the engineer are ex-
tremely important for the R&D center, RAE center, and many types of manu-
facturing. But in certain types of manufacturing, the role of the technical
schools becomes equally important. So we have to talk about both types of
postsecondary education. But one thing is especially clear; if you're talking
about attracting large high tech industry, you're talking about communities
with major universities offering four- and five-year programs and Ph.D. pro- -
grams, especially in all types of engineering. It does not have to be a national
university. I don't know how many of you have thought about how many major
high tech industries have been attracted to Columbia or even the University of
Chicago lately, but the number is very few. The idea is to have a good engi-
neering school with a good program.

Traditionally the university has not played a pro-active role in economic
developments. And the truth of the matter is, that although many of the most
highly touted high tech developments have been attributed to universities, in
most cases, the real credit goes to developers, the governor, and the economic
development people. The fact remains that today the universities can be the
great facilitators.

What's the form of these things that we see coming? First of all, and
especially critical, is the question of making university resources available.
If you're going to talk about attracting high tech activity, you have to talk now
about sharing some computer time, sharing some facilities, sharing some lab
space as mechanisms for attracting industry. You have to talk about coopera-
tive research programs. Perhaps the greatest inducement you can offer many
of the high tech firms is to make available shared. expenses and shared facili-
ties to cooperate on special topics of interest. /



You also have to encourageand this is extremely importantconsulting
contracts by your professors tlIld senior staff people. hi ninny cases the first
stop toward strengthening high technology i a community comes from the work
that is carried out by a professor or a graduate student as a consultant. At
least two types of industry affiliation programs are needed. We have to have
the universities: (I) Putting together affiliate programs to try to line up high
tech activities and support research. (increaskrigly, we see a movement to-
ward the establishment of various types of consortia designed specifically to
carry out various types of high tech research.) This could be termed indus-
trial extension services with a high tech thrust. (2) Establishing incubator
space facilities on campuses to facilitate the spin-off and retention of ac-
tivities from scientific and technical people in the community, Faculty in-
volvement, incubator space, the question of shared facilities, staff release,
the question of university sponsorship of various types of research to get It
moving, the establishment of centers iSt excellence are all essential. Es-
pecially important, and what I think may account for one of the greatest ad-
vances yet, is the establishment of application centers.

Also important is getting people straightened out about the difference
between a high technology or science park and R&D-centers, A number of
individuals have made almost a business of going around and telling everyone
in virtually every community that they need a Research Triangle Park or are
qualified to have one. Or, if they find there's a local community college or
four-year college, they would try to promote a "center for excellence." But
what a Afilt of people don't realize is that when a university gets into the R&D
business in institutes and centers of excellence, it is selling and contracting
services that are capable of providing positive results. We now have coming
along this idea that we need an applications center where this R&D facility,
in addition perhaps to selling its services in a badly needed technology, would
also be a major facilitator in working and helping industries in that particular
city or region to develop and expand. For example, if you're in an area with
an did manufacturing base, perhaps you move into robotics, or electronics,
or some type of polymers. The applications center is now the most important
mechanism for branching between the university and the private sector.

hli just finith up with one other comment here, and that is that pro-
jections of the U. S. economy show a leveling off of growth in many parts of
the natiqci... A shaking out of industries is going on right now. Some of the
old traditional industries are going, and we're losing jobs. One of the great-
est needs we have right now is to facilitate the retention of industry, the ex-
pansion of industry, and the spin-off of industry. Perhaps the most important
contributor to doing that is the university working with industry in a relatively
formal setting, such as the applications center. So, in closing, if you're
talking about attracting or developing high technology industries, you're talking
about the universities and the technical schools. Rather than being on the back
page of the industry piospectus for a given community, the universities are now
on page 1,
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THE STATE ROLE IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Bob Graham, Governor of Florida
Charles S . Robb, Governor of Virginia

Governor Graham. Dr. Minshali star ed his presentation with a semantic ques-
tion: What does high technologwepea ? I think that's the appropriate place to
begin and I would suggest that for state policymakers, that issue ought to be
defined, not from a dictionary, but from a standard of what are the public poli-
cies that you wish to achieve--defined as relevant. I would suggest that the
two public policies which are especially relevant in the South are (i) economic
development, and (2) growth management. It is clear that our region is' looking
for a broader range of economic activities for its people than has been its tra-
dition. In Florida today, half of our people are still employed in our three tra-
ditional sectors: agriculture, tourism, and construction. Our goal is to main-
tain the strength of those three traditional pillars and to add strength through
emphasis on technological industry and on international commerce so they be-
come part of our basic economic strategy for the state.

Our region, and this state, are fast growth areas. Ali of us are con-
fronted with the question of how we accommodate the substantial growth that
we are experiencing. I have visited most of the centers that have been identi-
fied outside of the Southeastern region as the high tech centers of Americaspe-
cifically, Route i28 and Silicon Valley. I sensed particularly in Silicon Valley,
which I think has the greatest relevance to the South and particularly to this
state, that there was an absence of consideration of the growth management
implications of what they had done. They have compacted so much activity in
a constrained area that they are now suffering second and third generation
problems. They have very high real estate costs and difficulty in securing
housing for ail but the highest paid individuals, therefore contributing to a
sharp escalation of wage schedules; and there's a very extensive shortage in
almost every area of infrastructure from electrical utilities to transportation.

I believe that the strategy for a growth state looking at high technology
as one of its economic policies should be to think of how you want to distribute
that high tech in such a way that it will contribute to a rational pattern for your
state and not exacerbate problems. So. I define high technology as industries
which will contribute to those two policy goalseconomic diversification aftd
grlvth management.

I see three principal ways in which higher education can be a positive
force in influencing high technology industry into a community and then,



socondarily, influencing its role in growth management. Higher education
should oxort influenco as it relates to education in tho three areas that a high
toch industry typically explores.

a
The first and most fundamental is the quality of tho public schools..

People who make the decisions on where high toch industries will locate are
well-educated people. They are concerned, and thoy put a high value on the
education of their children. They understand that in order to attract the quality
of scientific advancemela_and personnel necessary to make their enterprise
successful, they must look to the quaiity of public schools in the community.
I know of no greater contribution that the universities could make to your state's
attractiveness as a center for location and expansion of high technology than to
be serious about the business of assisting in improving public schools. I have
a litmus paper test of just how serious a university is about its commitment to
public schools. That is: How good are the public schools that are most proxi-
mate to that university? If there is an elementary school within a half mile of
your leading state university and it is not a superior elementary school, how
are you going to convince anyone that the university is serious about its com-
mitment to public schools that are 900 miles away?

The second issue is technical training. I remember a conversation with
officials of a microwave company in California who said the number one factor
in where they would locate is the ability to get what they described qs "the
paraprofessional class of craftsmen."-'-the person who can operate and maintain
highly sophisticated equipment, who can take the engineer's concepts and con,
vert them to the assembly line in a profitable manner. They said that their
greatest pool of people to meet that need were retired milita y, a that was
where they were putting their greatest emphasis in recruiting. That' a pool
which has served American high tech industry well, and I think this ill con-
tinue in those areas of the country that have a large number of military retirees.
But we also have to begin to expand the pool of our traditional entrance into
high tech paraprofessional Jobs. I think that in terms of higher education
responsibility the key here is going to be the community colleges. I believe
the community college is the ideal institution to prepare this paraprofessional
person, who needs not only the immediate hands-on skills that we associate
with a vocational school, but who also needs the skills of adaptation to be
able to accommodate to the known fact of change and to the unknown of what
exactly that change will be. And I believe the community college which can
offer a combination of specific skill training and basic education in the adap-
tive skills is the institution to achieve that purpose.

The third factor is the issue of continuing education for scientific and
management personnel. And I underscore the word continuing. We have a
substantial;surplus qj newly-minted engineers. What we have a great need for
is to be able to fill requirements of high tech businesses for maintaining the
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professional competence of the firms at the same level as would be possible
if these engineers were in Boston or Palo Alto: .That says that.yoii've got' to
be able to deliver that continuing education service On arclient-based educa-
tional system, not a campus-based system. That is also"a 'very, important fac-
tor in this goal of growth management. I believe the key to a distributed high
tech system is the emphasis on continuing education.

I believe that the Southern states have a great model to follow in how
to achieve this distributed continuing education and that is' in our agricultural
program's. Most Southern states have within their land-grant universities a,
system of research, demonstration, and extension for agriculture. That is
exactly ha high tech industry is asking for from the universities, with par-

emphas s on being able to carry that service directly to the community
in'which the in ustry is located. In Florida we have a system that we call
Genesis II, which is now providing continuing education at the master's and
doctoral levels in places like Melbourne, Florida, which is becoming a sig-
nificant high tech center' many miles removed from any state college of en-
gineering.

So, those are what I think are the three responsibilities of higher edu-
cation to a state trying to diversify its economy and manage' growth through
attractiveness for high technologycontribution to first class Public schools,
technical training for paraprofessionals, and providing continuing education
at the plant site for the high tech industry.

Governor Robb. I will try to bat clean-up following Bob Graham and the excel-
lent presentation from Battelle Institute and do my best to try to comment with-
out beingrepititious. Following Bob Graham in terms of the governor's per-
spective on some of the things we ought to be doing -is always difficult, and
I agree with the basic premise of his suggestions on the things we ought to
be looking for.

I did start to take issue at one point; we really don't have any diver-
gence on this but I'll Just use it to illustrate a point. Bob talked about cori-
cern with distributing some of the high technology and innovative technology
growth in a reasonable fashion. One of the points that I'd make is that we
have to be realistic about where we can distribute. A number of fairly un-
realistic assumptions have been made from time to time as to where high tech-
nology growth can occur. The fact that an educational institution of higher
education is critical now has become an accepted fact, but there were many
instances early on where rural jurisdictions and others would put every hope
on attracting some of this dynamic new high growth, high tech industry with-
out making a very thorough analysis of what it was they had to offer.



1 think this is one of the critical factors that has been frequently over-
looked.' For instance, we have had an explosion of high technology growth,
particularly that related to communications research, in our northern Virginia
area which, of course, is adjacent to Washington, D. C. We like to take
credit for the fact that we have an extraordinary percentage of scientists and
engineers with doctoral degrees in that particular area We like to point out
that there are really more high tech companies and high tech employees in
that area than there are in some of the acknowledged centers that we've re-
ferred to. And yet. we can't claim any real credit for it. We discovered that
they were there all of a sudden, and tried to figure out what it was that brought
so many high tech firms to that particular area . It happened to have a lot to
do with the fact that the federal government was there and they wanted to be
close to federal contacts--this is really not a production or distribution center
but in most cases has to do with the research component. But, it is something
that has occurred over a period of time and some people obviously have workpd
very hard on that achievement. Still, we're now in a position of exploiting
what occurred because of some of the factors that no one had really attempted
to analyze in quite the same way that the Battelle report has analyzed them
for us.

We're certainly going to take advantage of that high technology de-
velopment in our state. We already have attempted to foster high tech growth.
As a matter of fact, we got into competition with some of the other states with-
out having any major university in the area, There is a desire to bring to a
particular location any element of the equation that might be missing. In our
case we were fortunate that we had a high concentration of crucial factors in
place--a community life that is highly regarded, an excellent public school
system, and accessibility to a number of major universities which, although
they are good solid universities, are not as distinguished as those we have
been talking about and none has much of even an undergraduate engipeering
program, much less one at the graduate level. What we tried to do in a very
short period of time was to suggest that we would create a satellite institution
that would involve a number of engineering faculty from the University-of Vir-
ginia, which has an excellent engineering faculty, and Virginia Tech, which
is another good solid engineering school, and co-locate that with the univer-
sity in that particular region, George Mason University, which is a growing
urban center.

I mention this because in assessing the usefulness of high tech de-
velopment, in many areas we have not been very realistic about what we have
and what high tech industries are looking for. Consequently, I'm. going to make
the Battelle report available to a number of our community development folks
around our state because it will tell them in a fairly realistic way what high tech
industries are going to be looking for and what 4$ctors are going to be considered.
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One of the things (hat we have done in Virginia is to appoint a state task
force on science and technology. We asked the group to, in effect, catalog the
resources of the state, toll us precisely what we had in terms that we can un-
derstand and relate to, and then tell us what we're going to need to do to be in
a position to attract some of this industry. That report is going to be made pub-
lic in about a month. 1 asked the chairman of our major utility to head up that
group so tthat he could bring to it the business and the generalists' approach,
and had a number of university personnel and others in the scientific and en-
gineering community participate. We have developed a number of proposals to
work on that were going to be acting on in our next session of our legislature.
Something that all of us have to do is to back up our convictions and our sug-
gestions with dollars. Right nOw, in the development of our budget, we are
setting aside monies that are not clearly designated for a particulbr'high tech
project but can be used to help finance sane of the innovative suggestions and
recommendations that are going to be created as a part of this task force report.
I have asked the education and the commerce and resources departments--each
compete for a sizable block of money--to suggest ways that they can cooperate
to bring about the realization of the budget preparation for economic growth
activities. It seems to me that it makes a great deal of sense' to set the needed
money aside ahead of time and set the goals in accordance with our.objectives.

Another thing we have done is to identify the major resources that we
have right now in higher education. Were bringing key personnel from those
universities together, through both telecommunications and physical transport,
to interact, particularly in regard to the awarding of research grants and the
coordination of research projects for both the public and the private sector.
We're also creating centers in various regions in the state to give us the added
dimension, the added component in high tech fields, a major academic focal
point for expertise that simply doesn't exist at this point.

Those are some of the things that were doing in Virginia to try to en-
hance our potential for both economic development and high tech expansion
within our borders. It seems to me it starts, iri addition to all that Governor
Graham has alluded to, with a realistic evaluation, a critical objective analy-
sis of what we have and the art of the possible. It seems to me we can keep
our strategies on track if we're realistic about what we can compete for and
what we simply can't compete for, and if we concentrate on those areas whew
we have real potential for growth.
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I.
INSTITUTIONAL AND STATE RESPONSES TO CHALLENGES OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY

D. S. Beilman, President, Microelectronics Center,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

Thomas E. Stelson, Vice President for Research,
Georgia Institute of Technology

Mr. Beilman. Let me e
tician; and I am not a t
businessman, who has
lated areas. I'd like t

plain first that I am not an educator; I am not a poli-
orist.' I consider myself a practical high technology
ad 30 years of experience with General Electric in re-
make a first point of something that is obvious and is

also fundamental and i4nperative. Before we can figure out how to compete for
each other for the distribution of growth of high tech industry in the United
States, we must first of all figure out how to help insure that the U. S. is
competitive in the international marketplace for technology-driven goods and
services. If we don't have the national' position and maintain our volume of
activities, there isn't much to go around. Now that's one of the most funda-
mental problems I think we face, and that's not Just a .problem for higher edu-
cation.

As Governor Winter said yesterday, we can't sit around and wait for
things to happen; we must make them happen. Let's see what has been hap-
pening as we've been sitting around for the last 20 years. We are all aware
that international competition has never been more intense than it is today.
No longer can it be assumed that the United Statesis and will remain the pri-
mary economic force in the world. We now operate in a gold economy which
is highly sophisticated and very competitive, and the leadership of the United
States in this field is constantly challenged. In 1965, more than 60 U. S.
companies had sales over $1 billion; only 27 other such companies existed
worldwide--25 in Western Europe, two in Japan. Some 15 years later, in-
1980, there were 301 U. S. companies with sales over $1 billion, but there
also were 316 in Western Europe, 103 in Japan, and 35 in so-called "develop-
ing" countries. A drop of the American share in the "billion dollar club," so
to speak, from 70 percent to 40 percent.

This challenge of U. S. international predominance is real, and It is
growing. Many industries have already experienced severe effects from this
global competition. You all know what has happened in such industries as
steel, machine tools, textiles, apparel, automotives, and consumer electronics.
Employment losses in these industries have been.high, and employment probably
never will return to former levels. It is generally agreed that competition in these
older industries as well as the new high technology industries will center on the
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achievement of technological innovation. Technology-driven innovation and its
results improve productivity in existing industries. New products for existing
and new industries will be critical to economic growth in the future. While it
is the challenge of society in general, it is more specifically the challenge of
the educational system to provide leadership in insuring that our population is
technologically literate. This is not to say that we should ignore traditional
curricula, but we must make sure that our society is as informed and educated
about new technology as people must be for the United States to be interna-
tionally competitive for the long haul.

Technology increasingly is becoming a part of our everyday life, and we
must learn how to take advantage of this fact. New technology has never be-
fore been asked to resolve so many new requirements. Nearly everyone is
counting on high technology to help solve current economic problems by en-
couraging new businesses, expanding existing high tech industries, and re-
vitalizing older established industries. The competition to attract this eco-
nomic vitality to each state, county, and city is intense. While I agree with
those who predict continued growth in high technology and their peripheral ser-
vice groups, the fact is that this growth will not be evenly distributed among
cities and counties within each state, much less among all the states. So the
questions are: Where will high technology firms locate? What can universities
do to support locations in these areas?

There have been several recent studies of how high technology firms pick
a location. Highest on the list of factors affecting location is the availability
of workers--professional, skilled, and technical. second factor high on the
list is accessibility to first-rate academic instituti ns. Unlike most traditional
induStries, the availability of a university of tech ical excellence is a critical
factor in the location decision of high tech industr . Why is proximity to first-
class academic institutions so important to high te h industry? First and fore-
most is the ability to attract and retain first-class professional staff and the
availability of a skilled work force. Creating the intellectual environment
necessary to support the human resource needs of high tech companies is
principally a function of the first-class universities currently available to an
area. Providing a source for basic research and nationally recognized re-
searchers and, very importantly, providing for continuing education so that
high technology people can maintain their currency and market value are all
necessary contributions fr9m our universities to high tech industrial develop-
ment.

Growth in 1-qgh tech industries, specifically microelectronics (what I pre-
fer to call modern electronics) has been most dramatic in California's Silicon
Valley and Massachusetts' Route 128. In both of these areas, as everyone
knows, there was a strong link to major research universities for the conduct
of basic research and the supply of trained personnel. There have always been
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close ties between Stanford, UC-Berkeley, and Silicon Valley industry. Tho
same has boon true between MIT, Harvard, and the Route 128 industries. The
attraction of high technology industries to Route 128 and Silicon Valley has led
to tremendous economic growth in both these areas. About 23,000 new high
tech jobs a year are going into those two specific locations. There's an ob-
vious phenomenon worth noting: like companies often cluster in specific areas.
There are several reasons for this, but they are all basically related to the cre-
ation of a "critical mass" of talent--in this case, research capabilities and
facilities that are necessary for high technology industry.

Let's look at what individual areas can do to help attract high technology
industry and its related economic growth. A first reality is that it pays to be
selective. That is, not everyone is going to be a winner in attracting all seg-
ments of high tech industry. This is a highly competitive business and yours
is not the only institution or area that would like to become a major support
center for high tech industry. Competition is already intense and will continue
to become more so in the future. Individual institutions will not be equall*
supportive or attractive to all high technology companies, which brings me to
a second and corollary reality.

V.

It is important to identify what high tech industry you are going to attract.
Areas or states must be totally objective as to what segments of high tech in-
dustry you can attract to your region. By the way, one of the least agreed-upon
terms is "high technology industry," but one thing is agreed upon: high tech
industries generally are more dependent upon technological innovation and,
therefore, require greater use of scientists and engineers. However, this still
leaves a lot of room for interpretation. The Bureau of Labor Statistics recently
came up with a definition of high technology that includes only 36 industrial
codes (out of 977) where research and development expenditures and technical
employees are twice the average.

A third reality is that only limited financial resources are available for
staffing and equipping the state-of-the-art professional schools. Really first-
rate professional technical schools are expensive, and getting more so,,all the
time. Attracting expert staff and maintaining state-of-the-art equipment is
exceedingly complex and costly. As technology advances and continues to
accelerate, laboratories and related equipment become outdated more quickly,
and the leadership challenge grows exponentially. -

A fourth and readily apparent reality is that only limited human resources
are available and competition is intense between universities and industries.
Human resources are clearly the critical component of high tech industry as
well as the university involved. Scientists and engineers are in high demand
by both the academic and business communities, and substantial shortages
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already existin areas such as computer science. future shortages are pre-
dicted: 15 percent for computer specialists, 10 percent for electrical engi-
neers, and you know better than I do that some 25 percent of faculty positions
In engineering are unfilled.

A fifth reality is that working together to achievp a common goal is some-
times not only preferable but absolutely necessary. Sounds simple but it has
not been so in past university environments. I had the opportunity to spend
about 10 years with one of the failed industrial parks up North, and where they
thought it was going to be a success, it turned out to be exceedingly difficult.
We have been brought up in a society which encourages competition, but this
is clearly not the best course with limitations on resources. Competition
among universities for limited human and financial resources can very well
lead to mediocrity rather than excellence.

A sixth reality, and a real plus, is that modern communication opens up
new avenues of cooperation among universities and between the academic and
business communities. ,Modern technology can be a facilitating element for
educating society and for nourishing economic growth. Modern communication
technology opens up new opportunities for universities as well as businesses
to share scarce resources more effectively and make technical excellence also
a reality.

A seventh reality is similar: high tech firms tend to cluster around one
another to take advantage of existing technical support structure. In high tech
industry it is necessary to create a "critical mass." This critical mass cannot
be created everywhere, because of limited human resources. The base de-
veloped by universities is supplemented by additional resources brought by
clustering similar businesses and supporting industries in an area.

An eighth and final reality--the levels of excellence necessary for this
country to stay competitive internationally can only be achieved through new
partnerships with government, academia, and business.

I would now like to relate to you some of our experiences dealing with
these realities in North Carolina. North Carolina's strategy for economic de-
velbpment is a consistent one. It started over 25 years ago, with the estab-
lishment by the triangle universities of Research Triangle Park. One million
dollars in seed money has led to what is nearly $1 billion dollars in investment.
Now, Research Triangle Park is a nationally recognized success story of diver-
sified economic growth based on technological applications. The Park has put
the state in an excellent position to capitalize on the next phase of high tech-
nology growth. I might digress Just a moment to say that Research Triangle
Park is, indeed, a scientific park; the private and. public covenant precludes
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very limited' production related to the scientific (Activities, and I think repre-
sents an excellent model for others to look at as it relater; to science and in-
dustry development.

North Carolina's approach to economic development over the past 25 years
has been characterized by farsighted convictions and aggressive attitudes on the
part of public officials, universities, and private industries. Our strategy for
high tech economic development is a bold initiative resulting from strong leader-
ship provided by our governors, university -pr sidents, the Research Triangle
Park scientific community, and, most imports fly, the state legislature. The
commitment of state funds to establish a ten i of excellence in microelec-
tronics research and development demonstrates political and intellectual
courage. The state has already appropriated about $25 million and an addi-
tional $17 million has been submitted in the budget f9r 1984-85.

Another critical element of North Carolina's high tech industrial develop-
ment strategy is the extensive system of community colleges to support the
need for a highly skilled work force. The North Carolina community college
system has 58 campuses: there is a campus within 30 miles of 90 percent of
the population of the state. It represents a very substantial investment in
human and financial resources essential for economic groWth of manufacturing
across the state.

The North Carolina Microelectronics Center was, in fact, conceived to
provide the vital link in the state's long-range strategy for economic develop-
ment based on leadership in what is best described as "modern electronics,"
and the broader categories of high technology industry.

the

me digress a
moment. High technology is a very complex segment of the industry and, as
we look for an area in which to make an investment, we try to find one set of
technologies that is really pervasive to all the high tech industries. It turns
out that microelectronics is clearly the one ubiquitous kind of a technology
that we see pervading all high technology industry. When you look at micro-
electronics you tend to think of integrated circuits or semiconductor manu-
facturers, but, in fact, the strategy of North Carolina is to attract a wide
range of industries. My guess is that integrated circuits will be a minor por-
tion of the industry attracted to the state: rather, the industries that come to
North Carolina will be those who use it-- telecommunications, instrumentation,
medical electronics, and the computer world.

The Center that we have in North Carolina is designed to achieve two
intimately related major objectives. The first is to establish a nationally
recognized technical environment in modern electronics conducive to the in-
fusion of technology into existing industries and the location of new industries
in the state. The second is to support a significant increase .in training and
education at the participating universities in order to provide industry with its
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most critical resource, highly competent peoplo. To accomplish this qoal of
educational excellence in high technology, theactivitios of the Cantor will
support the education and research missions of the six participating Insti-
tutionsThe University of North Carolina at Chapel 11111, North Carolina State
University at Raleigh, North Carolina A&T State University in Greensboro,
Duke University in Durham, The University of North Carolina at Charlotte,
and the Research Triangle institute In the Research Triangle Park.

To carry out its mission, the Center provides advanced state-of-the-art
integrated circuit design and fabrication facilities that will be shared with our
participating universities and will also avoid unaffordable duplication of these
very costly facilities. The principal scientific responsibility will be to en-
courage basic research among the participating institutions linked to applied
research performed at what is being structured as an industrial research center
with in-depth industry involvement and support. The Center also provides re-
search grants and fellowships to augment university efforts as an integral part
of the overall program of technical and educational excellence.

Another important element in the state's technology strategy is to estab-
lish a new and powerful communications network, now in the prototype stage.
This high speed data and television network will link the Microelectronics
Center with its participating universities to foster interaction between geo-
graphically dispersed scientists, and to distribute and share advanced course-
work and allow remote collaborative use of the most modern lab equipment and
computer facilities. in the near future this network will be used to link exist-
ing and new companies as well as educational and research facilities in the
state to encourage the availability and aggressive utilization of advanced
technology by all our industries and academic institutions. These education,
research, and communication investments and activities are key structural
elements of the technical environment needed to attract electronics and re-
lated industries to the state. The strength of North Carolina's economic de-
velopment strategy in general, and specifically the Microelectronids Center,
is that it is focused on the strengths of the state and existing realities.
Summarizing some of these strengths and realities may be of interest to4tother
states and universities in developing strategies that best meet their situation.

Microelectronics, or modern electronics, is the focus of North Carolina's
Strategy for several reasons. North Carolina already has a strong base of em-
ployment in modern electronidsclose to 200 manufacturing facilities and over
70,000 jobs. By developing a world-class research and development capa-
bility, North Carolina can leverage that strength, which will lead to additional
clustering of electronic firms. Modernization of existing traditional industries,
such as textiles, will depend on modern electronics for future improvements in
prdik ductivity.
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North Carolina universities already have strong programs in computer
science and electrical engineering, but, like every other state, North Carolina
has only limited resources for tilt! development of researc.hand educational 'ex-
cellence. Several of the predominant research enterprises and universities in
North Carolina have been talking about d microelectronics progfam 'for a number
of years, but there were not :aifficientfunds available. Each university wanted
to develop its own major prqgram, and was considerino a whole program, not
just a part of one. Working together was the only way they could develop a
total world-class program. Now , each ,professional school benefits from the
other.by sharing equipment, facilities, and staff. The development of world-
class capability in any technology is ultimately dependent on human resources.
Any field has a limited amount of talent available. The six participating insti-
tutions, -plus the new Center itself, allow for the tic velopntent of a "critical
mass" of professional talent--currently about 150 in microelectronics--that
could not be developed individually. I might also tell you that we have a little
over 5,000 undergraduates who are working in areas related to microelectronics;
of 900 graduate students, 450 are directly in the field of microelectronics.
That has happened almost exclusively in the last three years. So there's belen
a major change in the overall character ot.tin. educational programtheand th
talent ill the area.

The cost of world-class programs requires new and bold partnerships in
order to accumulate the resources and talent necessary for success. The North
Carolina microelectronics program allowsjor joint fundkig and the sharing of
technical talent among the three sectors of government, education, and business.
Econi:iinic growth in the attraction of high technology companies is a high-stakes
came. The effective use of the major research universities in this country are
critical to develop the human resources to support the necessary eellence in
advanced technology. How each state and the supporting universities choose
to support each other greatly affects the degree of success attained. This is a
highly competitive field and the individual states' success will depend upon
being realistic with long-range planning, peispective, and commitment.

Let me conclude by commenting that while there is much discussion about
how to be successful in attracting-high tech industry' to your state, there really
is no cook book approach. As with any major business development, succels
rests on a few basics: business acumen on the part of state chief executive
officers and a few other leaders; the incisiveness to build on well-established
strengths:. the elusive, but clearly apparent, individual and collective vision
of the-future for a state and an area;.and finally, the ability to translate vision
into firm convictions, clear plans, and bold actions. The key to success is,
as always, leadership -- individual leadership* by state and loca4 government
officials, universities, and equally important, leadershrMind support by the

'business community. You remember the old saying, "If you can't sell it, no-
body will buy it."

0
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Dr, Stetson. I am delighted to be with you this morning to tell you a little bit
about the Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC) at Georgia Tech.
It's essentially d catalytic organization at the present time, and so when you're
dealing with a catalyst, it's important to know about the other elements with
which the catalyst interacts. For example, at Georgia Tech the ATDC budget
currently is I/4th of 1 percent of the university budget. So, as one of my
responsibilities, it is less than 1/2 percent of budgetary activity. But it is
already, I think, spectacularly impressive in its activities.

First let me tell you a little bit about the industrial, particularly the
high tech, conditions in Georgia. Unemployment in Georgia at this time is
3 percent below the national averages, and this is in spite of the fact that
the two major employment categories, textile and Ford products industries,
have substantial reductions in employment from previous levels. Most of
this economic success is in high tech industries, although most people in
Georgia don't know this. These industries are not focused geographically,
as they are in Silicon Valley or Route 128 or Research Triangle. Rather,
they ar( broadly scattered across the state. There are major high tech in-
dustries in Savannah, Douglas, Albany, Columbus, and Macon. In fact,
just south of Macon, Warner-Robbins Air Force base has an annual budget
of 62.5 billion of extremely high technology. So, in many respects, the
state is already a leader in high tech industry, but the development is more
diffused than you might see elsewhere.

One of the primary threads in all this industry is that almost ali of it
relates to Georgia Tech in one way or another. Let me tell you a little bit
about Georgia Tech. We have 11,000 students in only four program areasen-
gineering, science, management, and architecture. Seventy percent of the
students are engineering students. The student body in engineering is of very
high quality; one-twelfth of all National Merit Scholars in the U. S. now come
to Georgia Tech, and one-fourth of all National Achievement Scholars in en-
gineering come to Georgia Tech. This has been the case for a long time.

The main change in recent years is the research activity. Ten years ago
the external research ftloding was $8 million; today it is $80 million. The re-
search also is very divers fied. At any one time there are about 1,200 active
contracts, and each mont we turn out about 160 proposals in search of research
funding. In engineering search we are now the third largest operation in the
U. S.; 10 years ago we w e twenty-sixth. Research is a very elitist business.
All of our research funding i obtained in national competition with all other in-
stitutions in the country, so it goes through a rather severe refining process.
And industry has rather great confidence in the quality of research because of
this refinement. Furthermore, there's one characteristic for the Georgia Tech
research program that is rather unusual--20 percent of the research funds comes
from industry; the national average among universities is under 4 percent.
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So we have far more interaction with industry than does the normal university,
partly dud to the fact that we tyre predominantly en engineering institution.

In recent years, as the research program has increased, we have had
dozens and dozens of industries flocking to Georgia Tech to talk to us about
research. As I said, research is an elitist business. It is pretty hard to
build a business, a commercial business, on second-rate research, so in-
dustry goes wherever it's necessary to be able to interface with first-rate re-
search. The competition for excellence is critical, and we excel in perhaps
25 areas of research now. Industry comes to interface with us to fund,rto
send students, and to license our technology.

Of the industries that have come in the past, we have reacted in what
I would call a passive way. When an industry would call us and ask us to
come for a visit, we would visit with them and try to accommodate whatever
their wishes were. But we had no strategy for industrial development; we
took no aggressive position. The thing that's different about the ATDC is
that now we have a small amount of resources, we have a strategy, and we
are assuming an aggressive rather than a passive role.

Let me tell you what the ATDC does. It has been operating on a current
budget of $400,000. It has four staff members and support functions and per-
sonnel. It has four primary goals: (1) incubation of new industry; (2) recruit-
ment of industries; (3) support of industry in an operational sense, that is,
with respect to financial, legal, and managerial aspects; and (4) venture
capital

In the development of industry in an area where industrial development
is not a tradition, venture capital is probably one of the most crucial condi-
tions. In Atlanta, until two years ago, there were no formal venture capital
organizations. When you have to go to San Francisco or New York or Boston
or Chicago for venture capital, you will find it generally unsuccessful because
venture capital development is a chancy business. Those people who provide
the venture capital like'to look in on who they're funding about every two
weeks, and they just won't go to the trouble of flying from New York to Atlanta
every two weeks to check up on their development organizations. We now have
two venture capital activities in Atlanta. We run perhaps the most successful
venture capital contract by bringing together financial interests and fledgling
industries. Those industries make presentations to support their funding re-
quests, and typically, about half of them are funded. We've come off the
ground and have had a small amount of success in that area . Incidentally,
our venture capital advisory committee has every other meeting in San Francisco
because the travel expenses for a meeting in San Francisco are less than the
travel expenses for meeting in Atlanta, meaning that we have more members
from San Francisco.
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The incubation is a more novel idea, although not that novel around the
country. We have under construction a $5 million building, two-thirds funded
by the state of Georgia, one-third funded by resflarch activities in Georgia
Tech. It will have 8,000 square feet, and will house perhaps 20 to 30 incu-
bating industries. These would be indUstries, in high tech that's the common
terminology for companies, that would stay there one to three years with full
access to the support facilities of Georgia Tech--the library, comiluting center,
inventories, faculty--and we would treat them as an internal elemdnt of the
university. This enables the small, weak industries to have access to power-
ful facilities without the necessity for front-end capital and with greater con-
venience than if they wouldgo elsewhere. The building is to be finished this
summer, but in the interim period we have rennovated the basement of an old
building.

We currently have seven of these small industries in residence on the
campus, and we are working with others that are not in residence on the campus.
We rbalized that residence on the campus was not necessarily desirable, so we
also provide internal support services for those industries that are located else-
where. We have an advisory committee that reviews and analyzes the business
plan of each of these industries, and, on the basis of a recommendation from
our advisory committee, we admit an infant industry to the program. Some of
these companies have two, three, or four persons, and our largest one cur-
rently has eight people. So, I'm not talking about enormous start-ups. In fact,
one of the problems with these small industries is that not only are they un-
balanced and weak, they aren't big enough to attract attention. If you're re-
cruiting a new industry that's going to hire 500 or 1,000 employees, everybody's
interested--the banks, the state, realty firms--and you have no trouble mobiliz-
ing teams to work with that recruitment activity. But if you have one-half per-
son or even five people, it's very hard to get a bank interested. And further-
more, if you tell a banker, who is used to financing land and buildings and
maybe production equipment and inventory, yoti want to invest si nificantly in
software or you have this little package of microelectronic chips worth $2 mil-
lion you'd like to borrow on, you have a big gap in understandin with the tra-
ditional community support.

Unlike big industries that hire consultants to give them advice and write
reports and go through deliberate decision processes, these small industries
don't waste much time or effort on these decision processes. And, if the prin-
cipal person likes to ride horses in the morning, the industry is very likely to
be located next to a place where you can ride horses in the morning, irrespec-
tive of all the other things. My over-riding criteria is that everyone is dif-
ferent and you find out what ap eals to each one and accommodate them in
that Way.
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Let me just comment briefly on some of the things Georgia Tech dues
operationally that arc attractive 10 industry. In addition to what are probably
the most comprehensive engineering programs in the world, twice as inany ac-
credited programs as most schools, we have 2,300 co-op students. This offers
a tremendous mechanism for interfacing with industry. We offer a full set of
evening programs. And, one unique thing, we will deliver media -based in-
struction in engineering at the graduate level' anywhere in the state of Georgia;
we currently deliver it in 64 locations. A company can locate in Milledgeville,
for example, and we can provide "on location" not only our engineering gradu-
ate programs for credit, but we also manage a national system and can furnish
graduate courses from 22 other prominent engineering institutions- -not for credit
at Georgia Tech, but for development if they so desire. This Is a good delivery
system at the most critical level, and it is a most difficult thing to achieve
locally.

Another thing that we do that's unusual is to undertake confidential re-
search for a company. We never take it without a positive recommendation of
the faculty member who would supervise the research. But, industry, partic-
ularly high tech industry, has various kinds of secrets which they cannot afford
to have broached because it would damage their business positions. So we will
work on a confidential basis. We have done this for many years and we find it
is not a serious impediment to academic operation. Incidentally, we also take
on classified military research and do not find that a serious problem either.
Let me point out that most of our classified research is classified simply be-
cause of the need for access to classified information. There's nothing in the
operation that's classified in any way. And, Instead of dealing with generali-
ties, it is better to study specific situations and make decisions based upon
Particular knOvoledge.

Another thing we do is to license technology, which is currently about
$1 million a year in income to Georgia Tech. We do about 50 or 60 disclosures
a year and we pursue about 20 to 25 patents. We also license trade secrets,
probably more than any other institution in the U. S. To do this, you need a
special set of capabilities to handle trade secrets, but they are a critical in-
terface with industry. Industry is very supportive of our position in doing that.

Another thing we do a lot of is to become a partner wth industry in much
of our research. Georgia Tech has a vfery well-defined boundary. We provide
education, research, development, anti technical assistance. But we do abso-
lutely no manufacturing, no routine testing, and whenever we can move activi-
ties at Georgia Tech into industry, we do so. Our industrial partners like this
policy position, and several of the industries we've started have been as a re-
sult of this kind of research problem. Recently, for example, we built a one-
of-a-kind , highly sophisticated, electronic device for the military. They were
delighted with it and wanted us to build 10 more. We said, "We don't do that;
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we're not a manufacturing, organization." But, we went around and found some-
body to do the manufacturing, and started a new industry, which now has its
first substantial contract.,We have done that a nuniber of times; it has helped
us and is a mechanism for starting new industries. So, we have well-defined
policies that frequently interface with industry on a cooperative basis. For
example, we will do some analysis and we will be a partner with industry in
the fabrication of a piece of equipment. Industries like this because they
make their money not from tho sophisticated analysis, but from the manufac-
turing end of it. They are getting experience in the areas where they have
the greatest opportunity, and we are getting support for the kind of functions
that we like to be involved in.

The ATDC, then, is primarily a catalyst, and it is built around the re-
search programs of Georgia Tech. But also I would point out that one of the
industries located on the Tech campus is a spin-off from Emory University,
actually., a mixture of Emory University and the Center for Disease Control
(CDC). We als are open-minded about operation with other institutions in
the state, or o side it. Georgia Tech has 35 professional employees in Hunts-
ville, Alabama , and 14 in northern Florida. We have offices in Ireland and in
Kuwait, Cairo, and in Khartoom. We would operate wherever it is intellectually
exciting and where the economic opportunity is attractive. This aspect of our
operation is attractive to high tech industries because essentially all of them
operate worldwide. Provinciality is not a characteristic of high technology,
but global activity is; hence, industry prefers to interface with the university
that also operates on a global basis.
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SKILLS FOR THE WORK PLACE IN AN ERA OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY:
MYTHS, REALITIES, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

Henry M. Levin, Director
Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance

Stanford University

Some of what I would have wanted to say has already been said; I'm not
going to try to repeat it. What I want to do is to introduce what I hope will be
a note of caution and balance on the high technology phenomenon. Pm empha-
sizing this because of what has generally been said by politiqians, by the na-
tional media, and by people.

I have lived in Silicon Valley and have been at Stanford University for
15 years, which is virtually all of the period of development in microelectronics.
I find interesting the rest of the country's perception of how the developments
took place there; it is also interesting to see how people in the Valley see
themselves. Let me just give you a couple of quotes. Recently there was a
conference on entrepreneurship at Stanford, and a large number of the people
making presentations were from or were associated with Silicon Valley. One
of them, Nolan Bushnell, was the developer of one of the first video games,
the PONG game, which eventually became the basis of the large Atari firm.
In his talk, Bushnell started out by Saying how high technology is going to
create more leisure, will eliminate poverty in the world, and so on, and then
he said, "As early as 1987-88, America may see the Grols National Product (GNP)
booming ahead at 15 to 18 percent annually, with tremendlDus labor shortages
that can be solved only by opening up the Southern border." I should remind
y9u that in the Sixties, the decade of most rapid economic growth of the post-
war period, the average annual increase in the GNP was about 3 percent.
I should also mention that Japan, with its very rapid rate of increase, averaged
about 6 percent. And those of you who know mathematics know that when you
see growth like that, exponentially, you're talking about fairly rapid growth.
As for 17 or 18 percent,- at no time in modern history has any industrial country
come even close to. that kind of figure. And yet very quickly in Silicon Valley
they have this enthusiasm about what has happened.

,________)
Let me Just add one other quote, whin "I thin

William F. Miller, who is the president of SRI Int
what was said yesterday, SRI is not a part of Stan

nteresting, from
nal. (Contrary to
iversity and has

nothing to do with Stanford Industrial Park in Silicon Valley. It was started
by, the Stanford trustees in the postwar period, and then spun off and is com--'
pletely independent of Stanford and the industrial park. It is not located
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geographically in Silicon Valley; its located a bit north of the Valley.)
Mr. Miller said, "Every time you destroy jobs, you improve the welfare of the
nation." That's a quote. He went on, "What we're engaged in as entrepre-
neurs is creative destruction of established industries." And Bushnell jumped
in and said, "That's right, jobs should be thought of as transitory phenomena."
That's an interesting point of view; I've never thought of myself as a "transitory
phenomenon," nor have my wife and four children.

p

The important point here is that there is an awful lot of excess in terms
of what the future of high tech is going to accomplish. I would like to focus
on that and then discuss the question of. education and skills within that con-
text. I think that this is important, because we heard yesterday that the
Battelle Institute says 60 percent of new Jobs will be in high technology. In
California--which certainly in terms of the number of jobs in high technology is
the most advanced by anyone's definition of that term, and definitions vary--the
Department of Employment in Economic Development came out with an estimate
for 1980 that about 8.5 percent of the jobs in the state were in high technology.
If we were to neglect non-high technology areas and focus on that, we'd be
ignoring well over 80 percent of the jobs in the state. As for 60 to 80 percent
of all the jobs in the future going to be high technology, our department saw
only a slight gain, a few tenths of a percentage point, between 1980 and 1985.
And, indeed, the national data confirm those kinds of estimates.

I think its very important to make the distinction, as SREB does, in its
publication, Technician Manpower for the South: High Tech Industries or High
Tech Occupations?, between high technology industries and high tech occu-
pations. It's a very important distinction. In Silicon Valley a great many jobs
are created by so-called high technology firms--you see that all over Cali-
fornia. But what is the typical person doing in those firms? The typical per-
son is not working on microelectronics at the frontier; in fact, is not even
familiar with microelectronics. The average person is an assembler or clerical
worker in those firms; 80 percent of the employment in Silicon Valley is em-
ployment which requires no skills beyond a high school education, its as-
sembly work. We have to be very careful not to assume that firms that are
involved in high technology employ only persons who are deeply involved in
high technology and have high levels of skills.

High technology firms usually include three major areas: microelectronics,
robotics, and biotechnology. And when we refer to the occupations that com-
prise high technology, we usually refer only to those that are scientific, en-
gineering, and at the technical level just below the higher level ones. But
these positions seem to be at roughly 20 percent of total employment in high
tech industries, which has been confirmed on a national basis by the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1
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It's extremely important that we make the distinction between the phases
of high technology industry: (1) basic research and development (R&D) work,
(2) getting into initial production, (3) getting a product into mass production
on a fairly automated basis, and (4) the phase none of us wants to talk
about--where the jobs are so automated that you can use very very low skilled
labor in third-world countries. Atari found out about that rather quickly and
was able to setlup production and move it to Asia within a four-year period at
a cost of 1,700 jobs in Silicon Valley.

Now let's look at places that are getting high technology firms. San An-
tonio, Texas, has been in the national media as one such place. San Antonio
has a very enterprising mayor who set out a San Antonio Industrial Park and has
been extremely successful at attracting firms there. But there's very little
major development going on in San Antonio. Most of what is going on is basic
assembly work. The vast majority of workers, far more than 80 percent, are in
the $3.50 to $4.25 an hour assembly range. NBC did a story on high tech in
San Antonio and asked a plant manager how much education he needed to work
in this plant. The manager held up two screwdrivers, one a slotted screwdriver
and the other a Phillips head, and said, "Can you tell the difference between
the two of these?" The reporter said, "I can." And the plant manager said,
"You can work here; you have the skills." Its important to realize that high
technology has a whole spectrum of activities. For example, in food process-
ing very advanced approaches from the biological and the sciences are
being used, but that should not blot out the fact that the vast majority of
people in food processing are very low-paid workers with virtually no skills
at all, who don't even need a high school diploma. We should bear in mind
that attracting high technology firms to an area does not mean that the indus-
tries are going to have the same character as those in Research Triangle Park
or in Silicon Valley or Route 128, or some of the other places where there's
been development on R&D, incubation of new ideas, and new work. All phases
of operation are characterized as high technology in the national media and by
some of our national politicians who talk about the hopes of the future.

Let me Just mention briefly, now, what the data seems to say about em-
ployment in high technology occupations. I think that's a more meaningful
category than high tech industries if were going to talk about skill and edu-
cational requirements. If we're going to talk about generating more employ-
ment, which is very important, we then might want to talk about the employ-
ment that can be generated by high technology industries. But, we want to be
wary of what kinds of employment are being generated, rather than assuming
that all employment will require high levels of education and skills and uni-
versities nearby and extension courses and so on.

One of the confusions that I've seen in the national press is that re-
porters tend to confuse the notion of the most rapidly growing occupations,
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percentage-wise, with those that are growing most rapidly In terms of absolute
numbers of jobs. For example, the U. S. Labor Department has estimated that
between 1978 and 1990, the number of Jobs in the U. S. will increase by about
23 percent. That's about 22 million Jobs on a base of about 100 million in 1980.
And if one looks at some of the jobs that are growing most rapidly in percentage
terms, one sees that one of the top five jobs in relative growth, Data Processing/
Machine Mechanic, is growing at a rate of about 148 percent over that 12-year
period. If one looks at numbers, though, one sees that the increase will be

'from 63,000 to 156,000 positions, or about four-tenths of a percent of all jobs.
What we often forget is that Jobs that grow very rapidly but start from a very
small base don't account for a large number of jobs in an absolute sense In
the economy.

If one looks at the top five jobs in terms of the fastest absolute growth
from the individual state data collected, using quite different methodologies,
this kind of ordering is quite typical -- janitors and sextons, nurses' aids and
orderlies, sales clerks, cashiers, waiters and waitresses. No high tech-
nology occupation makes the top 20 when one looks at the total number of
jobs that are forecast to be created by specific occupations. Indeed, perhaps
more shocking to an educator, only two of the top 20 jobs require anything be-
yond a secondary school education, and one of these is nursing in which it is
possible to get a degree in two or three years, although some people do take
a university degree besides. The other occupation requiring advanced educa-
tion is that of elementary school teacher, given the increase in the demography
of the young. Those are the only two occupations in the top 20 in absolute
growth that require a college degree. If one looks at jobs like computer pro-
grammers, which doesn't make the list, one finds that the estimates suggest
that we'll need about 150,000 new programmers in that period. But, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) estimates, we're going to need 800,000
fast food workers and kitchen helpers. So when one looks at the magnitude of
the kinds of jobs that require high levels of skills and those that require low
levels of skills, even with errors in the estimates, the disproportions are so
great that it's safe to conclude that in 1990 certainly the vast majority of jobs
created in this society will be low-skilled, not high-skilled, Jobs. Indeed,
even if we look at high technology industries that holds, because high tech-
nology industries create a lot of jobs that are very low-skilled jobs.

It is also important to point out that this has been going on for some time.
McDonald's created more Jobs in the 1970s than did our six largest steel in-
dustries, in fact, than the entire labor pool of the steel industry. One of the
lessons that can be learned from this is not to write off our existing industries
as sources of employment. There is a lot to say for trying to modernize, trying
to go with their strengths, to see what is viable and move with it, even if it
does not have the magic name "high technology."
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Let's go a little bit further and talk specifically about the high tech trans-
formation of other Jobs. One argument is that as we apply microelectronics,
microprocessors, robots, and so on to existing occupations, skill requirements
will rise. That notion seems to come from the assumption that the more sophis-
ticated the equipment an individual works with, the higher the level of skills
required to work with that equipment. And, in fact, there have been estimates
that by 1990, 60 to 80 percent of the population will be working with computers
in some sense.

It does not automatically follow that because one has more sophisticated
equipment it requires more skill to operate that equipment. A comparison of the
Model "A" with 1983 cars points that out; the 1983 auto is vastly more sophisti-
cated than the Model "A,"'but it is much, much easier to drive. James Bright
of the Harvard Business School did a study in the 1950s on automation in a
large number of industries. He was mainly concerned with what happened to
"operatives" as theygo from older technologies to more automated ones.
What he found was that in the initial stages there's a learning curve involved
for the worker and for the organization, but over time the organization is able
to use the new technology to reduce work skills. That makes sense to the or-
ganization because it is making an investment. And, one of the reasons it is
making an investment is to save labor costs, which is done two ways: (1) you
reduce the number of workers you need; (2) you reduce the skill requirements
of workers. Even if all that you've been able to do is to reduce the skill re-
quirements of workers, you've reduced cost, which can be.weighed against
the cost of the new technology. That's important, because if. you simply look
at entrepreneurial behavior, it doesn't make sense to develop technologies to
replace minimum wage workers. A $3.35 an hour worker in metropolitan areas
is not expensive. You can get them and fire them; if you need more, you can
expand their use. Why do you invest in anything in order to automate proc-
esses? In order to increase productivity. You do it where you're able to save
very significant labor costs. So where do we find robotics being applied?
We don't find them in yard work, raking leaves, sweeping the floors; it just
doesn't pay. We find robotics on assembly lines in operative positions where,
for exarriple, the workers are in the $10, $15, $16 an hour range. It is in those
areas the enormous investment that it takes to get into the use of robotics pays
off. What I'm suggesting is that it is not in the entry level skills where you
have the greater incentive to apply high technology, it is in the middle-of-the-
skills range, the semi-skilled positions, the craft positions. That's where
you're talking about real savings in terms,of labor costs.

Now the reason that this is important is because there's been a lot of
discussion about high tech raising the skill requirements of Jobs, so let's be
quite concrete about this. Some people automatically assume that computer
operators, particularly if they're dealing with mainframes, are working with
millions of dollars of very sophisticated equipment, therefore they need a lot
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of education. It is woll-known in the computer industry that computer operators
need no more than a high school education plus a little on-the-job training.
A computer operator As not a very sophisticated job; it's a very unsophisticated
job. And even when we say that there will be a demand for large numbers of
additional computer operators, it does not mean that there will be a demand
for a lot of very sophisticated electrical engineers or computer science Majors.
How about the prediction that 60 to 80 percent of people will be working with
computers? What does that mean? Well, as an example, that includes the
checkout clerk in the supermarket who uses a laser reader on the UPC-striped
items to record the price. That person is doing less work now--instead of
punching buttons and calculating tax, all that is required is simply passing a
little magic wand over a set of stripes on the produc4. That person is working
with a computer. Or take the person who is in data entry, for example, simply
typing in data for insurance claims. That person is working with a comptiter.
Indeed, the vast majority of people in these estimates are working with a com-
puter at that level. They not only have no knowledge of how the computer
functions, but they need no knowledge, and would probably be frustrated if
they had knowledge that got into the logic of circuit design and the nature of
the hardware that they're working with. They're working essentially with a
keyboard.

Word processing is another opdration that fits into the category of occu-
pations that are computer-related. Does it require a great deal more skill to
do word processing than to work with a regular typewriter? Well, Manpower,
a temporary agency for clerical and secretarial help., found that in one day
they could introduce people to word processing, and those workers could be
productive on the job on the following day. I should also add that secretaries
no longer need to spell-or do letter-perfect typing because corrections are easy
to make and dictionaries are incorporated into the system which do a spelling
check very quickly and automatically.

The important point is that we now have checked out some 30 to 40 occu-
pations, and we find that, to a large degree, high technology applications are
reducing the skill requirements of existing jobs. I can give a whole number of
examples, but will just mention 'a few more. Today, legal research in larger
law firms is done primarily by paralegal persons, with no more than 2 years of
community college, who work with computers, using identifiers on particular
cases, and do a library search for cases that seem to have these types of
characteristics. That procedure is very rapidly replacing lawyers who in the
past had to go to law libraries and look up the laws of different states to try
to figure out strategies and precedents. Carnegie-Mellon, which has the most
advanced robotics institute in the country, estimates that by the turn of the
century, even given the existingapabilities of programmable robots, 3 million
operatives will be teplaced. Baled on an extension of the technology by 2024,
the end of the first quarter of the 21st century, there should be virtually no need
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for opviratives. Today we have about 1 million operatives in the economy.
Advocates of GAD, or computer-assisted drafting, claim, with a great deal of
evidence, that the draftsperson will r;00I1 he obsolete because of the kinds of
software being developed and the precision of graphics devices.

Programming itself is very vulnerable; '20 years ago computer program-
ming involved plug boards and machine languages; by 10 years ago, most pro-
gramming was done in scientific and business languages. Today, a real mar-
ket hairopened up for doing computing where the user needs no knowledge of
the computer whatsoever and no knowledge of any specialized language, but
simply the language that he or she would use in his or her daily business.
Apple Computer has brought out a machine that business people can be off and
running with in 20 minutes because the operations for six major functions have
been so simplified. That is the future. Markets open up when you don't need
to have terribly specialized personnel and when people can use the skills that
they already have in conjunction with the technology.

.,

Our conclusion based on this is that the overall effect of high technology
is going to be to reduce the skill requirements of vast numbers of occupations.
This is not to say that there won't be some occupations that will have new skill
requirements; there will, but they will be very small ones. The point is that in
the past we had to limit the t it` e of automatic processes to replacement of phy-
sical activities. We now have the ability to replace mental activities. To a
large degree, the service economy is based on'mental activities, and in one
fell swoop, we can design software to replace tens of thousands of draftsper-
sons and tens of thousands of clerical workers, and to downgrade the need for
fully trained lawyers to do certain types of legal searchs. Our conclusion is
that part of the overall effect of high technology in the future will be to down-
grade the skill requirements of existing jobs to a far greater degree than to up-
grade skills. A lot of the investment is going into occupations that have huge
numbers of people involved because that's where the profits are.

What are other factors that might affect the forecast ? Some people said,
"Well you used BLS statistics and we don't know that these are right." How-
ever, there Pare no alternative sources of data that disagree with the BLS sta-
tistics; even when you make changes in the rates of economic growth, even
when you make changes in the functions, the overall findings are that high
technology occupations will not dominate the economy, certainly through 1990.
We find that skill requirements to a large degree are being reduced and, in
some cases, entire occupations will be displaced by the technology. Other
occupations will emerge, but the evidence right now suggests that they will
not create the number of jobs or jobs at skill levelS that will come even close
to the jobs that they're displacing. The main thing to keep in mind is the
ability to displace mental labor through these automated programs; that enables
us to replace or change the requirements for an entire class of jobs.
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What are the factors that might affect these forecasts? Defense is one
major factor; the defense budget is a real unknown. About 25 percent of sci-
entific and technological personnel in the United States are working under de-.
fense contract. If the move is into largo weapons systems, you're going to.)
see over half the military budget in weapons systems. ,We'll move essentially
from 26 percent to 51 or 52 percent in a very short period of time. If that hap-
pens, there will be an unprecedented increase in the demand for scientific and
technical pe-rsonnel, creating vast shortages just at a time when we seem to
be turning out adequate numbers of engineers if you project the increases in
enrollments over what seems to be necessary. That could change if those
budgets come through.

Let me mention another factor. I hear again and again how we have to
compete with other countries, and it's very important that we train our people
properly to do so. What we forget is that right now the most important element
in terms of jobs going overseas is not the Japanese or French corporations, it is
the American multi-national Corporations. Virtually any manufacturer/of any
size in Silicon Valley is producing microelectronic componeWtt 4.re-Atia, and
American firms continue to transfer production overseas at a very rapid rate.
The question How through education are we going to train people who are
going to be so smart using very, very automatic kinds of processes to simply
push buttons on technological equipment so that they are going to compensate,
for 50-cent to 75-cent an hour wages in Asia and relatively low transportation
costs? There are factories in Indonesia that are using workers with four or
five years of schpoling, not because the Indonesian school system is so won-
derful, but because the technologies of production have been developed to the
point where you simply need disciplined workers going into the plant and fol-
lowing very simple orders.

Those are two unknowns that have not been taken account in the BLS
estimates. One would suggest an increase in demand for high tech products
and highly skilled workers; the other would suggest a very rapid shift of high
technology, at least the production side, to other countries. It is bothersome
to me to hear how we have to compete with the other countries when the most
important factor right now are U. S. manufacturers shifting their operations to
other countries, not because of the high quality of education those countries
provide, but because the processes are so orderly that one can use very low
quality labor at 50-cents and 75-cents an hour as opposed to $3.35 an hour.
That's the dilemma.

What are the educational implications for a state? Well, let me mention
a few of these that I think ought to be borne in mind. I think the first is that
you have to think of education as having a wide variety of implications for dif-
ferent kinds of high tech industry. Some jobs will be predominantly low-skilled
types of occupations; others will be at the opposite extreme. But even in the



Silicon Valley case we're talking about roughly 20 percent of the employment in
the scientific and technical areas and HO percent in the assembly and clerical/
service arca.

Secondly, we can't predict the precise skill needs over the lifetimes of
workers. Therefore, it seems very important that what we do is place our em-
phasis on basic skills. This is perfectly consistent with the policies of the
Southern Regional Education Board. In kleetirleed for lit Action i
the South there's a very heavy emphasis on improving the quaky of basic edu-
cation-- analytical an verbal skills, mathematics, and knowledge, as opposed
to applied vocational skills at the secondary level. I think that we take an aw-
ful risk when we emphasize applied vocational skills at the secondary level be-
cause the requirements are going to change rapicily: Even when you change - -as
in some of our Northern cities--from steel manufacture or auto manufacture t9
electronics assembly, you change the skill requirements VI, enough so that, in
fact, what has been learned it not terribly helpful. This is not to argue that
electronics assembly requires a great deal of training. In California, typically
you can measure retraining of auto workers for electronics assembly in terms of
hours, not weeks, not months, not years. So we think it makes good sense to
emphasize strong, very strong, basic education for everyone; to give kids the
basic foundation to learn the kinds of specifics that they'll need to learn when
they hit the job'.

The final point that I want to make is that this society is not facing up to
the larger fact that so-called "recurrent" education is going to become far more
important in the future, 4nd we're not prepared for it. What is recurrent edu-
cation? Recurrent education refers to a situation some people would call "con-
tinuing" or "lifelong" education. I don't like those terms.because they've been
used traditionally in a very different way. Recurrent education refers to having

A education and work recur over a lifetime. Instead of stressing the idea of every
one getting his or her education before entering the labor force, the idea would
be to get good strong basic skills before entering the labor force, either at the'
secondary or at the college level, and then, as one sees opputunities, to get
the additional education for specific training. What would tha need? Well,
first often, we'd probably need some kind of system of educational sabbaticals
that would provide forpeople to leave the work place for a couple of weeks and
sometimes for a few years to get additional education. There would have to be
some kind of subsidy to make that possible, perhaps through social security or
some kind of state system. We need a system of finance to make this possible
because today most of the finance in education applies to the so-called "front-
loaded" model, that is where you get all oir -education at the beginning. If
you look at current financial aid systems, like federal loans and grants, these
are much less available to peopfe who are studying part-time or studying
non-degree programs than they are to those in the conventional flel4,,
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Let me mention two domographic factors. As wo stand today, over 75 per-
cont of the workers who will be in the work force in the year 2000 are already in
the work force. Thus, we're not going to get even a shot at them through the
conventional mothods of trainingboforo they get therebecause they are al-
ready In the work force.

The second thing is that if we're going to try,to provide mobility so that
the kinds of low-level jobs I've talked about are indeed transient jobs for the
individu4l, we've got to provide some way over their working lives for individ-
uals to get the additional training in order to get mobility to those better Jobs.
Even though those better Jobs are not going to be there for everyone at any one
time, it is possible over a lifetime for people to come into entry-level occupa-
tions and be able to move up through additional training to higher-level occu-
pations. These mobility processes would be opposed to having a large portion
of our population in low-level occupations for their entire lifetime. That, too,
requires a system of recurrent education that's far more sensitive, far better
planned, than the one that we have now.
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